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Abstract 

In excess of two hundred specimens of mediaeval stained glass have been analysed to obtain infor- 

mation on their degradation. The chemical composition of the glasses and of any decay products 

present were determined using electron-probe micro analysis, diffuse reflectance Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy and x-ray powder diffraction. 

This thesis outlines the previous work in this field and provides data for future investigations. The 

data collected statistically enhances the previous studies and provides evidence for and against the 

hypotheses in this area. 

In addition to this evidence is given to suggest that the orientation of the window is an important 

factor in the degradation, probably due to wind direction. Also the amount of magnesia present 

in the glass is more fundamental to understanding the degradation than previously thought. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

At the beginning of the twentieth century relatively little was known about the deterioration 

of glass or enamels. In 1917 W. E. S. Turner published a bibliography of the then previous 

works; it contained 95 references. Turner, as head of a glass technology department, was involved 

in a great many studies in the 1920s, covering such topics as chemical durability and physical 

properties. This work was followed in the 1930s by theoretical models of Zachariasen and Warren 

[144,140,141,41,104] for the structure of glass. Since the second World War the number of 

researchers studying glass and its deterioration has increased greatly. 

1.1 Atmospheric Corrosion of Glass 

One of the major reasons for studying the atmospheric attack of glass is for the preservation and 

restoration of Europe's heritage of stained glass windows. Several studies have been carried out 

in the UK, mostly centered on York Minster [36,35,58,59,105,57,103]. The remaining studies 

have principally taken place on the Continent of Europe, in Fiance [15,112,111,30], Germany 

[56,72,46,48,128] and Austria [5,6,129,130,131,132] with additional work in America [21,22,23]. 

It has been established that the presence of water on the surface of glass is a key factor in its 

destruction. Douglas and Isard [43] showed that unless water was present, even very high propor- 

tions of sulphur dioxide will not attack the glass network. Recent work at the Deutsches Museum, 

Munich, has involved the monitoring of both humidity and temperature of the surrounding envi- 

ronment in the hope of establishing the influence these have on deterioration [49,48,50]. Results 

indicate that cycles of condensation and drying are more damaging than a constant high humidity 

[99,101]. 

Contrary to popular belief, the smaller the amount of water present the greater the deterioration 

18 



Introduction 19 

[102]. If excess water is present, and remains present, it is possible for the extracted alkali to be 

diluted and hence little harm done. However, humidity is a good promoter of moss and lichen 

growth, which in turn can lead to corrosion of glass which might otherwise be resistant. This is 

because they harbour moisture at the surface and could therefore cause damage [90]. 

Over the last few decades there has been great concern as to whether the acceleration of atmospheric 

corrosion is due to air pollution. This has been very hard to substantiate, and many now believe 

that damage, subsequent to the second World `War was caused not by air pollution but poor storage 

during the War [104]. In a recent paper by Cox and Cooper [32] evidence was presented which 
indicates that poorly durable mediaeval glasses had deteriorated prior to the increase in sulphur 
dioxide levels associated with the development of heavy industry. They have shown that glass which 

was buried in the sixteenth century had visible signs of atmospheric decay. This is distinguishable 

from the subsequent decay in the archaeological environment and highlights the fact that sulphur 

dioxide in natural occurring amounts is sufficient to explain the formation of sulphates as decay 

products. 

Generally an alkaline solution is formed on glass as a result of water leaching out alkali and/or 

alkaline earth ions from the bulk glass. Sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide and other gases may then 

react with this solution to form salts. The hypothesis as to the ensuing mechanism is that water 

reacts with glass to form hydroxides, which are then converted to carbonates by atmospheric carbon 
dioxide; these are subsequently changed into sulphates (41,109,128]. These salts are referred to as 

the corrosion, or weathering, products and are generally the insoluble salts that have remained after 

the water has evaporated or drained off the surface. Usually, the products are calcite, gypsum or 

syngenite [56,15,112,58,59], although several others have been reported. Gypsum and syngenite 

are usually found together in a form of weathering known as is crusting (14,111]. 

There have been many studies which consider other types of environment. Work in America in 

recent years has centered on artificial corrosion, although Brill carried out a substantial amount 

of research on glass deterioration at the Corning Museum [21,22,23]. One of the areas looked at 

was crizzling. This is a common occurrence in glasses which are deficient in lime but have excess 

alkali. It manifests itself as reduced transparency due to crazing of the surface. Brill discovered 

that crizzling develops when the `sick' glasses are stored in an atmosphere of less than 20% relative 
humidity. 

1.2 Groundwater Corrosion 

In 1863 Brewster [181 discovered the reason for the iridescent nature of the crust on an excavated 

glass. He noted that the crust was laminated in structure, the separation of layers being of the 
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Introduction 20 

order of the wavelength of light. Thus the iridescence was due to interference. 

One of the most interesting theories put forward in this area was that the "time of burial could be 

found by counting the number of layers in the corrosion crust" (24,21,79]. This has since been 

disproved [93,101]. Layer formation is now reasonably well understood. If the pH of the leachant 

is greater than 9 then network dissolution occurs [45], until the solubility of the oxides in solution 

reaches their limit. When this limit is exceeded, new phases may be precipitated, which regulate 

the pH and eH (oxidation potential) of the solution at the corrosion front in a cyclic manner. The 

crust formed is porous in nature and therefore allows the leachant to diffuse through it. In a glass 

which contains inhomogeneous regions or inclusions, the layers formed are not necessarily parallel 

to the glass surface (93,106,34). 

W. von Geilmann, in 1956, studied many examples of excavated window glass, proving that a 

particularly deep form of corrosion was initiated by old cracks in the glass (55]. Similar findings., 

were obtained and reviewed by _ ewton [94,95). Geilmann identified particularly high levels of 

manganese(1In) in glass from the 10th to 18th centuries, in part due to the use of beechwood ash 

and partly due to deliberate addition. He also studied more than 100 ancient glasses and identified 

a high phosphorus content, again due to the use of wood ash. In his non-archaeological studies he 

was led to the suggestion that syngenite is converted to gypsum if there is a large amount of water 

present [56]. 

The layer structure that forms due to the action of groundwater is not usually regular, and often 

it is distorted by surface inhomogeneities. Cox et al. found inclusions or "plugs", many of which 

on chemical analysis contained areas rich in manganese [34,37]. The crust formed is generally 

of inorganic compounds, though non-crystalline. A related topic is that of underwater corrosion 
[33] which produces a similar laminated structure, but the inclination for plug formation has not 

so far been observed on such samples. Underwater corrosion involves continuous replacement of 

surrounding water and hence the "in contact" solution is unable to become saturated although the 

solution in the reaction zone can attain saturation. Any crystalline products that result due to 

decay are probably not derived from the glass. 

1.3 Artificial Environments 

The benefits of simulation are clearly apparent in the case of nuclear waste disposal glasses, since, 

glass in which highly radioactive waste is to be stored must be known to be incredibly durable over 

a period of time like 104 years. Therefore to be practical, the time taken for the, experiments must 
be reduced. This is done by elevating the temperatures, using different pH's, etc.. 

This field of glass research that has boomed since the 1960s, with the majority of the work occuring 
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in Europe, the USA and Japan [64]. It is in part responsible for the increased attention being paid 

to glass of archaeological origin. The latter provides information on real case studies of underground 

corrosion, enabling a comparison to be made of accelerated testing against the results of natural 

corrosion, thus enabling mathematical models to be devised. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

In this study the aim was to investigate the extent of decay of `in-situ' mediaeval stained glass 

windows in the United Kingdom. In carrying out such a study it was hoped that the following 

aspects could be considered: 

" Correlation between extent of decay within the different geographical regions of the country. 

This would involve glass of similar chemical composition being found in different churches. 

" Correlation between the extent of decay and window orientation. This requires that the glass 

in the windows analysed, be of the same composition and has never been moved or the panels 

reversed, for example, when it was restored. 

" Relationship between the chemical composition of the glass and the decay products found. 

" The development of the decay process. This involves comparing the decay of different types 

of glass, perhaps from different centuries. 

" Determine whether sulphur dioxide is one of the primary attacking agents. This would not 

be by experimentation, but through the observation of the distribution of sulphur, probably 

in the form of sulphates, on the natural surface and in depth profile. 

In chapter 2 what is meant by the term glass will be discussed and a critique will be given of 

previous work in the area of glass corrosion. The various hypotheses on glass structure will be 

dealt with. Results from other investigations on mediaeval glass will be presented. 

In chapter 3 an outline of the theory and practice of electron probe micro-analysis will be given. 

This technique was used to determine the chemical composition of the glasses. The instrumentation 

is described and a brief summary of the results obtained (more detailed data are given in Appendix 

B). Also the location of the churches from which the window glass was obtained is given, with an 

associated background. 

This is followed by two separate chapters detailing the techniques used to identify the decay prod- 

ucts. The first is the application of diffuse reflectance infrared spectroscopy; the latter is that of 

x-ray powder diffraction. The data collected using both methods are given in detail in Appendix 

C; summaries and calibration information are given in the separate chapters. 
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Some of the glass analysed- was investigated in a purely topographical manner. This formed the 

basis of the morphological study that was carried out on "sacrificable" samples from two of the 

churches and is covered in chapter 6. 

The results are analysed in a more thorough manner in chapters 7 and 8. Here the data have been 

examined using the software package SPSS (Statistical software Package for the Social Scientist). 

It is also used as a means of testing previous hypotheses and models. Chapter 7 details the more 

analytical work whereas chapter 8 contains the environmental aspects such as biodeterioration. 

The final chapter gives a comparison of this work to the previous studies, lists the conclusions and 

suggests how this study could be followed. 
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Chapter 2 

Corrosion of Glass 

An understanding of the nature of glass is needed in order to comprehend the deterioration pro- 

cesses. It is essential, therefore, to make clear what is meant by the term "glass". Glass is commonly 

used to refer to the fusion product of inorganic materials where crystallisation has not taken place 
[109, though this is not necessarily the case. In this study "a glass" is a material formed from 

silica, alkali and lime. 

In antiquity there was no understanding of the chemistry of glassmaking, indeed science of the day 

was based upon there being only four elements. As a result, mediaeval glass has many components 

and in many cases is inhomogeneous. The most important literary evidence of mediaeval glass- 

making procedures is the treatise De Diversis Artibus written in the twelfth century by a monk 
known as Theophilus [63]. This states 

`... take two parts of the ashes and a third part sand-mix them... put them on an upper 

hearth so that they may be fritted'. 

This illustrates the true art of the glassmaker - being able to create a transparent solid substance 
from buckets of powder which could vary in origin and content depending on the reliability of 

supply. It also shows that the process involved only two ingredients, sand and ash. The ash in 

the mediaeval period being rich in potassium and phosphorus indicates that wood was the source 
(beech ash being the most common). It was possible to produce a range of colours from the glass 

melt by altering the furnace conditions and Theophilus gives details. These colour changes can be 

understood by consideration of the redox reaction of iron and manganese (and other elements). 
Glass-makers of the period also added metal oxides to the melt to produce other colours (126,511. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the relationship between the glassy, liquid and solid states for 

the temperature dependence of specific volume. 

2.1 Structure of Glass 

When a liquid cools its volume changes. At a temperature Tj (freezing point) the volume decreases 

substantially and crystallisation normally occurs. As the temperature is reduced further, the 

volume continues to diminish, but with a different temperature gradient. Figure 2.1 shows the 

deviation of the volume-temperature relationship for both crystalline and vitreous materials. When 

a liquid cools to form a glass, crystallisation does not occur at Tj. However, at a temperature Ty 

the viscosity of the melt is such that it is said to be a solid. Thus, at T. the liquid has become a 

glass; this temperature is called the transformation temperature. It is more usual to refer to the 

transformation range of the melt, as the change in viscosity is gradual and thus does not occur at 

a fixed temperature. The temperature at which the glass was melted determines the homogeneity 

of the non-crystalline structure. 

There are several characteristics which separate glasses and crystals: 

1. X-ray and electron diffraction studies indicate that glasses do not exhibit long-range periodic 

order, ie. they have an infinite unit cell with an infinite number of atoms therein. 

2. Glasses are similar in structure to liquids, ie. amorphous and isotropic. 

3. Glasses do not have a sharp melting point, ie. no discontinuity in any physical property. 

4. Glasses will not cleave in preferential directions. 
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Any liquid can in principle form a glass if cooled sufficiently quickly and brought below the trans- 

formation range. For a material to be a good glass former its rate of crystallisation must be very 

slow with respect to the rate of cooling. There is as yet no general empirical hypothesis to explain 

glass formation, but there are those with limited application. 

2.1.1 Goldschmidt's Model 

A simple ionic oxide, AM Qv, exhibits a correlation between the relative size of A and 0 and its 

ability to form a glass (60,109]. If an oxide can form a glass, then the ratio of ionic radii, RA : RC) 

is in the range 0.2 to 0.4. The co-ordination number of ionic compounds is known to be dictated 

by RA/Ro and thus the geometrical arrangement is restricted. This lead Goldschmidt to propose 

that a tetrahedral configuration was a prerequisite of glass formation. However, the bonding in a 

glass is not (purely) ionic and therefore this rule does not always apply. 

2.1.2 Zachariasen's Random Network Theory 

This was developed from the ideas of Goldschmidt and was the first model to be universally accepted 

. Zachariasen postulated that the atoms in the glass must form a three-dimensional network (144]. 

The diffraction studies (of the time) showed that this network was not periodic or symmetrical, as 

is the case for crystals. He thus proposed the following set of rules: 

1. The number of oxygen atoms surrounding the ion A must be small (three or four), je. a small 

co-ordination number for the cation. 

2. No oxygen ion may be linked to more than two atoms of A. 

3. The oxygen polyhedra share corners with each other, not edges or faces. 

4. At least three corners of each polyhedron must be shared by other polyhedra. 

The above criteria are satisfied by A2031 A02 and A205. Warren (140,1411 took this model and 

used it to interpret x-ray diffraction patterns of glasses. Figure 2.2 illustrates an imaginary two 

dimensional oxide, A203, in the crystalline and vitreous forms [1091. 

There are, however, limitations to this theory: it only represents an average structure and can say 

nothing about the local distribution of the ions. This theory is the basis for the classification of 

glass-forming oxides as network formers, modifiers and stabilisers. The network former in ancient 

glasses is silica, (although in other glass types it can be oxides of boron, lead or phosphorus). This 

three-dimensional network of tetrahedra with the silicon ion surrounded by four oxygen ions. This 

would of course give the chemical formulae SiO4-, PiLit yvr not for the fact that the four oxygen 
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(a) Regular (b) Irregular 

Figure 2.2: Schematic two-dimensional representation of the structure of (a) a hypothetical crys- 

compound A203, and (b) the glassy form of the same compound. talline 

ions are shared by two silicon ions to give the chemical formula of Si02. A network modifier is 

an ion which breaks the siloxane bonds which form the network. Figure 2.3 is a more realistic 

representation of a glass [135]. The network formers are black spots within triangles, which are 

surrounded by three oxygen ions. An oxygen ion can be either bridging or non-bridging.: bridging 

ion is one which is shared between two of the shaded triangles and hence forms part of the network. 

A non-bridging ion belongs to only one of the triangles and has a residual negative charge (as the 

valency of the oxygen is unsatisfied). The charge is neutralised by the positive charge of the 

"modifying" cations. 

The modifier may have one or more positive charges, ie. be mono- or di-valent. A monovalent 

ion is usually an alkali ion, for example, sodium or potassium. These ions are quite mobile. This 

mobility means that the ions can be easily removed from the network, thus lowering the durability 

of the glass. The advantage of such is the lowering of the melting point. A divalent ion is more 

strongly bound to the glass structure and therefore is less mobile. However, they can neutralise 

two of the charged oxygen ions and hence forge new links in the network. A network stabiliser can 

be a former or a modifier; they are usually tri-valent ions. Alumina (A1203) is the most important 

stabiliser when considering ancient glass. 

2.1.3 Alternative Hypotheses 

Stevels developed the idea of using non-bridging oxygen ions to define a structure parameter, `Y 

factor' [135]. As the number of network modifiers increases, the Y factor decreases. For a silica 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of a glass network. 

glass Y=4, but for A20. SiO2, Y=2. A strict interpretation of Zachariasen's theory suggests that 

glasses with Y<3 do not exist. Stevels, however, succeeded in forming glasses with Y below 2, 

which are now called invert glasses. 

A Russian school developed a glass formation theory called "the crystallite hypothesis". This 

commenced with the work of Lebedev [120,128,121]. It is based on the idea that a glass is made 

up of small crystalline domains (crystallites) which have an ordered structure within themselves, 

but together give an overall random structure. There is no longer any support for this hypothesis 

as diffraction studies have reduced the possible size of the crystallite to be of the order of a silica 

tetrahedron. 

Despite this, the theory has had some successes and in conjunction with Zachariasen's should form 

a good base for an overall theory of glass structure. 

2.2 Mechanisms of Glass Decay 

The alkali ions present in glass are prone to extraction if the glass surface is brought into contact 

with an aqueous solution [1001. The resistance of glass to such attack is known as "chemical 

durability" and, if water and atmospheric gases or soil are present, the type of decay is said to be 

weathering. The extraction of alkali leaves a silica-rich, leached layer at the surface, often termed 

a hydrogen glass. The thickness of this layer depends upon environmental conditions such as pH, 

time the leaching solution is in contact etc. 

Charles proposed a possible mechanism for this aqueous attack on glass [27]. 
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1. Penetration of a proton from the water into the silica network, replacing an alkali ion : 

Si-OR+H20ý=Si-OH+R++OH- (2.1) 

2. The hydroxyl ion in solution disrupts the siloxane bonds: 

_ Si -O-Si -+OH-ý=Si -OH+-Si -O- (2.2) 

3. The non-bridging oxygen formed in equation 2.2 interacts with a molecule of water giving an 

hydroxyl ion which is free to repeat the previous process: 

Si - 0- + H2O #- Si - OH + OH- (2.3) 

The first equation, however, is thermodynamically improbable. Thus, an alternative hypothesis 

was put forward by Scholze [127,1281. 

Si-O-Si-+HZO-->=Si-OH+HO -Si- (2.4) 

This is an auto-condensation reaction which is well known to apply to vitreous silica. Analogously, 

Scholze states that the dissolution of silicate glasses in alkaline solution is expressed by: 

Si -O-Si -+OH-----Si -OH+=Si -O- (2.5) 

and 

_ Si -O'+H2O-+=-Si -OH +OH- (2.6) 

If the solution is acidic then: 

Si - 0-Na(9) + H(, -# = Si - OH(9) + Nat) (2.7) 

ie. an ion-exchange reaction takes place. 

Ernsberger concluded that the proton transportation could not occur by an ion-exchange mecha- 

nism and instead advocated that the proton is diffusely transported as part of a water molecule 

(46]. This is the more favourable explanation, since the field intensity of a lone proton is too great 

to exist in condensed matter. 

Douglas and Isard [43] investigated alkali extraction from a soda-lime-silicate glass. They were 

able to prove that the amount of sodium removed from a glass varies as the square root of time, 

thus indicating a diffusion process [1]. If this were correct, then it should be experimentally 

demonstrable, as the rate of extraction would be related to the electrical conductivity. Douglas 

and Isard assumed that below the softening temperature of glass, the silica network ions were fixed 

in position and the sodium ions were able to move from a site to a neighbouring one on acquiring a 
definite activation energy, E. Therefore, the passage of electric current through the glass would be 
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solely due to sodium ions. In order for the glass to maintain electrical neutrality a contra-diffusion 

of hydrogen ions must occur, or else an electric double-layer would form, rapidly bringing the 

process to a halt [119. 

They performed several experiments in which the electrical conductivity was measured as a func- 

tion of time. The result for aqueous leachants was that the rate-controlling process was indeed 

diffusion. However, the mathematics of double-diffusion illustrates that should the sodium ions 

be considerably slower than the hydrogen ions, the apparent diffusion constant is approximately 

twice that of sodium, giving a discrepancy factor of three between theory and experiment. They 

deduced that this meant not all the sodium ions were involved in diffusion, in agreement with other 

authors' observations, such as Lyle [841. 

Douglas and El-Shamy [42] studied the leaching rates of powdered glasses in aqueous solutions. 
They looked at both soda-lime and potash-lime silicates, and concluded that: 

9 For short time periods and low temperatures the amount of alkali, Q, leached out was pro- 

portional to the square root of time. 

" For long time periods and high temperatures the amount leached varied linearly with time. 

This gives the overall equation: 

Q=af -{- bt (2.8) 

where Q is the amount of alkali extracted, t is the time and a and b are empirical constants. 

2.3 Factors Affecting the Durability 

The chemical durability of a glass is conventionally taken to mean the resistance of glass towards 

attack by aqueous solution and atmospheric agents. There have been many methods established 

to measure the durability of glasses, though they can only indicate the relative durability. 

2.3.1 Surface Area 

The importance of surface area exposed to high humidity or aqueous solutions has been known for 

some time, namely that large panes of glass should not be stored face to face in damp conditions 
(97]. In durability studies it is usual first to grind the glass to a size such that its surface area is 

proportional to its weight [1091. 

The surface area exposed is needed to calculate the surface area to volume ratio (SA/V). Dimbleby 

and Turner [401 were led to the suggestion that the amount of alkali removed from the glass varies 
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with the SA/V ratio. The reason for this was later found to be due to the pH change and not the 

actual SA/V [45]. 

Sanders et al. [125] carried out an experiment which led them to the following classification of 

glass surfaces: 

Type I surface is extremely thin, though no significant change in composition has occurred. 

Type II surface is one which has its silica network intact, but has been leached of alkali. 

Type IIIA surface has a double protective film due to the presence of aluminium or phosphorus 

oxide in the glass. 

Type IIIB surface is multilayered. The multiple protective layers are of oxides, hydroxides and 

hydrated silicates, but this is only found with complex nuclear waste glass. 

Type IV has a silica-rich film though not sufficient to protect the underlying glass; this is due to 

rather low silica content. Most mediaeval glass is of this type. 

Type V is soluble and can have a marked ability to form pits. 

2.3.2 Temperature 

As most experimental corrosion studies are carried out at elevated temperatures, the dependence 

of durability on temperature must be known. According to Paul [1091, workers have likened the 

temperature dependence to the Arrhenius equation: 

A=Bexp(RT) (2.9) 

A being the specific reaction rate changing with temperature T; Ba constant; E the activation 

energy and R the universal gas constant. 

The equation is difficult to apply as both reaction constants, a (activity constant) and K (equilib- 

rium constant), are temperature dependent: 

Q= Kta (2.10) 

where Q is again the amount of alkali extracted and t the time. 

2.3.3 Nature of Leaching Solution 

El-Shamy studied the effect of frequency of leachant replacement [44]. In the depolymerisation 

reactions of silica the essential step is the breaking of the siloxane bond, Si-O-Si. Budd (26] 
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investigated the nucleophilic-electrophilic attack of the silica network. He concluded that acids 

such as hydrochloric and hydroiodic will attack the bridging oxygen atoms as well as the silicon 

atoms, though the latter type of attack is almost negligible. Hydrofluoric acid however, attacks 

both strongly. 

An alkali-silicate glass, in pure water, changes the pH depending upon the alkali concentration and 

the alkali-silica ratio. The result of many investigations shows that silicate glasses are particularly 

susceptible to decay when the pH is above 9. That is, the rate of extraction of silica from a glass 

increases with the pH of a solution above this pH level. The thermodynamic prediction of this was 

verified by El-Shamy et al. [45]. The conclusions were: 

pH less than 9, alkali and silica extraction at constant rate and independent of pH. 

pH greater than 9, alkali extraction decreases but silica extraction increases with increasing pH. 

If the lime content is greater than 10mol%, then the rate of alkali extraction will increase rapidly 

with decreasing pH below 13. The extraction of silica is opposite in manner to that of alkali. 

2.3.4 Glass Composition 

This is indeed the major factor affecting glass durability. The rate of alkali extraction will decrease 

when the amount of alkali in the glass has decreased. The diminishment of ionic radius has a 

similar effect, as does a decrease in the amount of silica, in comparison to alkali, in the glass. 

Several studies of glasses, with simple binary/ternary compositions in contact with various solutions 

and at different temperatures have been carried out, especially in the field of nuclear waste disposal 

glasses. These cannot as yet be readily compared to the natural corrosion of complex glasses, as 

binary glasses are far removed from mediaeval glasses. 

The addition of lime to a binary glass (sodium silicate) can have a profound effect on the durability. 

If the amount added is less than 10mol%, then the time taken to extract a certain amount of soda 

is increased [109]. If the amount added exceeds that limit, then there is no difference in extraction 

time from that of the ordinary binary glass. 

As defined earlier glass is made up of a silica network with modifiers, stabilisers and formers [104]. 

A network former has the same role as silica, a modifier will break up the silica network forming 

ionic bonds and a stabiliser can take either role. If the silica content falls below about 60mol%, 

then the decay that occurs is more likely to be crusting (119]. There has not yet been a study 
into the effect that the trace elements present have on the deterioration. It is, however, generally 

thought that the elements introduced as colourants, whether purposefully or not [98], play little or 

no part in the decay process. 
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A simple theory for the prediction of relative durability was put forward by Illife and Newton 

[67,681. This was welcomed initially as it provided a means of estimating the durability on a purely 

compositional basis, via the number of network formers and network modifiers. The simplicity of 

this theory is its weak point, ie. the assumption that all components can be placed into one of three 

categories (Si02', `RO', -R20'). In this theory there is no way of accounting for the different effect 

sodium and potassium have on the durability (soda glass being approximately twice as durable as 

a potash glass, all other components being the same). 

An alternative theory of data reduction is based on thermodynamics. The essential feature is that 

the more positive the free energy of hydration then the more durable the glass. This was developed 

by Paul [108] in 1977 to predict the durability of glass, though Jantzen and Plodinec (69] took it 

a step further to link it to glass structure and the number of non-bridged oxygen ions. 

Mixed alkali effect 

Gradual substitution of one alkali ion by a different alkali ion can lead to a binary glass displaying 

non-linear behaviour in some properties. It is usual to refer to this effect when substituting some 

of the alkali ions with other alkali ions, or reducing the silica content to incorporate the alkali ions 

of a different type. A dramatic effect is seen in the variation of electrical conductivity when, say, a 

soda-silicate glass has some soda replaced by potash (see Figure 2.4 taken from page 162 of (128]) 

- the conductivity increases very rapidly. This change in conductivity arises out of the change in 

ion mobility. Ion mobility is a key factor in the dissolution of the silica network and therefore one 

should expect a change in the durability of a glass as result. 

For instance, the durability is affected to the extent that a glass with 3mol% K20 and 12mol% 

Na20 will be twice as durable as one with 15mol% Na20 (this is an effect due to both alkalis being 

present and should not to be confused with the earlier statement that soda glass is more durable 

than potash glass). 

The mixed alkali effect is only measurable when the total alkali content is about 10mol%; it also 
decreases with temperature and is not limited to alkalis. The latter would suggest that the effect 

be renamed the mixed oxide effect (128]. 

2.3.5 Phase Separation 

The phase structure of glasses has a significant effect on their physical properties. The addition 

of oxides to the glass melt, or heat treatment during melting, can alter the magnitude of phase 

separation within a glass. The addition of alumina to a soda-lime-silica glass reduces its tendency 
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the influence of the mixed alkali effect on electrical conductivity in an 

alkali-silicate glass. 

to phase separate. Various studies have been carried out to investigate phase separation of multi- 

component glasses and these are reviewed by Doremus [41]. 

2.3.6 Other Factors 

There are two more factors to be mentioned, though neither of great importance. It has long been 

known that solarisation of mediaeval glasses can and does occur. The overall effect this has is a 

change of colour; a tint development. The other factor is a more modern aspect - vibration. It is 

thought that shock waves set up by aircraft flying at Mach number 1, or above, can cause damage 

to stained glass windows. The flying of supersonic aircraft at low altitudes was permissible in 1954 

but is now forbidden. 

Another manifestation of deterioration is the development of dark inclusions within the glass. 
These are due to the solarisation of manganese. Mueller [92] advocates that dissolving the Mn 

compounds in an acid medium revitalises the glass. This will only work if the compounds are at 
the surface. 

2.4 Atmospheric Attack 

There are an infinite number of decay types observed although they are generally categorised as 
the following (1111: 
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unweathered surfaces are those that are apparently undecayed. The glass remains smooth and 

shiny in appearance, even though the outer layers have been chemically altered. 

pitting is the formation of small circular craters in the surface. These can remain isolated or 

increase in size and number until they merge. This could ultimately lead to holes in the 

glass, or an overall thinning of the glass making it much more fragile. 

crusting is when the surface becomes coated with an opaque layer of crystalline corrosion prod- 

ucts. This usually occurs when the lime content is high and the silica content low. 

It has been found that pitted glasses have gypsum and calcite as the major corrosion products, 

whereas on crusted glasses syngenite is also present [112,58,59,132. It is also possible that 

amorphous hydrated silica may be present. Figure 2.5 illustrates the forms; biological corrosion 

eg. due to lichen is represented in Figure 8.1. 

Chen et al. [28] performed controlled experiments on sodium disilicate glasses, varying the temper- 

ature and humidity; this was similar to the earlier study by Sanders and Hench [124]. The results 

indicated that sodium ions were drawn out of the bulk glass. When at the surface, the alkali ions 

(and alkaline earth ions, such as Ca2+, would also have been leached had they been present) can 

react with atmospheric gases such as carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide. Protons or hydronium 

ions from the water replace the alkali ions in the glass. 

2.4.1 Studies carried out in Britain 

Cox et al. studied mediaeval glass from York Minster (Y. NM) in 1977 [36]. The glass analysed in 

the study (more than 200 pieces) was from the 12th to 15th centuries, with two samples from 

the sixteenth. In order to broaden their investigation they included glass from the cathedrals of 
Ely, Canterbury and Coventry, along with another Yorkshire church (Thornhill). The individual 

sample totals from each site, except YM, were insufficient to draw any conclusive proof of climatic 

variations affecting the corrosion. 

They classified the samples by corrosion type from unweathered to surface fractured. The glasses 

were analysed quantitatively using energy-dispersive x-ray fluorescence (XRF) and the conclusions 
included the now well-documented fact that mediaeval glasses with a silica content in excess of 
60mol% will not weather appreciably. They found that pitted glasses could have less than 60mol% 

`Si02' and crusted glasses generally have 'R20' above 13mol%, if the'Si02' is greater than 60mo1%. 

They also noted that the later the glass (within the Middle Ages), then the smaller the amount of 

magnesia within the glass; a drop from 8 to 11mol% to only 5.7 to 4.5mol%. 

Fluther research into the YMI glasses was undertaken in 1986 by Gillies and Cox [58,59]. This 
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Figure 2.5: Photographs illustrating forms of decay: (a) durable (b) isolated bitting (c) merged 

pits (d) totally pitted and (e) uniformly weathered. 
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detailed study of over 60 pieces from the Minster was supplemented by 8 and 10 samples from 

Canterbury and Carlisle cathedrals, respectively. Again the samples were 12th to 14th century 

in date. The corrosion products were analysed by x-ray diffraction(XRD) and atomic absorption 

spectroscopy(AAS). The actual glass had a small area ground and polished with diamond paste, so 

that it could be analysed by XRF, to give compositional data. All glasses were found to be of the 

potash type, except one from Canterbury, and that was almost certainly a replacement piece. The 

major decay products were mainly gypsum, syngenite, and an unusually high proportion of silica. 

The explanation for the presence of silica was that it was the remains of the silica network, however 

this had not been reported by any other group at the time. It was stated in the papers, that it 

was thought the silica was probably present in the other analyses, but unreported. Other minerals 

identified were bassanite, calcite, epsomite, palmerite and barytes. Some of these minerals did not 

necessarily have their origin in the glass, but could instead have been due to external agents such 

as putty (used to seal the glass to the leading) or wash from the building. Calcite was likely to be 

due to wash from the building, palmerite was probably due to the putty sealant. Barytes was an 

isolated case. 

The data from YM was analysed more thoroughly; graphs of chemical composition versus both 

corrosion type and corrosion product were plotted. The mean reduced compositions of the glasses 

suggested that the ratio of'RZO/RO' was closely linked to the corrosion type. That is, as ̀ R20/RO' 

increased from 0.4 to 0.6 the mode of corrosion became more severe; from isolated pitting to 

uniformly weathered. The corrosion product was found to be linked with the mode of decay. 

Hydrated silica was formed in cases of isolated pits, gypsum/bassanite/calcite was present in cases 

of merged or totally pitted and syngenite only present if the sample were uniformly weathered. 
The uncommon products did not appear to have any link with composition or mode of decay. One 

of the samples, YM499, had evidence of biological activity on its outer surface, though this was an 
isolated case. 

An earlier study discovered that durable blue soda glass from the mediaeval period was not as rare 

as once thought [351. Prior to this Hudson and Newton [661 had tried to identify soda and potash 

glasses by 'in-situ' analysis based upon the natural radioactivity of potassium. That is, radiation 

monitoring films, which detect ß particles, were placed in contact with the mediaeval glass. If 

left for a long enough period (two months) the film could be developed and would provide useful 
data on the decay of 40K isotope (the radioactive isotope of potassium which occurs naturally as 
0.0118% of K and has a half life of 1.28x109years). Thus a soda glass would give a different result 
to a potash glass. They detected only three blue soda glasses. The result of the Cox and Gillies 

work indicated that much more of the durable blue glass was soda based, and that it probably 

contained recycled Roman glass. 

In 1988 Fuchs and Newton (105 analysed twelve samples of Y1vi glass by electron-probe microanal- 
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ysis (EPMA), which were to be used subsequently in the testing of protective resins. Each sample 

was half-coated in a particular resin so as to leave the other half exposed to the environment and 

enable more accurate comparisons. In order to assess the weathering that occurred they did not 

use Illife and Newton's triangular diagram but the more recent Free Energy of Hydration (AG) 

method. OG is calculated from the chemical composition. The composition must be expressed in 

terms of molar percentage oxide and then each component is assumed to be related to an amount 

of silicate rather than oxide. The energy of hydration for the silicate is found from tables [69] and 

multiplied by the molar percent present in the glass. These individual values are summed to give 

the total G. The overall outcome of the study was that OG values was a significant predictor for 

durability [105. 

2.4.2 Studies carried out in Germany and Austria 

A group of workers at the Deutsches Museum [49,48,50] performed an extensive study of stained 

glass within the Federal Republic of Germany. The aim of the study was to investigate the condition 

of preservation of German stained glass and at the same time compile an atlas which could be used 

to enhance study of the nature and extent of glass decay. Various panes from 45 different locations 

were included in the "damage atlas". There were no general means of selecting the panes for 

documentation, other than they were those which were `out for restoration' during the period 

1977-80. A one-year study of the temperature, relative humidity and rates of emission of gases 
(SO2, Cl-1 and F-1 ) was carried out at half of the chosen sites. The major corrosion products 

identified were gypsum, syngenite, silica and calcite. Their work has recently been published with 

added colour-coded diagrams (49,50]. The conclusions were: 

" Glass from the same original glass-workshop decays differently depending on the location. 

" Mediaeval glass is more decayed than either Roman/Saxon or Renaissance (post fifteenth 

century) glass. 

" Air pollution and high humidity accelerate corrosion. 

In 1986 Fitz studied air pollutants and whether they attack glass (48](this formed part of the 

Deutsches Museum work). In laboratory experiments Fitz found that when the relative humidity 

is below 20%, then even high amounts of SO2 do not result in corrosion. He also found that there 

was a correlation between the emission rates of acid pollutants and the state of preservation of the 

glass. His conclusion was that air pollution is responsible for the increase in the degradation of 

stained glass within the last century. 

W. von Geilmann performed many glass studies, but one particularly relevant investigation was 

of non-excavated ancient glass [56]. He found the essential products to be a mixture of silica and 
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potassium/calcium sulphates. The latter is the double sulphate, syngenite KZCa(SO4)2.2H20, 

identified by XRD. He also stated that increased pollution was the reason for the observed increase 

in decay. In a study of early glass, he attempted to correlate the chemical composition of the 

glasses to the composition of various wood-ashes with little success [55]. 

Ferrazzini [100] reported that inhomogeneities and surface cracks on the glass led to rapid local 

deterioration. This work was reported by Newton [95] at the Kyoto ICG Congress. Ferrazzini 

is also noted for the hypothesis that the ion exchange process, (invoked to explain the corrosion 

mechanism) is due to a "tunnelling effect". This, however, has no supporting evidence 

Marschner has done a great deal of work on the testing of protective resins as well as on the 

morphology of glass deterioration [88]. She is credited with the discovery that pits form initially 

as small defects below the surface, which grow upwards to the surface and then spread until they 

eventually cover the entire surface and hence form a crust of decay products (the natural surface.. 

having been eaten away). The decay products were identified as gypsum and syngenite by the 

"mapping" of the various elements in cross-section (see section 6 for details of this method). 

This leaves two major authors to be mentioned, Bacher and Schreiner. Barher was a firm believer 

that Austrian glass corroded differently to that anywhere else on the Continent of Europe. He 

found that glass 'in-situ' in Austria corroded by forming an opaque crust on its surface. So sure 

was he of this `unique' aspect of the Austrian atmosphere, that when visiting the `tiny Parish church 

of Kirby Wharfe, Yorkshire' [5](which had had some Austrian glass installed relatively recently) 

he was surprised to see that the glass had continued to corrode in the same manner. This mystery 

was solved when crusted samples of glass were identified at York Minster; thus it was not due to 

the Austrian atmosphere, but the glass composition [36]. Bather was one of the many to speak 

against the theory that air pollution or humidity are the sole causes of external degradation of 

stained glass. 

Schreiner [129,130,131,132] analysed a limited number of mediaeval glasses (window and vessel) 

using Scanning Electron 'Microscopy (SEM), Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) and Neu- 

tron Activation Analysis (NAA). He advocates an ion-exchange mechanism and claims that since 

beechwood ash has 0.1-0.5wt% Fe and Mn, then glass made from this can be any colour other 

than red, without the need for added colourants, by manipulating the furnace environment. He 

concluded that the below-surface inhomogeneities, as well as atmospheric attack, were the reason 
for the particular type of deterioration, ie. pitting, crusting. Even in the cases of "apparently un- 

weathered" surfaces, he found a large depletion of network modifiers and an increase in hydrogen 

near the surface. 
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2.4.3 Studies carried out in France 

Most of the French work has been based at the Laboratoire des Recherches des Monuments His- 

toriques (LR-\IH), with an associated group at Laboratoire de Chimie Appliquee de l'Etat Solide. 

The head of the LRMIH is Jean-Marie Bettembourg and most of their work is published under his 

name or the collective title of LRMIH. His (their) major findings were related to the protection of 

stained glass. In 1976 he announced that sulphur dioxide in the air did not attack glass, but the 

corrosion products already formed thereon [13]. In 1980 he more aggressively stated that moisture 

was the key attacking agent and emphasised the need for protection. 'Many cleaning methods and 

protective coatings were tested and developed by Bettembourg. Two solutions (A and B) were 

developed at LRMH. They are sodium salts of EDT: (ethylene diaminetetraacetic acid) which 

dissolved the adhered sulphates from the glass surface [14]. These solvents were said not to dam- 

age the underlying glass and thereby left the surface intact. Subsequent to cleaning, the glass 

would need a protective coating to prevent further damage. 

In 1976 Bauer [10] investigated numerous cleaning methods, including the two solutions put for- 

ward by Bettembourg. The tests looked at the ability of the solution to remove the corrosion 

products whilst not damaging the underlying glass. Solution A (10% Na2SZO3.5H20 and 5% 

\a4P2O7.10H20) passed the tests but, solution B (3% EDTA and 3% NH4HCO3) failed as it 

tended to loosen the paintwork. The Bettembourg solutions were tested alongside other methods 

such as airbrasive and acid polishing. Bettembourg, in 1974, presented a paper at the IIC congress 
in which he gave details of an external glazing experiment carried out at Saint Pere de Chartres. 

Condensation and humidity were found to be very important, especially if the gap between the 

original window and its glazing was not ventilated (161. 

In 1975 LRMH worked in association with Perez-y-Jorba [113 to analyse mediaeval French glass 

using a variety of techniques. The results from XRD analysis revealed thirteen different crystalline 

phases: 

" gypsum 

" syngenite 

9 quartz a and ß, these are obviously of external origin as the transition from glass network 

to crystalline quartz is energetically unfavourable. 

" calcite 

"5 unidentified 

"3 unidentified, which were specific to d'Evreux grisaille. 
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The most frequent corrosion products were the hydrated sulphates with syngenite appearing if the 

base glass had more than 16% potassium oxide by weight. They also showed that glass composition 

was the predominant factor affecting corrosion and was directly related to the morphology of the 

corrosion. That is, whether the pits formed initially, progress to merging and then to the uniform 

crusting of the glass depends upon the composition. 

Perez-y-Jorba et al. [111,110] studied the effects of micro-organisms on mediaeval glass. The 

resulting biological corrosion was characterised by concentric striations at evenly spaced intervals 

and calcium oxalate was a decay product. Chemical analysis showed that there was an associated 

migration of calcium and phosphorus. A problem they discovered was that the type of bacteria 

affects the decay that results, and hence the products. That is, ferro-bacteria will metabolise 

manganese whereas sulpho-bacteria localises sulphur and iron. 

Recent excavations in France have improved the number of glass ̀ wares' (vessel and window glass) 

available for analysis. These glasses have been analysed to obtain chemical compositional data (they 

date from the 10th to the 18th century), but no information is given on the state of preservation 
f°1. 

Very recently the LM1RH have collaborated with Libourel and some German workers to look at the 

deterioration of glass at Saint-Gatien de Tours and Sainte-Catherine d'Oppenheim. No detailed 

information has been published, though the preliminary data confirms all previously respected 
hypotheses [82]. 
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Chapter 3 

Electron-Probe Microanalysis 

The technique of electron-probe microanalysis is possibly the most established method of glass anal- 

ysis although the more modern techniques of neutron activation analysis and inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectrometry are gaining popularity. It must be noted however, that these techniques 

provide different information. 

This technique allows non-destructive analysis of a sample to a spatial resolution of the order 

of lpm. Essentially, the technique uses a highly collimated energetic beam of electrons to cause 

ionisation of the specimen. The specimen is then identifiable from the characteristic x-rays that 

are emitted (see section 3.1.1). The result of this interaction can be detected either by an energy 

dispersive or a wavelength dispersive spectrometer (123]. Energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) 

became an acceptable alternative to the wavelength dispersive type (WD) with the advent of 

scanning electron microscopes. This was principally because WD spectrometers were not usable 

as an attachment to a scanning electron microscope. The energy dispersive detector, based upon 

a lithium drifted silicon, Si(Li), solid state device, has the advantages that it can be placed close 

to the specimen, rapidly evaluates the elemental constituents and, except for minor losses, every 

photon that is incident at the detector will produce a measurable pulse (123]. 

The two instruments have very different resolutions: `VDS offers high resolution, 5-10keV at 

MnKci, whereas EDS is only capable of 140eV (611. ED spectrometers were first used for purely 

qualitative analysis of specimens, that is the identification of the elements present. Later, detectors 

were improved to enable quantitative analysis to be undertaken. Another feature of EPM-IA is the 

ability to form compositional maps of a surface from the emitted x-rays. This will be explained in 

more detail in section 6.2. 
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3.1 The Scanning Electron Microscope 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is one of the most versatile instruments available for the 

examination and analysis of the microstructure of solids (611. It comprises of an electron gun, 

a condenser lens system and a detector/display mechanism. Such a system produces a focussed 

electron beam and allows the surface topography to be seen. This type of microscopy is a near 

surface technique in that it excites atoms within the first few microns of the surface. 

A very fine beam of electrons (often called a probe) is focussed on the surface of the sample, 

which is within an evacuated chamber. The focussing is done electromagnetically and the probe is 

scanned across the surface, approximately fifty times a second. The two principal ways in which 

the electron beam can interact with the surface are: 

" To produce secondary electrons which are detected and the resulting signals displayed to give 

an image of the surface on the monochrome screen. 

" To produce x-rays which are detected by the energy-dispersive x-ray analyser, enabling qual- 

itative identification and quantitative compositional information. 

In this study the equipment used was a Cambridge Instruments scanning electron microscope 
(model 90B) with a Link Systems x-ray analyser (model AN10000). Figure 3.1 gives the schematic 

diagram for the arrangement of the detectors and the electron-optics of the equipment. The 

operating conditions were determined from the amalgamation of the software recommendations 

and the practicalities of the machine. An acceleration voltage of 15kV was chosen because this 

is sufficient to excite all the elements of interest [61] and is low enough that the absorption of 

emitted x-rays is minimised (see section 3.1.1). The working distance was 15mm, which was a 

compromise of the required depth of field for photographs and the magnification necessary for a 

small, homogeneous area to be analysed. The beam current was measured after the first data 

collection in each qualitative analysis. It was usually found to be 0.7nA, corresponding to a count 

rate of the order of 2000cps and a total wt% oxide between 96 and 103%. 

3.1.1 Electron-atom Interactions 

It is possible to obtain considerable information about a compound or surface by looking at what 
happens when subatomic particles or radiation are incident on a sample. This equipment uses 

electrons, although x-rays, neutrons and photons will also give useful information of different 

kinds. In order to discuss how an electron interacts with an atom it is first necessary to clarify 

what is meant by an atom. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the electron-optics and detectors in the SEM. 
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a) b) c) 

by 

_I_ __ Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of electron-atom interactions. a) The emission of an electron from 

an inner shell b) the Auger process and c) the emission of an x-ray photon. 

It is usual to refer to the Bohr model of the atom and the semi-classical idea of electron shells. 
These shells are labelled K, L, M etc. outwards from the nucleus (this is for historical reasons) and 

correspond to the principal quantum number n=1,2,3 etc. These are subdivided into orbitals 

governed and labelled by the angular momentum quantum number I (which are in turn further 

divided and labelled by the magnetic quantum number m). The electron also has a spin quantum 

number s, and according to the Pauli exclusion principle no two electrons can have the same set 

of quantum numbers. Thus every element has a different electronic configuration. 

When an electron interacts with an atom it causes the atom to become excited. That is, a hole 

is created in an electron shell, which is illustrated in a) of Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2 then illustrates 

the way in which an atom can de-excite itself: it can emit a photon and/or an electron. For x-ray 

emission, the energy of the x-ray is determined by the difference in energies of the two electron 

shells involved. For example, a K-shell hole when filled by an L-electron will give a photon of 

energy, of magnitude (EK - EL). There are selection rules which govern the electron transitions 

for x-ray emission [12] and produce the characteristic line spectra. 

Competing with this is the Auger process. This is when the decay of the excited state results in 

the emission of an electron from an outer orbital, ( Figure 3.2b) and the transition of another to 

fill the electron hole (formed by excitation) [122J. To use this process requires ultra high vacuum 

technology. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the relationship between the background and characteristic line 

spectra for x-rays 

3.2 The ZAF Software 

It was found by 'Moseley (123 that characteristic x-ray frequencies are linearly related to the 

atomic number of the emitting element. There are very specific equations which express this 

relationship depending upon the type of spectrum i. e. K, L, AI etc. The energy-dispersive x-ray 

analyser collects the data and the output is in the form of a series of peaks, superimposed upon a 

background (see Figure 3.3). The photon energy at which the peaks appear gives an indication of 

the elements present, though certain peaks will overlap e. g., Kß with La. A specific case relevant 

to this analysis is the 2 In KQ overlapping the Fe Ka. This type of analysis is semi-quantitative, 

unless deconvolution of peaks is carried out. 

The data may be further processed by ZAF software to give quantitative results. The name 

comes from "atomic number (Z)", "absorption (A)" and "fluorescence (F)" corrections which are 

individually calculated. The atomic number correction allows for the stopping power. This takes 

into account the difference in the rate of loss of energy in a specimen to that in a standard. Since 

not all the energy of the incident electron is given up to the target, a backscatter factor is also 

needed and is incorporated in the atomic number correction. 

The absorption correction is needed because the photons emitted from one element, due to electron 
interactions, can be absorbed by another lighter element. As such, this factor depends upon the 

penetration depth of the electrons, the photon energy and the elements present in the specimen. 
This is the largest of the three factors. Absorption occurs when the photon energy is greater than 

the binding energy'of a particular shell; it is most likely when the energy gap is small. This effect 
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follows an exponential law so the deeper into the sample that the x-rays are generated then the 

greater the loss due to absorption. as a result the sample orientation is very important. 

Finally, the fluorescence correction allows for the x-rays emitted from one atom being absorbed by 

another. This is the least important factor and affects the data by implying a higher concentration 

of the lighter elements. If these matrix effects were not allowed for, then the calculated elemental 

concentrations would be incorrect. The exact algorithm of the software was not known as the ZAF 

system is a commercial package, though a general outline may be given. 

The elemental concentration is first estimated by ratioing the measured net intensity of the s-rays 

from the sample to that of the pure element or compound of known composition. This is why 

standards are needed for the analyser to be properly calibrated. The standards must be measured 

under identical conditions to those to be used for analysis, i. e. same acceleration voltage, surface 

orientation and condition. The ratio of the measured intensity to that emitted by the pure element 

is known as the k-ratio and it is this that the ZAF program uses as a basis: 

k 
ZAF 

(3.1) 

where C is the concentration, Z, A and F the appropriate correction factors and k is as described 

above. The derivation of the above equation is given in Appendix A. 2. 

An iterative procedure is then used to obtain the weight concentration values, since k= CZAF 

cannot be used directly; all of the correction factors are functions of concentration. There are 

various methods of iteration that can be and are used. The principle depends upon the repeated 

application of equation 3.1 to evaluate the weight percent concentration. The process halts when 

the end point is reached: 
(C1- CC-1)2 

< 0.00001 (3.2) 
C? 

where C, is the value after the jth iteration. The above can be generalised to a 0.3% relative 
difference between C1 and C1_1. The procedure is performed for each element and the iteration 

only halts when the criteria are met for all elements in the specimen. 

3.2.1 Angular Dependence Analysis 

On initialising the ZAF program several parameters must be set. These include: 

tilt is the angle, in degrees, between the specimen and the incident electron beam. 

elevation is the angle between the x-ray detector and the horizontal plane. 

azimuth is the angle between the direction of tilt and the line between the x-ray detector and the 

probe spot as viewed from the electron beam. 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the orientation of the Sample with respect to the SEM and s-ra} 
detectors. 

The above are generally set to 45°, 0°, 33° respectively (see Figure 3.4). 

Experin cnts were carried out to establish how accurately the At and aiiiluth Illust be known the 

elevation is zero as the two detectors are horizontal). The surface could be Made parallel to the 
base and therefore the controls enabled positioniI g. Since the actual glass samples would naturally 

be uneven and the ground and polished flat would not necessarily be at 45°, orientation b the 

controls alone would be inaccurate. 

Test One: Variation of the Tilt angle 

The European Science Foundation (ESF) produce standard glasses to enable work frone different 

laboratories to be compared with each other and for standardising equipluent. There are a range 

of glass types available and in order to enable analysis of tilt variation two simulated mediaeval 

glasses were chosen and embedded in resin. Two samples were deemed necessary so as to establish 

that any angular dependence found was not just a coincidence. ESF76-C-149 and ESF 1I -C- 150 

(referred to as ESF149 and ESF150 from now on) were chosen, one was a soda glass the other it 

potash type. Table 3.1 gives the full chemical composition of the two ESF glasses, both froh actual 

analysis arid data provided by the ESF. As the glasses were embedded in resin, it was possible to 

ensure that the surface was parallel to the carousel and hence the azinlutllal angle was not affected. 

ZAF calculations were performed on both samples in 5° steps between 20° and 70'. For each angle 

the chemical composition was determined ten times and the mean calculated fromm this. Sample 

ESF150 was analysed in greater detail between 39° arid 51° (one degree steps). This second analysis 
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Oxide 

Atomic wt% of oxide 

ESF149 ESF150 

Target Measured Target Measured 

Na20 0.1 0.14 9.5 9.17 

MgO (0.05) 0.06 6.6 6.43 

A12 03 4.2 3.71 4.3 4.23 

Si02 56.8 59.2 55.4 57.8 

P205 - - - - 
K20 14.3 14.8 1.5 1.60 

CaO 21.5 19.7 21.9 20.1 

MInO 1.8 1.49 - - 
Fe203 - - 0.3 0.34 

CuO 0.91 0.71 - - 

PbO - 0.26 - 0.09 

Table 3.1: Composition of the ESF simulated mediaeval glasses used in the testing of angular 

dependence. 

Element ESF 149 

2v at 45° Difference Difference 

(40-45°) (45-50°) 

ESF150 

2Q at 45° Difference Difference 

(40-45°) (45-50°) 

Na20 1.9 x 10-3 7.7 x 10-4 5.1 X 10-4 3.6x10-3 2.7x10-3 4.4x10-3 

MgO 2.3x10'3 3.5 x10'4 8.6 X10-4 3.5 X10'3 2.1 X10'3 3.1 X10-3 
A1203 1.1 X10-3 2 X10-4 1 X10-5 1.6 X10-3 4.6 X10-4 3.2 x10-4 
Si02 6.9 x10-3 2.4 x10'3 5 x10-3 6.5 x10'3 1.6 x10-3 2.5 x10-3 
P205 - - - 3 x10-4 8.3 x10-5 1.8 x10'5 
K20 2.3 x10'3 6 x10-4 1.9 x10'3 1.2 x10-3 4.8 x10-4 2.8 x10'5 
CaO 3.9 x10'3 2.5 x10-3 2.5 x10-3 3.4 x10-3 5.8 x10-3 5.9 x10-3 
MnO 2.0 x10-3 6.6 x10-4 2.1 x10-4 1.4 x10-3 4.4 x10-5 2.5 x10'4 
Fe203 3.2 x10'4 1.3 x10-4 9.5 x10-5 8.5 x10-4 1.1 x10'4 4.1 x10-5 
CuO 4.6 x10-3 1.6 x10'4 4.7 x10-4 2.1 x10-3 1.8 x10'4 2.4x10-4 

PbO 7.2x10-4 5.2x10-5 1.5 x10'4 6.8 x10-4 6.5x10-5 5.4x10'5 

Table 3.2: Comparison of the errors in mean molar percent of an element at 45° to the difference 

of the mean molar percent at 40° and 50° with respect to 45° tilt. 
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was to give more information on the region in which the approximate 'flat polishing' was expected 

to fall. 

The variation in the values obtained across the 20 - 70° range was clearly dependent upon the 

element. The greater the amount of oxides present, then the smaller the variation (10% in Si wt%; 

50% in a wt%). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the effect of altering the angle of tilt on the measured 

molar concentration of three of the oxides of interest (lime, silica and potash). The symbols are 

larger than the errors introduced through averaging the results. Table 3.2 shows that the variation 

in the measured molar percent of an element at the tilt angle of 45° is comparable or greater than 

the difference between the mean molar percentages (at 40° wrt to 45° and 50° wrt to 45°) for all 

elements in both ESF glasses. Figure 3.7 illustrates the more detailed region of 39-51°, which was 

only studied for the sample ESF150. Overall, the view was taken that if the tilt angle was known 

to within ±5 degrees, then the analyses would be within acceptable experimental error, introduced 

by the counting statistics. 

Test Two: Variation in the Azimuthal angle 

Another sample of the glass ESF149 was chosen for use in this test. Instead of embedding this 

sample, it was treated as a non-destroyable specimen. A small region, at an edge, was ground 

and polished at 45° to the horizontal. The angle of the polished face to the upper surface was 

orientated using the controls on the SEM since the surface was parallel to the base. The azimuthal 

angle was varied through 15°, either side of an arbitrary starting point. This starting point was 

when the line of intersection of the polished flat to the upper surface appeared as a straight line 

parallel to the bottom of the viewing screen on the SEIT. The rotate dial was then used to vary 

the sample position with respect to the x-ray detector. 

Figure 3.8 illustrates the variation of the value of the same three oxides as earlier, with azimuthal 

changes. Again the results confirmed the expected i. e. the sample was correctly orientated when 

the line of intersection appeared as a horizontal line on the screen. When the sample is turned 

away from the x-ray detector the concentration of the various elements decreases and vice versa. 

Thus a general guideline as to the correct positioning of the specimens had been established. 

3.2.2 Consequences of the Angular Dependence 

The tests carried out show that if the tilt angle was correct to f5° degrees and the line of inter- 

section was positioned as mentioned earlier, the data resulting are a correct representation of the 

elemental composition of the specimen (within experimental error). However, it was considered 

that some means of measuring the angle and achieving consistency between samples was necessary. 
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Figure 3.5: Graphical illustration of the variation of measured concentrations of the elemental 

oxides in ESF149 for the angles of tilt between 20° to 70°. 
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Figure 3.6: Graphical illustration of the variation of measured concentrations of the elemental 

oxides in ESF150 for the angles of tilt between 20° to 70°. 
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Figure 3.7: Graphical illustration of the variation of measured concentrations of the elemental 

oxides in ESF150 in the detailed region of 39° to 51°. 
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Figure 3.8: Graphical illustration of the variation of measured concentrations of the elemental 

oxides in ESF149 with azimuthal angle. 
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Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of the goniometer. 

The steps taken were: 

1. The design and production of two supporting jigs for the grinding and polishing wheels. These 

were necessary because polishing at a different angle to that of the ground flat produced 

rounding of the edges and the area was no longer a flat plane. Also it ensured that the flats 

on individual samples would be self-consistent. 

2. The design and construction of a device to ensure that the tilt = 45° and azimuth = 33° 

(the angle between the two detectors was 33° and therefore if the sample was in line with 

the SEEI detector it would also be at 33° to the x-ray detector). The goniometer consisted 

of a small bulb connected to a 6v supply, a microscope eyepiece of X4 magnification and a 

ground glass screen. The whole body was mounted on a support, to allow vertical movement, 

which was attached to the SEM door via a base plate. The goniometer was first orientated 

using an embedded sample whose surface was flat, parallel and as reflective as the sample to 

be analysed. The goniometer was correctly aligned when the bright spot was in the centre of 

the target region on the ground screen. The sample was then mounted on the carousel and 

moved until the bright spot returned to the correct position. 

3. Each sample was orientated, as mentioned above, before analysis. In order to do so the 

sample first had to be mounted. A simple mount was made to enable the samples to be fixed 

and coated with carbon. The carbon coating was essential to remove charge build up from 

the surface. 

3.3 Analyses 

Each of the 206 samples of glass was analysed using the above method. Obviously the size of the 

chamber limited the size of the specimen (though in general this was not a problem). In all cases 
the sample composition was obtained by collecting a spectrum from a livetime of 100 seconds. This 
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Oxide Molar mass factor Oxide Molar mass factor 

Si02 0.60 Na20 0.62 

X20 0.942 MgO 0.403 

CaO 0.560 : 1203 1.02 

Fe203 1.597 P205 1.419 

MnO 0.71 CuO 0.795 

PbO 2.07 S 0.321 

Cl 0.35 

Table 3.3: The factors for converting weight percentages to molar percentages. 

time period was selected because it produced adequate counts in the profile spectra for the selected 

elemental oxides [83] and is the manufacturers recommended value. To further reduce errors five 

spectra were collected and the composition determined as an average. This average composition 

was then normalised to give a weight percent total of 100. This was then converted from the 

weight percentages of oxide to molar percentages: conversion is necessary because the oxides do 

not exhibit an effect based upon the weight of the molecules but by the number of molecules. 
Table 3.3 contains the conversion factors for each of the oxides. The composition is obtained by 

dividing the weight percent oxide by the appropriate factor and then resealing the overall amounts 

so that the total is again 100%. The average weight and molar percentages for each specimen are 

contained within the tables of Appendix C. Also contained within these tables are the values of the 

free energy of hydration, the number of non-bridged oxygen atoms and the ternary co-ordinates. 

3.3.1 Free Energy of Hydration, OG 

The value of the free energy of hydration (AG) gives an indication of the chemical durability if the 

following assumptions are applied: 

1. The mechanism of decay is directly related to the stoichiometry of the solid. 

2. The amount of silica extracted is a function of the mol% of silica present in the glass. 

3. The release of silica is a function of the number of non-bridged oxygen atoms (NBO). 

4. The dynamic exchange reactions at the glass-solution interface can be described in terms of 
thermodynamic equilibria. 

The value is calculated assuming that glass is a homogeneous mixture of structural units such as 
K2SiO3 [69]. Table 3.4 gives the free energy of hydration values for the relevant silicates and oxides 
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Component AG, kcalmol-1 Component AG, kcalmol-1 

Na20. Si02 -28.815 P2O 9 10.010 

MgSiO3 -13.888 Si02 5.589 

K2SiO3 -41.735 A1203 3.040 

CaSiO3 -16.116 MnSiO3 -14.871 
FeSiO3 -14.609 Fee 03 15.500 

Table 3.4: Table containing the values of the free energy of hydration for various silicates and 

oxides when they react with water. 

(P205 is asterixed because this value was obtained through personal communication with Dr. G. 

Cooper). This factor is multiplied by the molar percent of the respective oxide present in the glass 

and the individual values are summed to give the total OG of the glass. 

However, the calculation for the [. 1G value for iron oxide and silica is more involved. Determination 

of the iron oxide value requires a knowledge of the amount of manganese oxide present. This is 

due to the redox reaction between iron and manganese that means the iron may be in one or both 

oxidation states. It was taken that iron(II)oxide was present if 1InO < 0.002 mol%, iron(III)oxide 

if "MnO > 0.009 mol% and that an equal mixture of iron(II) and (III)oxides were present in all 

other cases [31]. Silica is altered because some of the AG values in the table 3.4 are silicate values. 

The molar percentage of these oxides (Na20, K20, MnO, MgO, CaO, FeO) must be subtracted 

from the mol% silica values before the OGS; is evaluated. If the molar value of silica becomes 

negative then it is assumed to be zero. 

3.3.2 Non-bridged Oxygens 

The number of non-bridged oxygens atoms is linked to the durability in the same way as the OG 

value, and it reflects the amount of distortion to the glass network as a result of the modifying 
ions. To calculate the quantity it is assumed that every molecule] of mono- and di-valent oxide 

contributes two NBO atoms (691. Every mole of trivalent oxide, however, creates two BO atoms. 
The NBO total is then calculated as: 

NBO = 
2(x - Y) (3.3) 

where M is the molar oxide sum, X is the sum of the mol% of monovalent and divalent ions with 
Y as the sum of the trivalent oxides. 
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3.3.3 Ternary Co-ordinates 

The first of the ternary co-ordinates is 'Si02', which is the amalgamation of the network formers 

present in the glass: 

'Si02 = Si02 + 2A1203 + 2Fe2O3 (3.4) 

The alumina and iron oxide are included because not only can they form part of the network but 

also immobilise a network modifier: 

AI203 +1 -v a2 0 --> 2AI02 + 2: \ßa+ (3.5) 

Therefore the alumina and iron oxide must also be subtracted from the alkaline network modifiers, 

'R20': 

'R20' _ 'a20 + A72 0- . A1203 - Fe203 (3.6) 

The final ternary co-ordinate is composed of the divalent network modifiers, 'RO': 

'RO' = CaO + AIgO + MnO + FeO + CuO + PbO (3.7) 

It must be noted when using the co-ordinate reduction, if the glass contains a measurable amount 

of lead oxide then the assumptions made are not valid and therefore this method no longer correctly 

represents the reduced composition. 

3.3.4 The Samples 

The samples chosen for this investigation were, in general, the most corroded ones from each of 

the panels available from the various churches. There were, however, certain limiting factors: 

The location - it was not possible to select glass from the entire bank of stained glass in Britain as 

only glass that was scheduled to be restored during the three year time span of this research 

project could be considered. 

The number - the length of time that the windows were to be in the restorers workshop affected 

the length of time available for the analyses, and hence the number of specimens that could 
be investigated. 

The size - the individual pieces of glass had to fit within the SEM chamber, and therefore no 

samples were larger than 15cm by 6cm. 

The colour - the same distribution of colour was taken from each location where possible. 
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Site County Masonry Window 

Orientation 

Number 

of Samples 

Stanford Northants. Attleborough unknown 6 

Fledborough Notts. Limestone north 6 

Fledborough Notts. Limestone south 8 

Ely Cambs. Barnack unknown 13 

1leysey Hampton Gloucs. Limestone unknown 19 

Heckington Lincs. Limestone unknown 25 

Checkley Staffs. White Hollington south 32 

Checkley Staffs. White Hollington north 34 

Fairford Gloucs. Limestone north 22 

Fairford Gloucs. Limestone south 44 

Table 3.5: A brief summary of the information concerning masonry and sample size from each 

location. 

As a consequence of the above constraints, glass from seven churches was investigated: Fledborough 

(FLD), Stanford (SCB), Ely (ELY), 'Meysey Hampton (GMIH), Heckington(LHE), Checkley (CHK) 

and Fairford (FAI). Figure 3.10 shows the geographical location of these churches and York. It 

can be seen that they are all inland sites in the midland and southern regions of the United 

Kingdom. This distribution is somewhat indicative of the general spread of mediaeval glass - as it 

was imported into this country and generally only installed in the more wealthy regions. A brief 

summary of the churches and their backgrounds is given in section 3.3.5. All but one of the churches 

were of fourteenth century glazing, the exception being Fairford which was sixteenth. Three of the 

churches had both north- and south-facing windows available for inspection and for one of these, 

FAI, the windows are strongly believed to have remained in their original panels and orientations. 
A comparison of two churches (Fairford and Checkley) was presented at Archaeological Sciences 

(1995). The total number of samples from each location varied considerably (see table 3.5). 

Aside from the effect of the location and orientation of the glass, it was also possible to investigate 

the correlation between the decay product and the chemical composition. The details of these 

comparisons will be given in chapter 7. 
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Figure 3.10: The location of the churches from which the specimens were obtained. YOR=York, 

FLD=Fledborough, LHE=Heckington, CHIC=Checkley, STA=Stanford, ELY=Ely, FAI=Fairford 

and GNIH=Meysey Hampton. 
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3.3.5 Location 

Stanford-upon-Avon 

The glazing in this church, dates from 0 1320 and the specimens chosen were 6 colourless border 

pieces (samples are labelled as SCB) from a chancel panel 116]. All samples had a thick crust, 

although these appeared in general as though this could have originated from external sources, 

such as wash from the building. One sample in particular had a markedly different appearance 

(SCB6). It had a shiny, but hard and fine, crust similar to that produced on etching. The use of 

artificially distressing glass when replacing it was popular in Victorian times so that it blended in 

with the surrounding pieces. The chemical composition of this piece was also so different that it 

would suggest this piece is a Victorian replacement, as suspected from its appearance. The church 

itself is erected out of Attleborough stone, which is mainly limestone. Subsequent masonry repair 

has been carried out using a combination of ironstone and limestone. 

Ely 

The thirteen specimens from Ely cathedral (sample labelled as ELY) had been in storage for 

approximately 20 years at the Stained Glass Museum in Ely. They were originally removed by the 

workers of Dennis King's workshop. Unfortunately, during this period the identifying labels had 

been misplaced, and therefore, little information was available on the samples [115. They were 

from the Lady Chapel glazing, which dates from the fourteenth century and some of them had 

been investigated by other workers [3,36]. The cathedral itself is built from Barnack stone. 

Fledborough 

St. Gregory's church, Fledborough, is uncommonly rich in fourteenth century stained glass [114]. 

The church is built from limestone and therefore any calcite identified as a corrosion product could 

actually be due to wash from the building. Fourteen pieces were selected in total: three from a 

large north panel, three from a north tracery light and the remaining from two south traceries. 

The former, labelled FLE, were large colourless specimens that were slightly decayed. The samples 

from the traceries were labelled FB followed by N or S, depending on the orientation. The north 

traceries were covered in green algae, whereas the southern ones were rendered opaque by decay 

products. 
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Meysey Hampton 

This small parish church has some fragments of thirteenth century glazing, but is mainly fourteenth 

[139. This church is situated approximately six miles from Fairford and is built of the same lime- 

stone. A total of 19 pieces (labelled as GMIH) were taken as representative of the most deteriorated 

glass whilst still reflecting the spread of colours available. This church is situated approximately 

6miles from Fairford church and therefore would be useful when comparing the local climate of the 

churches. Unfortunately this fact could not be used as the glasses were of different dates. 

Heckington 

This is one of the grandest churches in Lincolnshire [118]. It is built of Ancaster stone, which is 

the local limestone. Twenty-five specimens (labelled as LHE) were selected from this fourteenth 

century church. This glass was last cited as being in the west window, although the length of time 

in this glazing position is unknown. 

Checkley 

St. Mary's church, Staffordshire, underwent extensive glass restoration coincidental with this study 

and therefore a substantial sample size was analysable. The glazing is late fourteenth century 

whereas the church was originally built in the thirteenth century but practically rebuilt in the 

seventeenth century [1171. Thirty-four samples (labelled as CHK) were selected from the north- 

facing panels, and a further thirty two from the south-facing panels. As with the Fledborough 

glass, the north-facing material had a coating of green algae, whilst the south facing glass was 

rendered opaque by decay products. It was built from White Hollington stone. 

Fairford 

St. Mary's church, Gloucestershire, is one of the most renowned in England. It was built of 

Cotswold limestone between 1500 and 1532; the glazing scheme is contemporary with this. The 

glazing is unusually complete, with ancient glass in all of its twenty eight windows [87]. Art 

historians are confident that the scheme has not been altered or moved since its installation. There 

is a marked difference in the extent of decay between the north- and south-facing windows. The 

north-facing glass has suffered extensive loss of paint detail, but is otherwise fine; the south-facing 
has up to 2mm of crust on the surface. This difference meant that the number of samples chosen 

from each orientation was very different with an associated different label: 22 from the north (FAI) 

and 44 from the south (FAS). The total number of samples, therefore, being equal to that taken 
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from Checkley i. e. 66. This was so that a direct comparison between these two churches could be 

undertaken. 
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Chapter 4 

Infrared Reflection Spectroscopy 

The infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum extends over the frequency range 10-20000cm-1 

(though the range used, in this study, for diffuse reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(DRIFT) was 400-4000cm-1). Infrared spectroscopy is an important tool for obtaining chemical 

information as all compounds absorb IR radiation of specific wavelengths depending on the nature 

of the compound. For this reason it may be used to identify the functional groups present in a 

pure compound or a mixture. The development of Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTIR) pro- 

vided a means of almost instantaneously recording the whole IR spectrum; previously the response 

at each part of the spectrum had to be collected separately. The earlier method was particularly 

inefficient if the spectrum contained only one or two peaks as most of the time was spent recording 

background noise (8]. 

A special application of FT-IR is in the analysis of powders through diffuse reflectance, usually 

abbreviated to DRIFT. The usual method of wavelength dispersive IR analysis involves making 

potassium bromide (KBr) disks, though this requires a reasonable amount of sample, the addition 

of a dilutent (KBr) in the correct ratio and is subject to difficulties in preparation. As the amount 

of sample was limited not only by what was present on the surfaces but also by what was removable, 

DRIFT analysis was chosen. For DRIFT no dilutent is needed, no preparation is required beyond 

obtaining the sample and the sample is reusable. 

4.1 IR Absorption 

A molecule can absorb radiation of frequency v by undergoing one or more transitions [4,12]. These 

transitions can be of three types and are dependent on the properties of the molecule. In order 
for rotational transitions to occur the molecule must possess a permanent electric dipole moment; 
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for vibrational transitions to occur there must be a change in the dipole moment. The other type 

of transition is electronic, in which the net dipole moment changes on the electron redistribution. 

Otherwise the transition is forbidden. All types of transitions are governed by quantum mechanical 

selection rules. 

In the case of classical rotation, for a rigid rotor: 

E_ 
ýI2zc. 2 (4.1ý 

where E is energy, I== is the moment of inertia and w= is the angular velocity, which becomes in 

quantum mechanics 

EJK = hcBJ(J + 1) + hc(A - B)K2 (4.2) 

where J is 0,1,2 etc. and K is 0 to ±J with 

and 

The selection rules which apply are 

and 

A= 
8a2c 

hl ) (4.3 
para 

II 
=h S7f2CI 

(4.4) 
perp 

LJ = ±1 (4.5) 

A=0 (4.6) 

For vibration we have the harmonic oscillator equation 

(v+ 2)hw 
E� . (4.7) 

2ir 

where 

w=()+ (4.8) 

as the simplest expression for the energy of vibration. The selection rule for transitions between 

the vibrational states is 

AV = ±1 (4.9) 

but for a diatomic molecule this becomes 

AV =1 (4.10) 

where v is the vibrational quantum number [138,121. 

The above is for diatomic molecules only and unfortunately most of the functional groups that are 

to be considered through absorption spectroscopy are polyatomic, which makes the analysis more 
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complex. For example, water can be identified through IR absorption in the following three regions: 

3652cm-1,1595cm-1 and 3756cm-1. These are due to three different vibrational modes (stretch, 

bend and asymmetric stretch). Usually both vibration and rotation occur, therefore one expects 

to see a complex spectrum with the rotation superimposed on to the vibration. The rotation of 

molecules is restricted in solids leading to a broadening of the rotational bands, such that in IR 

spectra only vibrational information is measurable. 

The observed vibrational spectra increase in complexity with the number of functional groups 

present. This can result in misinterpretation of spectra, eg. the sulphate and silica bands overlap 

in the 1100cmn-1 region because the sulphate stretch mode is at 1105cmn-1 and the Si-O stretch 

mode occurs around 1080cm-1 depending on the bond strength. This also means that only the 

major component and possibly one or two others may be identified by DRIFT analysis. 

4.2 FT-IR Spectroscopy 

Infrared spectrometers are based upon the 'Michelson interferometer (NMI), which was originally 

designed to detect the ether wind. The simplest form of III, is two mutually perpendicular mirrors, 

one of which is movable(Figure 4.1). 

4.2.1 Instrumentation 

Spectrometers are made up of various components (see Figure 4.1): 

The source is a form of filament, either Nernst or globar. This is maintained at red/white heat 

by an applied electric current. 

The monochromator guides and focuses the beam. 

The detector will work either by sensing the heating effect of the radiation or by the photocon- 

ductivity of it. The most common type is the mercury cadmium telluride (PICT) detector 

which operates at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

The sample can be solid, liquid or gas although each have inherent problems. Solids are partic- 

ularly difficult to examine due to reflection and scatter. 

Consider a monochromatic radiation source, as the movable mirror is scanned through the position 

of equidistance the resultant output changes due to interference. At the equidistance position 

constructive interference occurs producing a maximum and minima occurs when the path difference 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the major parts within the FT-IR spectrometer. 
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is A/2 [62]. The output can be considered as two parts, a constant d. c. component and a modulated 

a. c. component. 

I'(5) = 0.51(v) (1 + cos 27rbv) (4.11) 

where I'(d) is the intensity of the detected signal, I(v) is the intensity of the source and b is the 

retardation. It is the modulated component that is referred to as the interferogram. In practice, the 

amplitude of the interferogram is also dependent on the detector response, beam splitter efficiency 

and the characteristics of the amplifier. The spectrum is then derived from the interferogram by 

taking the Fourier transform of I'(S). In the case of monochromatic radiation this is trivial. A 

sample emitting two or more frequencies will appear to the detector as the sum of the waves and 

the interferogram will be the resultant of the individual interferograms for each frequency. This 

gives a complex spectrum for transformation, though a computer will perform these calculations 

in seconds. It is in this manner that FT-spectroscopy has speeded up data collection by as much 

as a factor of 1000. 

4.3 Theory of Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Trans- 

form Spectroscopy 

Initial use of diffuse reflectance as a potentially quantitative technique dates as far back as the 

1920s (52]. When radiation is reflected from a surface it is both specular and diffuse. Diffuse 

reflectance measurements must have the specular reflections minimised, perhaps by the introduction 

of a dilutent. The amount of light reflected is measured with the aid of a suitably modified 

transmission spectrophotometer. The output is in terms of percent reflected. Several theories of 

diffuse reflectance have been suggested, Kubelka-Munk being the the least general but most used. 

The following is a brief summary of the theory with the complete derivation of the Kubelka-Munk 

equation in appendix A. 1. 

4.3.1 Kubelka-Munk Theory in brief 

The theory developed assumes the diffuse reflectance is from an infinitely thick opaque layer and 

yields the following equation: 
(1-Rß)2 

s 2R» 
(4.12) 

where k is the molar absorption coefficient, s the scattering coefficient and R» is the absolute 

reflectance. It is more usual however, to work with Rte, defined as: - 

Rxaampie 
R. _ Rooetandard 

(4.13) 
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The standard chosen being either magnesium oxide or barium sulphate. This renders the Kubelka- 

Munk equation as: - 

F'(Rý, ) = 
(1 , 0)2 =k (4.14) 

2 

and the wavelength component of the scattering coefficient is made negligible by ensuring the 

particle size is large compared to the wavelength used. 

When the reflectance of a sample diluted by the presence of a non or low absorbing powder is 

measured against the pure powder, k may be replaced by 2.30¬C. `'here Cis the molar concentra- 

tion and e is the extinction coefficient.: straight-line relationship between C and F(R,,, ) is only 

observed when the sample is weakly absorbing and the grain size is relatively small. 

4.4 Practical Aspects 

The analysis was performed using a Mattson Galaxy 6020 instrument, comprising of a globar source, 

a He-Ne laser to provide a reference beam, and a DRIFT attachment placed in the external chamber 

(see Figure 4.1). This was a correctly aligned set of mirrors which allowed the diffuse reflected 

beam to be focussed. DRIFT has one major drawback: it has a very low energy throughput. This" 

means that the throughput must be maximised, via tuning, a simple process involving a height 

adjustment of the sample pedestal. 

The computer attachment enables various parameters to be set, such as resolution, spectrum 

type and number of scans. It is essential that the same parameters be used when collecting both 

background and sample spectra. For the analysis, the small pedestal was covered with a small piece 

of aluminised silicon carbide (SiC) paper. This was necessary to hold the powder in place. The 

presence of the SiC paper on the pedestal means that it must be included when taking a background 

spectrum, and must be free from contamination. It is good practice to take background spectra 

throughout the data collection, as room temperature and other properties may vary (recalibration 

every five spectra was found to be more than adequate). A small amount of sample powder was 

placed on a piece of SiC paper and lightly brushed to remove any excess (with a clean paintbrush 

for example). This was necessary as too much sample will cause the peaks to be truncated. 

The collected spectrum was set to be of type `single beam (sbm)', this was ratioed with the 

background (bkg) spectrum and then converted into a diffuse reflectance (drt) spectrum for the 

purpose of interpretation. Purging the system removes the effect of atmospheric water and carbon 
dioxide since these are particularly active in the IR region and can mask other more relevant 

peaks. The background ratioing removes any remaining atmospheric effects such as the reflectivity 

of the paper. The conversion was done computationally using Kubelka-Munk equations, thus the 

results are in KM units. The (drt) spectrum is a derived absorbance spectrum from the collected 
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Parameter Value/Description 

dumber of scans 500 

Resolution 8 cm-1 

Gain 20 

Detector standard PICT detector 

Start wavenumber 450cm-1 

Table 4.1: Summary of the parameters used in DRIFT analysis of the weathering products. 

reflectance spectrum [89]. It is possible from this spectrum to identify constituent functional groups 

of the sample. 

4.4.1 Application and Calibration 

The DRIFT analysis of several mineral compounds (those listed in section 5.2.2) was carried out 

so that a library of spectra would be available for comparison when the unknowns were analysed. 

Whilst taking the `calibration' mineral spectra, an auxiliary investigation into parameter settings 

was carried out. The following background effects were looked at: 

" Does the size and grade of the SiC paper affect the results? 

" Does the purging system work properly? 

" How much sample is needed? 

The conclusions were that the purging was in correct working order and that the amount of 

specimen needed depended upon the compounds present. The size of paper onto which the powder 

was placed did not matter but the grade of the paper needed to be greater than 100µm. This latter 

point is because otherwise the particle size of the paper would be of the order of the wavelength 

of the radiation and hence interference would result. The paper used was 600µm. Several spectra 

were taken for each unknown with gradually diminishing amounts of powder until the spectra were 

unsaturated. 

Throughout the data collection the parameters for computational control were fixed as indicated 

in Table 4.1. 

These parameters were chosen to give the optimal spectrum for the equipment available and the 

time limitations. The resolution of the equipment is related to the mirror movement, x, by 

dv =1 (4.15) 
Xmas 
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For this galaxy FTIR spectrometer, the highest resolution available is 1cm-1; that used for the 

study was not the limit of the machine. The resolution affects the signal to noise ratio (s/n), 

therefore, the higher the resolution the longer the recording time must be for the same ratio. The 

relationship between the s/n ratio and number of scans follows a square root dependence (Fellget's 

advantage [81), which means that there is a limit to the effectiveness of increasing the number of 

scans. For the chosen resolution the number of scans required was not large. The gain was selected 

to give the largest amplitude without clipping the interferogram. 

The sample analysis involved removing a small amount of the crust or powder from the glasses. 

Initially it was hoped that crust removal would not be necessary for this analysis; unfortunately 

effects due to the glass underlying the corrosion products proved very difficult to remove from the 

spectra. There was also a problem with the size of glass sample that would fit within the DRIFT 

attachment. This latter restriction would have resulted in a vast reduction in the possible number 

of glass samples that could be analysed. Generally the amount of powder needed for this analysis is 

extremely small; it was found that the powder removed for XRD was more than adequate to enable 

both techniques to be used. DRIFT was performed on the powder first since no `background' is 

mixed in with the powder, enabling its re-use. The DRIFT analysis- allowed the minerals to be 

identified directly using the `library' of mineral spectra collected. If the library had not been stored, 

then the analysis would only have identified the functional groups present in the powder and the 

ensuing interpretation would have taken much longer. 

4.4.2 Interpretation 

All of the glass specimens that had removable decay products were analysed in the previously 

mentioned manner. In some cases more than one sample of powder was removed, especially in 

those cases where both surfaces had deteriorated. Also, when present, the putty from the window 

leading was analysed to enable clarification of non-decay products in the samples where this was 

not obvious. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the type of diffuse reflectance spectra obtained from an unknown and the 

comparable reference spectra of the minerals. This particular data is from GMH14 (outer surface) 

and the products are clearly silica and calcite. A complete table of the results is given in Appendix 

B where the compounds identified by DRIFT have been combined with those from XRD. 
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Figure 4.2: An example of the (drt) spectra obtained for a) GLNIH14 (outer surface) b) silica c) 

calcite d) gypsum e) syngenite 
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Chapter 5 

X-Ray Diffraction : Theory and 

Practice 

5.1 X-Ray Diffraction Theory 

It was Laue who first suggested that a crystal might behave towards x-rays in the same way 

that a diffraction grating does to ordinary light [80,134]. In 1912 Friedrich, Knipping and Laue 

(80,53,71] performed an experiment to show this. X-rays were emitted from a metallic target 

on bombardment with electrons; these were then collimated and fired at a specimen. The crystal 

chosen was zinc blende. On passing through the sample the c-rays hit a photographic plate which 

on development gave a central bright spot as well as some surrounding fainter spots. This indicated 

that there was more than one direction through which the crystal selectively diffracted x-rays. 

The explanation of the above was published in 1913 by W. L. Bragg [17]. He inferred that so long 

as a crystal had a structure that was repetitive in three dimensions, it was possible to draw sets 

of parallel planes in which the atoms were arranged the same way. These planes have been called 

Bragg planes. 

When monochromatic x-rays (of wavelength A) fall upon Bragg planes (at an angle 0 with a plane 

separation of d), each atom acts as a scatterer. Generally, the scattered waves from each plane are 

out of phase with each other and destructive interference results. However, if the Bragg equation 
(equation 5.1) is satisfied, then constructive interference occurs and a relatively intense beam is 

reflected from the surface. 

2dsinO = nA (5.1) 

It is very rare, however, for only one beam to emerge from a crystal, and hence most x-ray diffraction 
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patterns are complex. Importantly, any non-crystalline powder will not give a distinctive set of 

x-ray diffraction lines, but a broad diffuse band. 

5.2 Experimental Methods of X-Ray Diffraction 

Of the various methods available for performing x-ray diffraction the powder method was selected. 

This has the advantage that the sample is finely ground thus eliminating the need for a single 

crystal. The x-ray source is monochromatic eg., Cu K3. Since the specimen is a powder it must 

be contained within a vessel, such as a thin capillary tube. As this was the method of analysis 

chosen, further details about it are given in the next section. 

5.2.1 Practical Aspects 

The technique of x-ray powder diffraction was used to identify the compounds present in the 

weathering crusts. This was done using the Debye-Scherrer method [81,39,38]. A powder camera 

was used in conjunction with an x-ray generator. The Cu Kß radiation was removed by a nickel 
filter, making the analysing radiation Cu Ka; average wavelength, 1.5418A. This produces doublets 

at high angle diffraction, since the difference between the two component wavelengths is highlighted. 

This type of analysis requires that the corrosion products be easy to remove from the glass' surface; 

in some cases this was not possible , ie. when the weathering that had occurred was only shallow 

pitting. The removed crust was then finely ground, under acetone, mixed with a quick setting 

adhesive and rolled into a thin rod. This method of mounting was found to be superior to placing 

the ground powder in a fine capillary tube, since less scattering resulted from the amorphous glue 

than the glass [35]. By comparing the interatomic spacing values from the resulting diffraction 

patterns with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTBI) powder diffraction file and 

card index, the compounds present were identified. 

5.2.2 Calibration 

Prior to commencing the analysis of the corrosion products it was necessary to calibrate the equip- 

ment. Initially some "known" specimens were analysed by placing them in fine capillary tubes. 

The chosen "standards" were aluminium oxide (alumina), A1203 and lithium fluoride, LiF. The 

resulting diffraction patterns were then used to calculate the interatomic spacings, ie. the d-values. 

The measured values and the expected values were then compared. 

As can be seen from Table 5.1 the maximum error in the values was: 

8= ±0.06A (5.2) 
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Powder d-values /A 

Direct Scale pleasured ASTMI 

Error /A 

Meas. to ASTM 

A1203 1.34 1.35 1.39 -0.04 
1.98 2.04 1.98 +0.06 

2.45 2.49 2.45 + 0.04 

A12 03 1.35 1.35 1.39 - 0.04 

2.10 2.04 1.98 +0.06 

2.48 2.49 2.45 + 0.04 

LiF 2.25 2.28 2.33 - 0.05 

1.95 1.97 2.01 - 0.04 

1.39 1.40 1.42 - 0.02 

LiF 2.25 2.28 2.33 - 0.05 

1.96 1.97 2.01 - 0.04 

1.40 1.40 1.42 - 0.02 

Table 5.1: Interatomic spacing values evaluated during the calibration of the x-ray camera. 

However, on closer examination it was noted that aluminium oxide, : 1203 has five possible phases 

at room temperature and therefore was not a good "standard". This left an error of the order of 

0.04A which was thought to be due to a slight broadening of the diffraction lines by the width of 

the capillary tube. In order to test whether the capillary tube itself was affecting the results the 

LiF was repeated as a rolled Durafix rod. 

As can be seen from Table 5.2 the results were not improved, the error remains of the same order. 
The LiF in Durafix was repeated, giving identical results. This suggested that the error was 

systematic and a constant offset of the equipment. 

A calibration plot was drawn enabling all further calculated d-values to be corrected. The measured 

d-values of LiF were plotted against the expected values from the ASTBI file. An important point 

to note is that the plot was only valid for d-values between 1 and 3.5 A, ie. the range over which 

LiF diffraction lines exist (therefore uncorrected values have an associated asterisk). 

To test the method of correction two samples were analysed, a known (precipitated calcium car- 

bonate) and a blind test specimen. The latter was correctly identified as syngenite. The corrected 

results match the expected ones remarkably well, to within 0.01 A, and are given in Table 5.3. 

As a follow up to the calibration of the camera, several pure minerals were analysed so that a 
library of their x-ray diffraction patterns was readily available. This facilitated identification of 

possible compounds present, by enabling a direct comparison of a pure mineral's x-ray lines with 

the those on the x-ray diffraction pattern of an unknown. The minerals chosen were in compliance 
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LiFType 

Measured 

dA 

ASTBI 

dA 

Error 

/A 

Capillary 2.28 2.33 -0.05 
1.97 2.01 -0.04 
1.40 1.42 - 0.02 

Capillary 2.28 2.33 -0.05 
1.97 2.01 -0.04 
1.40 1.42 -0.02 

Durafix 2.25 2.33 -0.08 
1.95 2.01 -0.06 
1.39 1.42 -0.03 

Table 5.2: Interatomic spacing values for LiF. 

Mineral d-value A 

CaC03 

Experimental 

3.76 

Corrected 

3.88 ± 0.02 

ASTM 

3.86 

2.95 3.03 ± 0.03 3.04 

2.44 2.50 f 0.02 2.49 

2.24 2.30 ± 0.02 2.28 

2.08 2.13 ± 0.03 2.10 

1.87 1.92 f 0.01 1.91 

1.82 1.86 ± 0.01 1.87 

1.58 1.60 ± 0.01 1.60 

KZCa(SO4)2 2.79 2.85 ± 0.03 2.86 

3.09 3.18 ± 0.03 3.17 

5.59 5.59* 5.71 

2.68 2.75 ± 0.03 2.74 

2.79 2.85 ± 0.03 2.83 

9.64 9.64* 9.49 

4.48 4.62 f 0.03 4.62 

3.26 3.36 f 0.03 3.35 

Table 5.3: Interatomic spacing calculation by correction for syngenite and calcite. 
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with those that had previously been identified on atmospherically corroded glass [58,59]. They 

were : 

" Syngenite, K2Ca(SO4)2). H20 

" Calcite, CaCO3 

" Gypsum, CaSO4.2H20 

" Epsomite, ýIgSO4.7H20 

" Anhydrite Calcium Sulphate, CaSO4 

" Hydrated Silica Gel, Si02. xH2O 

" Bassamte, CaSO4.1/2H20 

" Quartz (although this is probably of external origin). 

In addition, Durafix was analysed so that the area of the x-ray diffraction patterns that could be 

affected by the halo, due to the amorphous glue, could be identified. All the corrected d-values for 

the above minerals agreed with the ASTMI values within experimental error, provided the d-value 

of the line was in the correct region, ie., between 1 and 3.5 A. Fortunately, most of the intense 

characteristic lines occurred within this region. 

5.3 Interpretation 

All of the unknown powders were mixed with Durafix glue to enable the powder diffraction analysis 

to be carried out. The actual samples were placed in a Debye-Scherrer camera attached to an x-ray 

generator (40kV, 20mA, CuKa) and exposed for up to fourteen hours, depending upon the amount 

of specimen available and the mineral type. Figure 5.1 shows the type of patterns obtained. The 

first diffraction pattern is of the unknown powder from SCB3 and is followed by the patterns 

produced by calcite, bassanite, gypsum and syngenite. It can be seen that the products are calcite 

and gypsum. 

In most of the cases the high-angle diffraction lines were impossible to obtain (due to absorption 

by the sample and the fact that increasing the exposure time also increases the background, thus 

weak lines) and therefore identification was by direct comparison of the unknown with the mineral 

patterns. The only mineral that could not be identified by these means was silica gel. This was 
due to the broad, scattered band produced by the glue masking any effect produced by amorphous 

silica. The complete list of data is contained in Appendix B, although in this table the silica has 

been identified by DRIFT only. 
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Chapter 6 

Morphology Studies 

The topography of corroded glass specimens varies enormously and therefore it was felt that a 

thorough study of this variation was called for. The samples were easily divided into three broad 

categories; `unchanged', 'pitted' and 'crusted'. An initial investigation was carried out using an 

optical microscope at X21 magnification and these categories were compared to see if further 

division was necessary. Figures 6.1,6.2 and 6.3 show the variation observed between the crusted 

and pitted types. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates glass with isolated pit; it can be seen that pits are `altered' regions (the grey 

areas of 6.1a with clear edges and marked centers. In 6.1a and more clearly in 6.1b, a white deposit 

can be seen in the center. This is the decay product. Surrounding the product are the pit walls. 

In 6. lb conchoidal fractures are observed around the rim. 

Figure 6.2 contains micrographs of specimens with merged pits and there appears to be no visual 

distinction between those pits that merge and those that remain isolated. In the sample in 6.2b 

the decay products are more crystalline. 

Figure 6.3 highlights the crusted surface. In both examples the remnants of pits can be discerned. 

The first micrograph is of a sample which had a hard white crust, whilst the other is of the soft 

orange crust as mentioned in Appendix C. 

The optical micrographs of samples with biological growths on them are shown in Figure 8.1 in 

section 8.1. Photographs of the durable specimens have not been included as they convey little 

information. 

Further investigation of the topography required observation in a scanning electron microscope. 
This in turn meant that they had to be coated with either carbon or a metal, eg. aluminium. 
Following this study the coating would need to be removed without damaging the underlying 
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Figure 6.1: Optical micrographs of isolated pits at X21. a) the surface of CHK4S showing several 

pits and b) the surface of CHK2 \a large isolated pit. 
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Figure 6.2: Optical micrographs of merged pits. a) the surface of CHK5S and b) the surface of 

LHE2 which has a rougher surface. 
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Figure 6.3: Optical micrographs of the crust. a) the surface of FA164, a white hard crust and b) 

the surface of CHK21S, a soft, orange, powdery crust. 
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surface. In order to minimise this risk only a small number of samples were investigated in this 

way. Coating with aluminium gave much better micrographs although it affected the compositional 

data obtained. This was because the aluminium layer would be detected as well as the aluminium 

present in the glass, resulting in an incorrect alumina content. Thus the samples were first analysed 

with a carbon coating and then re-photographed with an aluminium one present. The coat layer 

was much more adherent to the rougher surfaces; in all cases the majority of the surface was masked 

from coating. Due to time constraints only a limited number of samples were examined. 

There were, however, some "donated samples" from two of the churches - Stanford and Fairford, 

which could be investigated thoroughly as they did not have to be returned. The background of 

these fragments was unknown and they will be referred to as the `sacrificable' pieces from now on. 

During the course of the investigation the samples were destroyed. 

The studies carried out in the SEEI involved using the 'dot mapping' facility. That is, micrographs 

were taken of the surface and then subsequent 'snaps' of the same area were taken for selected 

elements. These maps are obtained by setting a window on the spectrum, so that the signal 

observed on the screen of the SEEI is only due to the emitted x-rays of a certain element. Thus a 

light area on a micrograph is due to the presence of a given element and a dark area the absence. A 

problem with this, was that the emission of x-rays was affected by the surface topography. 'Normally 

in chemical analysis the surface effects are removed by polishing the sample. The detected signal 

and hence the `map', was angle dependent. As this was clearly inappropriate the angle at which 

the area was presented to the detector was varied and several micrographs taken. In the case of 

particularly deep pits, however, it was very difficult to get a signal from the sides and/or bottom; 

these show up as dark areas for all elements. The intensity of the map depends on the length of 

exposure as well as the element concerned. This is discussed in chapter 3. 

The sacrificable samples enabled the study to be taken a step further; the distribution of the ele- 

ments by depth could be investigated. The samples were first looked at `as received' then embedded 
in resin and cross-sectioned. The surface exposed was then finely polished (using diamond paste 

to fpm finish) and carbon coated. 

The results obtained for each investigation will now be discussed separately, in sections 6.1 and 
6.2. 

6.1 Returnable Samples 

This study was commenced towards the end of the available time and hence specimens from only 

a few of the churches were investigated in this manner. These were glasses from Checkley, Ely 

and Fairford. A complete analysis of the Fairford glass was curtailed due to lack of time. The 
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specimens considered were ELY 5,8,13; FAI 60; CHK 5N, 26N, 27N, 31\; CHK 1S, 4S, 18S, 

20S, 21S, and 29S. The comparability of the compositions of all the specimens will be discussed in 

section 7.1.1 and it can be shown that these samples represent the spread of compositions found. 

They also reflect all of the manifestations of decay that were observed. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show 

the corrosion types NIP and U respectively. 

Figure 6.4 shows a pit which is approximately 2mm in diameter. The SEM image highlights the 

difference in detecting signals from the edges of the pit and the rest of the surface. The contrast 

was too strong because the carbon coat was not continuous and therefore there was occasional 

charge build up. A good correlation between calcium and sulphur is seen at the bottom of the pit. 

The silicon distribution is quite different, being very intense at the pit boundary. This is expected, 

as the boundary should be deficient in modifiers and be mainly the remnants of the network. The 

distribution for potassium was the same as that for calcium and this would indicate in the present 

context that the pit contained syngenite. This was found to be the case when the products were 

analysed by XRD/DRIFT. 

Figure 6.5 shows a crusted sample. The SEM image shows no specific feature and thus the dot maps 

have a random distribution. The silicon map is very different to that for calcium and/or sulphur. 

The calcium is markedly more intense, particularly in the lower right, than the sulphur, which 

could suggest that two calcium salts were present. This agrees with the XRD/DRIFT analysis of 

the products which shows them to be calcite and gypsum. Figure 6.6 is the dot map for potassium 
for the same sample. This is included to illustrate the type of dot map obtained from the base 

glass. It correlates very well with the silicon distribution. 

6.2 Donated Sacrificable Fragments 

The donated fragments came from the churches Stanford and Fairford. They were generally pieces 

smaller than 4cm2 in area and were of assorted colours. More pieces were provided from Fairford 

than from Stanford, but as with the full size samples (which were returned) from Fairford they were 

mainly durable. This meant that there were limited areas of interest on these samples. The samples 

will be considered together, but the Stanford samples produced the more interesting results. Only 

the Stanford fragments were analysed in cross-section due to time constraints. 

Figure 6.7 shows the fragments from Stanford in the "as received" state; the samples from Fairford 

were comparable in size but less deteriorated. Figures 6.8,6.9 and 6.10 show the more detailed 

morphology of the Stanford samples. Similar images were obtained for the Fairford fragments, 

but are not included. As can be seen from Figure 6.7 the Stanford fragment labelled L is more 
interesting from a corrosion point of view and therefore the most important sample for this study. 
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Figure 6.7: Photograph of the Stanford fragments. 
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Figure 6.8: Optical micrograph of Staiifurd hag; iut, tit A. 

6.2.1 The Natural Surface 

All samples were analysed in the as received' state under an optical microscope and in the "cannin', 

electron microscope. Subsequently they were embedded 111 resin blocks and cross-sectioned. 

As the samples Stanford A and Stanford C had no products on the surface, the clot neaps produced 

did not convey useful data. Stanford fragment H had some crusted regions, close to the painted 

areas. The dot reaps of this area are given in Figure 6.11. The snaps appear to indicate a correlation 

between the distribution of calcium and sulphur. These two species are in anti-correlation with 

silicon. 

Stanford fragment L showed a similar correlation, see Figure 6.12. In this set of images, however, 

the sulphur signal is much more. intense than that for calcium. There were no other cations that 

correlated with sulphur which would explain this discrepancy. Thus the difference must have been 

due to the difference in exposure time and the irregularity of the surface. Figure 6.13 shows the (lot 

traps produced of the natural surface of Fairford fragment A. Here there is no apparent pattern 

to the calcium and sulphur distributions but these are obviously negatively correlated with the 

arrangement of silicon. Fairford fragment B gave identical results, but fragment M gave a more 

marked correlation of calcium and sulphur. 
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Figure 6.9: Optical micrograph of Stanford fragment C. 
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6.2.2 The Depth Profile of the Stanford Fragments 

Prior to looking at the samples in the SEM the exposed cross-sectioned surface was investigated by 

FT-IR spectroscopy, ie., they were analysed using the microscope facility of the FT-IR spectrometer 

(see chapter 4 for details). The microscope enabled an area of interest to be selected and thus 

correlation between the optical image and the IR spectra could be obtained. 

Figure 6.14 shows the IR spectra collected from Stanford fragment A. The first spectrum, labelled 

glass, was taken of an area 40µm by 40µm, about 100µm from the pit edge into the glass body. The 

second, labelled crust, was taken at the center of a pit. The main peak in the glass spectrum was 

at 1047cm-1 whereas in the crust spectrum, this shifted to 1082cm-1. This peak was identified 

as the Si-O-Si stretch. Also there was an associated shoulder at 1182cm-1 in the crust spectrum. 

This is characteristic of the sulphate stretch[47]. Thus the spectra indicate the leaching of the 

network and the presence of sulphate, as expected. 

Figure 6.15 shows some of the spectra obtained for fragment L. These were taken from and around 

the same pit as analysed in the SEEI (see Figure 6.18). In this figure four spectra have been shown. 

The first spectrum is that of the base glass, where the main peak is at 1033cm-1. The next two 

spectra are taken within the `crust' of the pit. In these a shift in position, of the major peak to 

wavenumber 1050cm-1, can be seen. This shift is due to the introduction of the sulphate shoulder 

and a diminution in the height of the silica peak. The final spectrum is the background spectrum 

due to resin. 

Given that the samples had been cross-sectioned, it was possible to determine the glass composi- 

tions. These are given in Table 6.1. The fragments compare favourably with the returned Stanford 

samples on a compositional basis, but some variation is present. This variation could be due to 

the colour of the glasses, as only colourless, complete samples were analysed from Stanford and the 

coloured glass there, may have quite a different composition compared to the colourless. Also the 

number of samples analysed was small and therefore generalising the composition was not possible. 

As Stanford L was the most corroded, in particular by pitting, it proved the more interesting in 

cross-section, ie., it was possible to study the distribution of the elements by depth in a pit. 

Figure 6.16 shows the optical micrograph of a sectioned pit; the corresponding secondary electron 

image is shown in Figure 6.17. Figure 6.18 shows the relevant dot maps for this region, ie. of 

calcium, sulphur, silicon and potassium. Again, there is a clear correlation between calcium and 

sulphur. It is noteworthy that the compound (presumably gypsum) only occurs at the surface. 
Moreover, it is not present at the corrosion/glass boundary and more importantly sulphur is not 

present in this region. This would suggest that sulphur is absent from the `reaction zone'. The 
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Figure 6.14: The IR spectra obtained from the cross-sectioned Stanford fragment A. a) for the 

crust and b) for the glass. 

Oxide 

mo1% 

Fragment 

AHL 

Na20 2.5 1.6 1.6 

MgO 4.8 5.6 5.9 

A1203 2.2 1.8 1.3 

Si02 53.9 52.3 50.9 

K20 13.7 16.4 16.9 

CaO 16.4 15.0 14.0 

P205 4.5 4.6 4.7 

Fe203 0.8 0.5 0.5 

MInO2 0.7 0.9 0.9 

Table 6.1: The composition of the Stanford fragments: A, H and L. 
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Figure 6.15: The IR spectra obtained from the cross-sectioned Stanford fragment L. a) from the 

base glass b) from a pit boundary c) from a pit and d) for the resin. 
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Figure 6.16: Optical micrographs of Stanford fragment L in cross-scctiott. 

Figure 6.17: Scanning electron micrograph of a pit in Stanford fragment L, in cross-Section. 
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zone being the area surrounding the interface between the glass and the decay products. 

The distribution of potassium is clearly due to the potassium present in the base glass and therefore 

indicates that the product present in the pit is probably gypsum, and not syngenite. The silicon 

dot map indicates a widespread presence. Silicon is absent at the `core' of the pit and appears to 

be absent in the boundary layer between glass and corrosion. The latter gap is more likely to have 

been artificially produced when the sample was embedded in resin rather than due to a break in 

the corrosion, as no elements are detectable in this region. Similar micrographs were produced for 

other regions of this specimen; all show the same correlation. Identification of the products was 

not possible as they were present in too small quantities. 

6.3 Summary 

This study investigated the distribution of the decay products on the surface of the glass. The 

samples have shown that sulphur was not present in the `reaction zone'. That is, it was absent from 

the glass/corrosion boundary; described as a zone, given the actual interface is where the leaching 

occurs but salts are formed in the region behind this. This is in agreement with the findings of 

Marschner and Perez-y-Jorba et. ¢l. [88,112]. 

A correlation was found between calcium and sulphur in all cases; there was an associated negative 

correlation with silicon. Occasionally there was a correlation between the calcium and potassium 

distributions, suggesting the presence of a compound salt. Direct identification of these decay 

products was not possible due to their being coated by resin and present in only a miniscule 

amount. 

Evidence indicates that pits form as `altered' areas which are, perhaps under the surface as stated 

by Marschner (for glasses of the surface fractured nature) [88], and have an associated contrast in 

colour. These regions then progress by forming crystalline salts at their center, leaving the outer 

boundary to collapse. 

The IR investigation indicated the breakdown of the silica network and the introduction of sulphates 

in the crust. This linked with the correlation between calcium and sulphur from the dot maps and 

would suggest that the decay product was gypsum. 
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Chapter 7 

Results-Analytical 

7.1 Correlation between Decay and Composition 

In order to investigate the correlation between decay and composition, three standard procedures 

were undertaken, ie., the compositions were first looked at to determine whether glass from different 

churches was comparable and to isolate the anomalous samples, eg. a markedly higher alumina 

content, within each group (see section 7.1.1). This was followed by applying the two popular 

methods of reducing the glass composition to a smaller set of values that are easier to handle. 

Sections 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 show the outcome of these trials and in these data are linked to the 

mode of decay. Finally multivariate statistical techniques were implemented to see if any further 

information could be obtained (see section 7.1.4). 

7.1.1 The Compositions 

Firstly, the compositions of the glasses from each of the locations were considered independently. 

Table 7.1 gives a summary of the chemical compositions. It contains the mean molar percentages 

of all the measured parameters, except copper oxide, lead oxide, sulphur and chlorine. These 

latter components were omitted as the deviations are comparable to the mean and they do not 

convey any useful information. The table shows the similarity between the compositions of the 

fourteenth century glasses and highlights the difference between the fourteenth century glass and 

the glass from Fairford. The mean amounts of iron oxide and manganese oxide in the specimens are 

approximately the same for all of the churches. The phosphorus oxide is . ̂4 mol% for the fourteenth 

century glasses, but is slightly lower for the sixteenth century ones. The alumina content has a 

similar variation to that found with phosphorus oxide. The quantity of the major oxides present 
in the glasses, from each church, shows marked variation. Checkley appears to have a higher soda 
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content than the rest, with Fledborough having the lowest. Potash was expected to be present 
in much higher quantities than soda for the mediaeval glasses and this is shown to be true. All 

samples except those from Fairford have K20ýý10 mol%. Fairford has about 5mol% potash which 
is indicative of the later, mixed alkali type glass (see section 2.3.4) and is consistent with the age 

of the glass. The mean silica content for the fourteenth century glass is about 541nol'7o, whereas for 

Fairford it is nearer 60 mol%. The vast difference is again reflecting the later date of the Fairford 

glass. Associated with this high silica content is increased durability, as fewer modifying ions have 

been incorporated. Therefore, it might be expected that the Fairford glass should be in a better 

state of preservation than the fourteenth century glass because of its mixed alkaline nature and 
high silica content-this is not the case and will be discussed more thoroughly in section 7.3. The 

average lime content for Checkley, Heckington,. L%Icysey Hampton and Stanford is 15 mol%. This 

is normal for glass of this date when compared to that found by other workers. Newton states 
17mol%[1051, Perez-y-Jorba found 15.5mol%[1111, and Gillies and Cox record 17mol%[58]. The 

lime content for Ely, Fledborough and Fairford is on average much higher, viz. 23mol%, which is 

in agreement with that found by Schreiner for Austrian mediaeval glass[130]. 

The range of values for magnesia ('-\IgO) is very broad, 3-13 mol%. Referring to the work of Gillies 

and Cox[58] the magnesia value is usually 8-11 mol% in fourteenth century glasses. Hence the data 

were divided into groups, I'HM where MIgO>8.0 mol%, and the low magnesia group with ýIgO<7.9 

MOM rLM- Complicating this picture is the later date glass from Fairford which straddles both 

groups. Table 7.2 gives the mean and standard deviation of the composition for these two groups, 

but also gives them when the groups are subdivided into those from Fairford and those from other 

sites. 

It can be seen that the FH; tif type is composed mainly of the fourteenth century glass with only 

eight of the Fairford samples. This could suggest that these eight pieces of glass were re-used earlier 

glass or indicative of the transition to mixed-alkali glass being a slow process. On the other hand 

one quarter of the TLM group is fourteenth century in date. These specimens could be explained as 

replacements, but this does not appear to be the case. The difference in MgO, CaO, and K2O for 

Fairford suggests that a different lime source was used. The fourteenth century glass has variation 
in CaO, MgO, Na20 and Si02, which again would suggest a different lime source, but also that if 

low magnesia limestone was used, more of it was necessary. 

The variation in chemical composition is more easily shown graphically. Again the values of 

sulphur , chlorine, lead oxide and copper oxide have not been included. Figures 7.1 to 7.4 show 
the various molar percent oxides plotted against each other as pairs. They are presented to convey 
the distribution and do not necessarily imply a link. The variation of lime and silica is illustrated 

in Figure 7.1. Here it can be seen that the silica appears to form three clusters, whereas the lime 
does not divide. The monovalent alkalis, soda and potash, are shown in Figure 7.2; the group 
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Figure 7.1: Lime-Silica scattergram of mol%. 
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Figure 7.2: Soda-Potash scattergram of mo1%. 

of low K20 glasses is immediately obvious. There maybe a tendency for the glass with K20.:: 8 

mol% to have Na20>4 mol%. When the potash content is any other value, the soda is less than 4 

mol%. Any clustering within the 8<K20<14 mol% range is masked by the scale. The distribution 

of phosphorus was found to be normal about 2 mol% and the alumina likewise, but centered on 1 

mol% (see Figures 7.7 and 7.11). Figure 7.3 shows that the iron oxide and manganese oxide values 

form one cluster. As the number of oxides to be represented is an odd number the lime content 

was repeated so as to illustrate the magnesia variation. Figure 7.4 shows that high magnesia is 

associated with CaO X15 mol%; if 6<MgO<8mol%, then CaO>25 mol% and when MgO<6 mol%, 

then CaO 20-25 mol%. This suggests two or three groupings, ie. the two high lime groups may 

really be just one cluster. 

When the data are separated into the two groups rLM and r,, m the clustering is more easily 
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observed. These are depicted in Figures 7.5 to 7.8 for r,, m and Figures 7.9 to 7.12 for the low 

magnesia, rLM, glasses. 

TEA,! 

Generally, these glasses have a low soda content, between 1 and 3 mol%. A few outliers can be seen 

at Na20 }-5 mol% in Figure 7.6. These outliers are several samples from Checkley (CHK3,9,15, 

18,21,26,29,32N; 3,9,19,22S) and have "MgO >12 mol% and K20 between 6.7 and 8.6 mol%. 

They are encircled in a dotted line on the diagram. This potash level is low for fourteenth century 

glass and perhaps this is anticipating a shift towards the mixed-alkali glasses of the sixteenth 

century, or maybe a different alkali source. 

The alumina, phosphorus oxide, manganese oxide and iron oxide contents were found to be normally 

distributed, though on these plots this distribution is hidden in the relationship between the abscissa 

and ordinate. The potash content is between 7 and 13 mol% and is possibly a dividing factor 

although the number of subgroups is difficult to determine from this graph. 

A broad range of silica values is observed to split into three groups: Si02 < 53mo1%, 53 < Si02 < 

57mo1% and Si02 > 57 mol%. The lime is between 12 and 20 mol% and does not appear to divide. 

rLM 

Again the manganese oxide, iron oxide and alumina are normally distributed for this group of 

glasses (see Figures 7.12 and 7.11). 

The soda content suggests a split of this data into two clusters. This division would occur at 

IN Similarly two groups are suggested by the potash, splitting at K20-26 mol7b. Ta20; zý1-5MOI%- 
The lime-silica content, shown in Figure 7.9, suggests two groups Si02 < 53mol% with CaO> 24 

mol% and the other with Si02 > 56mol% and CaO < 25mol%. The former cluster consists of glass 
from Ely, Fledborough and one sample from Fairford; the latter group is glass from Fairford, with 
2 Ely samples. This division is indicative of the different dates of the glasses, ic., the Fairford glass 
forms a distinct group. This is most marked in the silica values, FAI glass having higher silica 

content. Figure 7.11 suggests a division in the phosphorus oxide content at about 1.6mol%. The 

high lime glasses are also some of the high phosphorus oxide samples, but no correlation occurs 

with the potash level. 

Having highlighted the compositional differences, it was now possible to consider the relationship 

between composition and mode of decay. As already mentioned the composition splits the data into 

four groups: (rLM) and (rHM), each of which splits into fourteenth and sixteenth century dated 
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glass. In the following sections the data will be considered first as a whole, and then according to 

these suggested four groups, where appropriate. 

7.1.2 Non-bridged Oxygen Ions and Free Energy of Hydration 

The value of the free energy of hydration (AG) and the number of non-bridged oxygen ions (NBO) 

are derived from the chemical composition of the glass and should therefore reflect the durability 

of the specimen. The closer NBO is to zero, the more durable the glass: the network has fewer 

modifiers breaking it up. Likewise the closer AG is to zero, the more durable the glass. Thus 

plotting the variables as abscissa and ordinate, respectively, should give the most durable species 

close to the origin. Figure 7.13 is the graph resulting from all the data collected, using the extent 

of deterioration as distinguishing markers for the glass compositions. It can be seen that the more 
durable glasses are closer to the origin and the uniformly weathered-crusted samples are further 

away. 

Figures 7.14 to 7.18 illustrate the plots obtained by separating the data by corrosion type, ie. each 
plot represents glasses that have decayed to the same extent, for example, by merged pits. The 

markers show from which church the glass originated. Here the difference in distribution between 

the corrosion types can clearly be seen, ie. the larger number of specimens for the more decayed 
types. The region of the plots where AG>-8 kcal mol-I appears to contain only specimens from 
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Figure 7.18: OG versus NBO for samples which were uniformly weathered. 

Fairford. The centre for each type, except for the Fairford samples, shifts from AG = -8.5 kcal 

mol-I for isolated pits to -10.3 kcal mol-I for the crusted samples. This is highlighted if the data 

are reduced to an average NBO and its corresponding AG value for each of the corrosion types. 

Figure 7.19 is the resulting graph. The relationship is approximately linear, but that could be due 

to the short range of values incorporated in the analyses. Jantzen and Plodinec (1984) examined the 

relationship between mass loss of silica and NBO, and mass loss of silica with AG for various glass 

types undergoing artificial corrosion. Their range was much larger than that encompassed here, 

but this is the first use of the parameters to look at natural atmospheric corrosion. Obviously the 

mass loss of silica is an unknown quantity in this case and therefore the results cannot be directly 

compared, but they appear to be similar. On including the data of Gillies and Cox (1988a, b), a 

similar graph is obtained, but the actual values shift slightly. This is included in Figure 7.19 using 
identical symbols but with the error bars as dotted lines. The discrepancy in the position of the 

symbols is probably due to inconsistencies in the labelling of corrosion types, as this is subjective, 
but may also be due to the slightly earlier date of the glass from the York. Xlinster or the different 

analytical technique. 

Further insight can be gained from AG versus NBO plots when the markers delineate the location, 

as in Figure 7.20. Here it is obvious that Fairford, Gloucestershire, has remarkably durable glass. 
This is in part due to its late date, that is the composition is markedly different. For this reason, 
the results for Fairford will be discussed separately from the fourteenth century glass. The glass 

at Ely is the least durable and closely associated with the Fledborough glass. The other churches 
have comparably durable glazing when considered in this manner. 
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as markers for all data. 

The clustering of the Fairford glass at OG >-6 kcal mol-1 explains the discrepancy in Figure 7.13 

where some of the uniformly weathered samples appear near the origin. This glass has a low AG 

value because of its high silica content, but obviously some other factor has lead to its' decay, that 

is not included in this calculation. 

rLM 

Figures 7.21 and 7.22 are the plots shown in 7.20 and 7.13, but eliminating the values for the 

Fairford glasses. A division due to location would not be expected, since that would indicate either 

a different date or guarding of recipes and ingredients by workshops. 

Figure 7.21 illustrates the group is not divisible by the locations. It does serve as a good reference 
for spotting anomalous samples. The decay type is linked to the reduced composition parameters 
in the manner mentioned in the previous section, ie., durable near the origin, most weathered at 
the extremes. 

Fairford 

Fairford requires treating separately due to its different composition, that is its mixed-alkali nature. 
Figure 7.23 is the AG/NBO plot for the Fairford samples and shows that the trend of increased 
AG associated with greater decay is no longer valid. This suggests that the calculation of AG 

needs adapting to take into account the mixed alkali effect, or that some other factor is affecting 
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the state of preservation, such as unsympathetic cleaning. 

7.1.3 Ternary Co-ordinates 

The usual manner of presenting ternary co-ordinates is on a "triangular diagram"; such diagrams 

require special software to produce computationally and therefore in this section they will be 

plotted as conventional graphs, with the third value implicit, since 'R20', 'RO' and 'Si02' Must 

total to 100 mol%. 

As the co-ordinates represent the composition, the markers can indicate other non-quantifiable 

properties, such as colour. Figure 7.24 is a general plot of '1120' and 'RO' with the markers in- 

dicating the location of the church from which the glass was obtained. It is immediately obvious 
that three clusters form and that these are perhaps dependent on present location but more impor- 

tantly suggest different workshops or source materials. That is, the cluster 25<'RO'<32 mol% and 
3<'R201<6 mol% is composed entirely of the glass from Fairford, though not all of the FAI glass is 

included. The second cluster, where 'R0532mol%, contains the glass from Ely and Fledborough, 

with one outlier from Fairford. This is sample FA132, which is anomalous in appearance as well as 
composition. It is a flashed ruby glass that has decayed by pitting. These pits are in the red layer 

only, contain a very hard white crust and look false. This peculiar appearance would suggest that 
it was a replacement piece perhaps from the Victorian era (when distressing replacement glass to 
look comparable to the rest of the window was common practice). The third group will be given 
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Figure 7.24: Graphical representation of the ternary co-ordinates, 'R20' and 'RO', using location 

as the marker. 
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Figure 7.26: Graphical representation of the ternary co-ordinates, 'R20' and 'RO', using modc of 

corrosion as a marker. 

the generic term 14C as it contains all other samples, which are mainly fourteenth century. The 

others group will be labelled ODD (Ely, Fledborough) and FAI (Fairford) . 

Figure 7.25 is the same plot but this time the markers indicate the colour of t he particular glass. 
It can be seen here that the colour does not appear to be linked with the clustering. This was 

expected because the colouring agents have not been incorporated in the calculation of the ternary 

co-ordinates. The exception to this is the apparent division of the Fairford samples. The FAI group 

is composed of blue, colourless and ruby glasses (except for 1 yellow and 1 green sample), whereas 

all the other coloured samples are in the rHv, group. A similarity between ruby and colourless is 

likely as the red layer in a ruby glass needs only a very small amount of colloidal copper to impart 

the red colour[143] and so could, perhaps, have been made from the same core batch. No difference 

in composition was detected between the red and white layers of the ruby glasses. This, however, 

does not explain the blue glass-unless these incorporated an amount of Roman/Saxon blue glass 

as cullet (to give the necessary amount of cobalt for a blue colour). The yellow and the green 

samples are anomalous. They are FAI15 and FA148 are thicker than most of the Fairford pieces, 

being 2.5mm. and 3mm respectively compared with 2mrn for the majority of the others. FA148 is 

unusual in that it is a flashed green glass; these are particularly uncommon. FAI15 is the only 

sample which had back painting and perhaps this suggests it is a replacement. There was also no 

correlation found between the colour of the glass and the extent of decay. 

Finally, Figure 7.26 shows the clustering with corrosion type as the marker. It can be seen that 

the clusters do not correlate with any particular mode of corrosion, although within the two age 
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categories there is a tendency for high 'R20' (for tile fourteenth century glass) and high 'RO' (for 

the sixteenth century glass) to be the most decayed. Figures 7.27 to 7.31 are the same plots Of 'R2 0' 

versus no, for each of the corrosion types separately. Excluding Fairford for the moment, there 

are two clusters in Figure 7.24. They are divided by amount of 'RO'. The high '110' group is tile 
low magnesia glasses mentioned earlier (see section 7.1.1). They are poorly durable and therefore 

only appear in Figure 7.31. The other compositional group, r1jvi, appears on all plots 7.27 to 7.31. 

This group has higher 'RO' values as the extent of decay is more marked. The uniformly weathered 

samples of this type also have slightly higher 'R20'. This can be seen more clearly in Table 7.3 

where the mean 'RO', 'R2 0' and 'Si02' have been calculated for the various modes of decay. Note 

that the data was first separated according to age and then the classification-r", or rilm. In 

the low magnesia group, for both dates, the average 'RO' value increases with increased decay. For 

the fourteenth century glass it changes from 24.40mol% for isolated pitting (IP) to 35.64mol% for 

uniformly weathered (U); the Fairford glass has 27.94mol% for durable (D) and is 29.87mol% for 
U. This range for the Fairford glass is much tighter and may not be significant. 

The r,,,,, type glass for both dates contains anomalously durable samples. Excluding these, there 
is an increase in corrosion as the 'Si02' decreases. That is, from 60.7mol% for IP to 58.5mol% 
for U in the case of the fourteenth century glass and 63.3mol% for IP and 61.4mol% for U for the 
Fairford glass. The other ternary co-ordinates do not show any particular trend. Figures 7.32 and 
7.33 show the variation of 'R2 0' with the third parameter 'Si02'. These two graphs highlight that 
the high 'Si02' glass has low 'RO' and that these glasses are more durable. 

Gillies and Cox[591 found that the ratio Of T2 01/lR0' increased as the deterioration became more 
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Figure 7.32: Ternary diagram Of '% 0' and 'Si02' for all the glass samples, indicating the mode of 
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Mean ratio 'R20'/'RO' by corrosion type 

Date Class Durable Isolated 'Merged Totally Uniformly 

Pits Pits Pitted Weathered 

14th rL. 11 0.43 0.41 ± 0.05 0.41 ± 0.06 0.43 d: 0.05 0.46 ± 0.05 

Century r,,, - 0.39 0.33 ± 0.07 0.28 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.05 

16th rLM 0.42 0.41 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.02 - 0.34 

Century r,, 0.20 ± 0.08 0.19 ± 0.08 0.22 ± 0.10 0.20 ± 0.12 0.15 ± 0.02 

Table 7.4: Mean ratiovalues of 'R20'/-RO' by corrosion type, classification (rLAI1rjjm) and date. 

extensive. Figures 7.35 and 7.34 show the correlation between this ratio and 'Si02' and mode 

of decay for the rilm glass and the 17LAI type respectively. Table 7.4 gives the average ratios 
for the dates and classifications. Here it can be seen that the trend for increasing 'R20'/'RO" 

for increased corrosion is only true for the fourteenth century glass, excluding those with low 

magnesia. From Figure 7.32 and 7.33 it appears that for a given 'Si02' content the trend is true 

for all fourteenth century glass, with the proviso that the lower the 'Si02', the lower the ratio value 
for the corrosion modes. That is to say the ratio value alone does not indicate the extent of decay. 

This is expected because the -R20' parameter does not take into account the differences between 

Na20 and K20. The low magnesia glasses have a much lower ratio value and the opposite trend 

occurs if the Fairford glass is excluded. This is expected from the variation in 'R20' and 'RO' for 

the two classifications. The trend implied by the Fairford glass is one which is dependent on 'Si02 9 

content and independent of the ratio 'R20'/'RO': the 'Si02' content is sufficiently high that the 

other components make little difference. 

7.1.4 Statistical Analysis 

The purpose of statistical techniques of a multivariate nature is to reduce a data matrix, of n 

rows by p columns, to a state where a two or three dimensional summary is possible[111. There 

are, however, a considerable number of techniques, each with an equally large number of methods. 
There is no 'best' method; each is based on different assumptions that have merits and flaws. The 

assumptions must be born in mind, or the conclusions obtained could be an artefact of the analysis. 

The most popular multivariate techniques for dealing with chemical compositional data are Dis- 

criminant analysis (DA), Principal component analysis (PCA) and Cluster analysis (CA). Discrim- 
inant analysis is not applicable where there is no prior knowledge of grouping of the specimens and 
thus has not been implemented in this study. Principal component analysis complements cluster 
analysis as a means of displaying and interpreting the clusters identified. Cluster analysis can be 

problematic if the elements are highly correlated, such as in glass[11]. For this reason it is usually 
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mode of corrosion. 
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Figure 7.36: Simplified dendrograrn obtained from the analysis of the all the data. 

recommended that standardisation be performed on the data first. 

Statistical methods such as those outlined are increasingly easier to implement through software 

packages such as CLUSTAN, SAS and SPSS[111. The latter package, SPSS, was used to carry 

out this investigation. The method of cluster analysis implemented was Wards method using 

squared Euclidean distance linkage, without standardising. These options were selected because 

this method reduced the information lost on each pair clustering. Standardisation was not required, 

or useful, because it would weight the data in favour of the minor elements and for the purpose of 
durability studies these play a minor part. The most visual means of representing the output of 

cluster analysis is by plotting a dendrogram. 

Figure 7.36 shows a simplified dendrogram produced from all the analytical data (excepting the 

highly variable sulphur, chlorine and the oxides of copper and lead). These simplifications were 
identified by looking for the approximate explanation for each grouping; the actual dendrograrn was 
too long and narrow to incorporate and still be informative. As can be seen, the data were separated 
first by magnesia, then silica and finally by potash content to form six groups. Considering the 
high and low magnesia glasses (r,,, m and rLM) separately indicates the next level of splitting. 
Figure 7.37 shows the dendrograrn for the rLM glasses. Here the splitting according to potash 
levels was succeeded by a further grouping due to soda content. The cluster analysis can be seen 
to provide the same information as obtained from the compositional and data reduction techniques 

. The addition of qualitative parameters, such as colour, decay type and age, did not produce any 
further information. 

Principal component analysis reduces the data to 'factors' and suggests the number of 'factors' 
that are significant. The default action of the software package is for eigenvalues, ie., the total 
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variance explained by each factor, when greater than one to be representative of significant factors; 

a 'scree plot' may be drawn to investigate the validity of this assumption. Figure 7.38 shows the 

scree plot obtained for the PCA of all the data, as used for cluster analysis. This plot shows 
that three factors are significant, ie., the abrupt change in gradient indicates the transition from 

distinct factors to ones which are redundant. The default option, in this case, would have taken four 
factors as significant not three as indicated by the scree plot. The factors obtained were composed of 
'weighted parts' of the actual components. The coefficient matrix was interpreted to give F1 (CaO, 

. \190P P205t Si02, K20), F2(SiO2, Na20), F3(AI203) and F4(NInO) for the default case and 
Fl(CaO, MgO, P206t Si02i K20), F2(SiO2, Na20, NInO) and F3(AI203, Fe203) when set to 

three factors. The groupings were indicated by the weighting being greater than fifty percent, and 

one component can be significantly present in more than one factor. Broadly speaking, these results 

are expressible as Fl(major components), F2(minor components) and F3(trivalent compounds). 

The data were then separated into the two groups rLM and riim: the resulting factor solutions' 

changed. The r. 11M group was represented by three factors F1(Na20, K20, MgO, CaO, Fe203), 

F2(SiO2Y P205, MnO) and F3(AI203). This compares favourably with the ternary co-ordinate 

reduction. On excluding the later date Fairford glass, the F1 and F3 groups merge, implying that 

the isolation of the alumina as a separate factor was artificial. The rLAI group was represented 
by three factors: Fl(Si02, Na20, P205, K20ý MgO, CaO), F2(Fe2O3,. \InO, K20) and F3(AI203, 

Fe203)- On excluding the Fairford glass, the number of factors increase to four, where the alumina 
is isolated, the manganese oxide and phosphorus oxide group together and the final two groups 

represent the major and minor components. 

Thus it can be seen that PCA did not provide any more information than the established methods 
of reducing data for durability studies. 

7.1.5 Summary 

The implementation of standard statistical routines did not provide any information that was not 
obtainable by more readily interpretable methods. The reduction of data to three variables, 'R2 0', 

'RO" and 'Si02% proved to be adequate for the compositional representation and investigation of 
how this related to the decay of the specimens. As valid but not as informative was the calculation 

of the one parameter, free energy of hydration (AG). 

The composition of the glasses split them into two groups, rLM and r. -Im. These were again 
divisible according to age and soda content. For the r,, m group, there was a link between the 

composition and the decay, ie., 'R2 0'/'RO' for a specific 'Si02' increases with increased decay. The 
IPLM glass was dominated by the high silica content and therefore the minor constituents played 
little or no part in the determination of decay mode. The AG value was also highly correlated 
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with the decay type; lower AG, more durable. There was, however, information lost on the data 

reduction which served to explain the occasional anomalous samples. That is, both techniques have 

no means of incorporating the mixed-alkali effect. 'No correlation was found between tile decay and 

the colour of the glass. 

7.2 Correlation between Composition and Decay Product 

The decay of mediaeval stained glass windows is not restricted to the external surface, although 
this is usually the more decayed. Therefore, it is useful to consider both sides, but separately. 

Windows were usually installed such that any painted decoration was on the inside. In the case of 

glass decorated with a yellow stain, the stain was applied to the back and thus was exposed to the 

elements. In this study the paintwork was taken to indicate the inner surface; where the paintwork 

was absent or present on both sides, the most corroded side was labelled as the outer. 

Figures 7.39 to 7.42 show the frequency of the weathering products identified. These are for the 

outer and inner surfaces, with the additional separation of major and minor constituents. The 

'no product' category contains samples which had no products and those that had unidentifiable 

products (perhaps being present in insufficient amounts to enable quantification). It can be seen 
that approximately 35% of the outer surfaces and 49% of the inner ones, fall into this group. 

Quartz (crystalline silica) appears as an identified product, though this is, almost certainly, not a 
decay product and therefore indicates debris of an external origin. Compared with the results of 

other workers there was little evidence of syngenite: 4% of major outer products were syngenite, 

cf Gillies and Cox where the frequency was 20%[58]. Only 18% of the samples in this study had 

syngenite present at all. The relative lack of syngenite could be due to its instability in damp 

conditions, ie. it converts to gypsum. Gypsum was the most frequently found decay product, 

although hydrated silica was a close second. There were no unusual or unexpected compounds. 

Along with this, it must be born in mind that some components could have been removed from the 

surface, say, by the action of rainwater. Table 7.5 gives the relative solubilities, of the identified 

compounds. It can be seen that gypsum and syngenite have comparable solubilities whereas calcite 

and silica are much less soluble. This would imply that any silica or calcite that formed would be 

least likely to be washed away and therefore more likely to be found in-situ. 

In order to compare the products formed with the glass compositions, the samples were again 
separated into r,,, and r,,,. groups ie., low and high magnesia. As only a small number of 
samples had any syngenite present, this could not be correlated with, say, high lime and high potash 
contents. Within each grouping there were numerous examples of the 'no product' classification. 
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Product solubilitv ill Nvater 
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Bassanite 0.3 

Calcite 0.0014 

Gypsurn 0.241 

Hydrated Silica sparingly soluble 

syngellite 0.25 

Table 7.5: Solubilities of the inincrals identified as (1ccay products. 
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These did not appear to correlate with any compositional parameter, the exception being the 

durable specimens from Fairford whose 'no product' label was due to a very high silica content. 
The 'no product' glasses have been eliminated from the diagrams as they hindered interpretation. 

The rLM group showed a correlation between silica as the major 'outer' product and high Si02 

and/or low CaO content. This was also related to a lower magnesia content, within this classifi- 

cation, ie., tile glasses withNfgO <6 mol%, which are mainly those from Fairford, had silica as 
the major product. Figure 7.43 shows this correlation. The major inner product for all but a few 

specimens in the rLM group was gypsum. 

The rilm group did not exhibit the same correlation. Figure 7.44 shows that there was no corre- 
lation between the presence of silica as a major product and the amount of CaO or Si02,. Below 

16mol% lime, there appeared to be a concentration of glasses with calcite as a major product; above 

this there was a concentration of gypsum as the major decay product. No pattern was observed 

with the minor outer surface products or the inner surface products. 

There was no apparent trend relating the corrosion product formed and the mode of decay for the 

IFLAI glasses. The rii, group of samples, however, did exhibit a correlation. This was linked to the 

correlation, mentioned earlier (see section 7.1.1), between the mode of corrosion and the ratio of the 

ternary co-ordinates *R20' and 'RO'. That is, the more corroded the sample, the higher the ratio 

value (for a specific 'Si02') and also the more likely the decay product was to be a complex salt. 
In more detail, this means that isolated pitting was associated with the presence of hydrated silica 

as a major decay product, merged pitted samples had calcite or gypsum present and uniformly 

weathered samples had gypsum and possibly syngenite as the major products. This correlation was 

only true for the high magnesia specimens. Figures 7.45 and 7.46 show the relationship between 

the ratio value, 'Si02' and the major corrosion product for the outer surface for the low and high 

magnesia glasses respectively. 

Figure 7.47 shows the relationship between the mode of corrosion, the ratio 'R20'/'RO' and the 

decay product for the high magnesia (rtim) glasses. 

7.3 Correlation between Extent of Decay and Orientation 

The number of samples obtained from the two churches, Fairford (FAI) and Checkley (CHK), were 
large enough to enable a good comparison of deterioration between locations to be carried out. 
The compositions of the glasses at the two sites were dissimilar and, therefore, the exact effect of 
location could not be ascertained, but the effect due to window orientation was considered. Both 

churches provided glass from north- and south-facing windows. Thus the difference in deterioration 
between north- and south-facing specimens could be looked at, for glass of equal composition, with 
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Figure 7.43: Graphical illustration of the correlation between the product formed on the outer 

surface and the amount of lime and magnesia in the glass for the low magnesia glasses. 
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Figure 7.44: Graphical illustration of the correlation between the product formed on the outer 
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Figure 7.45: Graphical representation of the relationship between the ratio 'R2 0'/'RO', 'SiO2' and 
the major corrosion product for the low magnesia glass. 
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Figure 7.46: Graphical representation of the relationship between the ratio '112 0'/4RO', 'Si02' and 
the major corrosion product for the high magnesia glass. 
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Figure 7.47: Graphical representation of the relationship between the corrosion type, the corrosion 

product and the ratio value for the r,,, specimens. 

the effect of local environment partially removed (given there were two sites involved). 

The number of samples selected from each aspect within each site was slightly different. The 

Fairford glass was made available at different stages of the research and the north-facing glass 

appeared to be more durable. There were 22 samples selected from the north panels and 44 from 

the south ones. The Checkley glass was a more even split of 34 from the north and 32 from the 

south panels. It is strongly believed by mediaeval historians and the restorer, that the glass from 

Fairford h as never been moved or interfered with; the Checkley glass is also believed to be 'as 

installed', but there is no firm evidence to indicate this. 

Figure 7.48 shows the marked difference in composition between the Checkley and Fairford glass. 

This divide is at AG=ý--8kcal/mol. The corrosion type, illustrated on the y-axis, is represented by 

numbers as follows: 1=durable, 2=isolated pits, 3=merged pits, 4=totally pitted and 5=uniformly 

weathered. The x-axis shows the free energy of hydration which crudely reflects the composition. 
It can also be seen that the more negative the AG, then the less durable the glass. The CHN glass 
has the same distribution of corrosion types, but a much lower AG then FAL 

Figure 7.49 contains the same data as Figure 7.48, but with the markers now representing the 

window orientation. The Fairford glass is dearly more corroded on the south-facing side; the 
Checkley glass appears to follow the same trend, but here the glass is less durable and, therefore, 

more corroded. 

Thus, the data available indicates that south-facing glass is more deteriorated than north-facing 
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sented by the markers for Fairford and Checkley. 
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Figure 7.50: Free energy of hydration versus corrosion type, with the window orientation repre- 

sented by the markers. This is for data from Fairford, Checkley, Fledborough and York Minster. 

glass of the same composition. Further data were available for the church at Fledborough, although 

no information was provided on whether the glass had been moved around or not. These specimens 

were of different compositions and therefore not comparable within themselves, but when incorpo- 

rated in the plots with the Checkley and Fairford data they did not contradict the trend. Figure 

7.50 shows the free energy of hydration versus corrosion type plot again, but with the Fledborough 

and York Minster data included (58]. The same trend can be seen. As there is more data included, 

the other patterns, such as predominance of uniformly weathered samples, make the effect more 
difficult to see. Similar findings were obvious from using the number of non-bridged oxygen ions 

and ternary co-ordinates as means of representing the glass composition. 
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Chapter 8 

Result s- Environmental Aspects 

8.1 Biological Attack 

The biological deterioration of substrata has concerned the scientific community for a considerable 
time. The preservation of historic monuments is generally the reason for the studies of biodeterio- 

ration, but since the 1860s glass has become another substratum to suffer from the growth of lichen, 

moss or algae. Biodeterioration is the degradation of a substance that can be solely explained by 

the action of biological species, such as bacteria and fungi. 

Some workers go as far as to declare that bio-deterioration is the sole reason for the decay of glass 
[731 whereas others state that some evidence for the action of bacteria was noted [111,59]. In many 

cases, it is accepted that if lichens are present and are attacking the glass then oxalic salts should 
be identified amongst the decay products. This is because the organisms would excrete these and 

other identifiable compounds on metabolisation of the substrate. 

In the course of this investigation two churches had 'green growths' on their inner glass surfaces; an 

attempt was made to investigate this and the following is an account of the findings. Photographs 
(a), (b) and (c) in Figure 8.1 show the typical appearance of the growths and (d) is a more detailed 

look at an area depicted in (b). The growths at the two churches concerned were very different: 

at Fledborough it was dark green and furry in texture; at Checkley it was of two types, one 
green-yellow with a light, stringy texture and the other a dark green lumpy covering. 

8.1.1 Fledborough 

Three of the fourteen specimens from Fledborough had material of a biological nature (that is 
fungi/algae/moss) present on the inner surface and these were labelled FBN1-3 ( see Figure 8.1c 
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Figure 8.2: Diffuse reflectance spectrum for the biological growth present on FB. \3. 

for a photograph of FBIN12). This matter was removed and analysed using XRD/DRIFT. There was 

no interpretable XRD pattern, only two lines were clear. These could have been due to the presence 

of gypsum. The infrared spectra were highly complex due to the organic matter present (see Figure 

8.2). This spectrum, for FBN3, indicated that gypsum, calcite and some organic compounds were 

present. 

8.1.2 Checkley 

Fifty percent of the selected north-facing window pieces had growths present on the inner surface. 
Given the large sample size it was thought necessary to carry out a more detailed investigation 

than that for Fledborough. A representative sample of four pieces (CHK16N, 23N, 30N, 32N) 

was taken to Prof. '11. Seaward (Department of Environmental Sciences, Bradford) to determine 

the presence or absence of any lichens and hopefully their taxonomy. As mentioned earlier there 

appeared to be two different growth types - a) deep green-grey growth that was raised from the 

surface and b) yellow-green growth that was much flatter and had an underlying green layer. These 

are illustrated as a) and b) respectively in Figure 8.1. 

On visual examination it was decided that Dezmococcui algae were present, as well as what was 
either 'cobwebs' or lichen (depending on the sample). The yellow/green growths were the ones that 

were believed to have cobwebs present. In order to identify the lichen the characteristic lichen tests 
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Fil-urc 8.3: Photo'graph of the surfl-we of' CIIX. 5-N takcii at X21, lllmti; itinLý 11W AIIII(TI-II(C I, j 

biological Illatter to the (. 1,11tre of pits forilied by atmospheric attack. 

(X, C and Pd) were carried out. All four cases gave negative results, which 111calit that what 

present Nvas probably Leprarla. A more accurate characterisation could lime beell possiblc u. "ing 
TLC. 

It appeared that the algae and lichen Nvere riot attacking the glass but were -rowing oil it after 

pitting had occurred. Tile. pits forin a good base oil to which the lichen can adhere. Tit(, photo. -raph 

of CHK, 5N (taken at X21) shows the pits present, with tile algae adhering only to tile celiti-v of 

these (see Figure 8.3). Ili order to state conclusively that tile lichen/alngav were not attacking 

tile glass, it was suggested that the products be analysed by Raman spectro-scopy and to took in 

particular for tile oxalic salts of magnesium or potassimn. This study was performed courtes), 

of tile Chemistry Department at the University of York, with tile aid of \It-. ft. Girling, -I'll(, 

operating conditions for tile Raman analysis were 8cm-1 resolution with it 488nin Argon ktser of 

power 5m1V for a scan. Figure 8.4 gives tile Raman spectra that were obtained froin samples 
CHK16N and CHK23N. If an oxalate salt had been present then a band or peak should have been 

observed circa 1460-90cm-1. In the spectrum of CHK16N' three clear peaks can be seen. The peak 

at 1003cin-1 is identifiable as gypsum, whereas the two peaks 1156cin-- ' and 152-1cin-1 are due to 

the lichen body, tile former being tile. carbori-carbon stretch, from the carotenoid with tile latter 

bein- the carbon-carborl (double borld) stretch. Tile spectrum of CHK23.1; has tile same two bailds 

associated with the lichen body, although they are overshadowed by it peak at 1086cm- '. This 
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Figure 8.4: Raman spectrafor the material present, probably biological, on CHKI. GNand CHK23. N. 

peak is characteristic of a carbonate, probably calcium carbonate in form of calcite. Figure 8.5 

shows the respectiveDRIFT spectrafor CHKlGNand CHK23N. In theanalysis of this algae/lichen, 

therewere unidentifiable bands as well as those due to the presence of gypsum and calcite. The 

unknown bands were probably due to organic functional groups and OH groups that make up the 

body of the algae. 

Therefore it is concluded that in these cases of "green growth" on north-facing samples, there 

appears not to have been any biodeterioration. The decay products identified were gypsum and 

calcite, with what is probably Dezmococcui and Lepraria growing upon it. 

8.2 Environmental Considerations 

In order to investigate the effect that the environment plays in the deterioration ýf stained glass 

windows it was necessary to obtain as much information on the local climate as possible. Data on 
temperature, precipitation and wind direction are as important as air quality (ie. the amount of 

smoke particles), sulphur dioxide and other noxious substances in the air. The study of climatic 

variations cannot be limited to just scientific measurements. This is because the recording of 
this sort of information was not possible prior to the sixteenth century as thermometers were 
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Figure 8.5: DRIFT spectra for the matter present, probably biological, on CHK16'Nand CHIMN. 

not invented until 1597. Sulphur dioxide measurements were not carried out until well after the 

introduction of the Clean Air act in 1957. Therefore any information on meteorologic, -d variables 
for other than the recent past must come from other sources such as interpretation of tree rings. 

Thus a variety of data is available and each will be considered separately. 

8.2.1 Climate Data 

Dendroclimatology 

Dendrochronology is the study of tree rings and dendroclimatology is the application of this to 

climate reconstruction. The latter is capable of providing meteorological data with a resolution 

of one year spanning a range of 10,000 years [77], although it is unusual to find a single tree ring 

series of longer than 500 years. The basis of tree ring analysis is that the ring-width is intimately 

related to the environment in which a tree grows [75]. Generally a wide ring would indicate warm, 
moist conditions during at least the summer months, if both high and low altitudes ringwidths 
agreed. Likeivise a narrow ring indicates cool, dry conditions. 

Several studies relating specifically to the mediaeval and post mediaeval period have been carried 
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out for England and Europe [65,19,20,7,70,25]. These essentially use oak trees and the chronolo- 

gies for related areas have similar patterns. Hillam [65] studied the mediaeval oak chronology for 

south-west England. Her conclusion was that this chronology correlated well with those available 
for the rest of England, thus suggesting that independent chronologies were not necessary for each 

area of the British Isles. 

Briffa et al. (19,201 examined tree ring chronologies and successfully reconstructed temperature 

and precipitation information for the nineteenth century. This was verified using the records of 
Manley [851 and Lamb (76,77,781. Extrapolation backwards should be possible, but does riot yet 

appear to have been done. 

Thus although dendroclimatology at first appears useful, it provides no more information than is 

already available and details of regions within a specific country are indiscernible. 

Monitors and Diaries 

Meteorological monitoring stations are spread throughout the world. The data obtained are pub- 
lished by the World "Meteorological Organisation [29,761. In this study tile climate of the British 

Isles is paramount and recording dates back to 1680. However, a complete record does not exist 

prior to 1841, when the Greenwich meteorological and magnetic observatory was established. 

Manley [861 constructed a table of mean temperatures for the Midlands for the period 1698-1952. 

This was derived from a variety of sources: 

1815+ uses average values from two sites, Oxford and Lancashire. 

1771-1814 uses the average of sb< sites, each of which is intermittent. 

1698-1770 mainly based upon London, but includes sources such as home weather diaries and 

estimates based on records for Utrecht. 

Lamb [77,781 took this further and created a table of temperature and rainfall data. The temper- 

ature data being that of Manley's supplemented by extrapolations from the summer and winter 
indices. The summer and winter indices are scales which were invented to assign values to sources 

such as weather diaries. A number was assigned depending upon the number of reports of mild- 

cold months in winter (wet-dry months in summer) in the literature. The rainfall data prior to 
1740 is also based on the indices; post 1740 is derived from Nicholas and Glasspoole (107] and 
Meteorological Office records. 
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Beetle Remains 

Reasonable approximations to the mean temperature can be obtained from the 20,000 year range 

of climatic data that is deduced from pollen analysis and beetle remains. The premise of this work 
is that, if the climatic tolerance for a specific species is known, then where these species are found 

within the geological record as fossils, the climate is known to within that range (2]. 

This is too broad a temporal range for the information needed in this study. 

Ice Cores 

Ice cores can provide two types of information. Climate reconstruction can be achieved via oxygen 
isotope analysis with a resolution of years. This can extend as far back as 10,000 years ago. 
Alternatively the year sheets of ice can give information on the climate. These are available back" 

to 1760 for the South Pole and 1000 for Greenland. Obviously the global climate is different to the 

local U. K. climate and therefore this is not a useful source of data for the mediaeval period for the 

British Isles. 

8.2.2 The Climate of Central England since 800 

The compiled evidence suggests the local climate for central England has varied as depicted in 

Figure 8.6. This is plotted from the precipitation and temperature data of Lamb [77] and is 

expressed as fifty year averages. The precipitation is expressed as percentages of the 1916-1950 

average; temperature is given in *C. As the glass considered in this study is fourteenth century and 
later, the earlier information on climate is not needed, though it is to be noted that the twelfth 

and thirteenth centuries appear to have been the hottest and dampest since the advent of stained 

glass windows. 

It is clear that the 15th to 18th centuries were particularly cool, corresponding to what was called 
the Little Ice Age. It is also apparent that the prevailing trend since the eighteenth century is for a 

warmer and wetter climate. It is this latter trend that could be suggested as being responsible for 

the decline in the condition of the stained glass windows. That is to say, a warm moist climate is 

more damaging than a cool, dry one and therefore the so called acceleration of deterioration that 
has been observed since the Victorian era could be due to the local climate change. 

This does not mean that the temperature increase has not been heightened by the increase in 

chloroflurocarbons and other pollutants in the upper atmosphere, which serve to trap the ultraviolet 
radiation from the sun [54,91,1361. 
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Figure 8.6: Graphs illustrating the variation in temperature and precipitation within the United 

Kingdom. The data is expressed in terms of fifty year averages. 
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8.2.3 Pollution Data 

In 1957 the government recognised the need to improve the quality of the air in major cities, such 

as London, by the creation of the Clean Air act. It was not until six years after this that detailed 

information was collected and then only for a limited number of sites (741. Of the monitoring 

sites that were created in 1962 some are still functional, whereas others have been replaced or 
lost, and new stations established elsewhere. Thus, information on sulphur dioxide levels is sparse 

and intermittent. There is, however, a general trend to the levels, notably a decrease since the 

commencement of monitoring. The Department of Energy supplied the data on the following 

stations: 

" Lincolnshire (LHE). 

" Nottinghamshire (FBN-, FBS, FLE). 

" Northarnptonsl-ýire (SCB). 

" Gloucestershire (G'\IH, F. -kI). 

" Yorkshire, Canterbury and Carlisle (for use when including the data of gillies and Cox (59]). 

Unfortunately data were not available for the Cambridgeshire (ELY) and Staffordshire (CHK) 

regions. Graphs of the sulphur dioxide levels were plotted for each station for each region. 

The graphs in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 do not illustrate all of the data supplied by the staff of the 

organisation, AEA Technology, but are representative of the data for each region. Figure 8.9 

illustrates the locations of the sites with respect to the churches. It can be seen that there is often 

a marked difference in mean sulphur dioxide level for the same year within a particular county. In 

some cases this difference is as high as a factor of three. The following summarises the data: 

" All regions have experienced a decline in mean sulphur dioxide levels. 

" The mean present day level is approx. 40jugm-3, lower in rural areas. 

" Nottinghamshire has the highest S02 levels. 

" As the highest level recorded for these regions is 200. ugm-3, the levels must have exceeded 
300, ugm-3 at the height of the industrial revolution (the late nineteenth century). 

AEA Technology also provide an emission map of the U. K. for sulphur dioxide for 1093 on the 
Internet [1371. This indicates that the high emissions are centered on London, Liverpool and 
Birmingham, whilst the west coast and Scotland have the lowest. 
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Figure 8.7: Graphs illustrating the sulphur dioxide levels for the years 1062-1093 in the UK, for 
Gloucestershire and Lincolnshire. 
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Figure 8.8: Graphs illustrating the sulphur dioxide levels for the years 1962-1993 in the UK, for 

Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire. 
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Figure 8.9: The distribution of pollution monitoring sites with respect to the church locations. The 

triangles represent the monitoring sites with dots and labels representing the church location. 
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Pollution as the cause of corrosion 

There was much diversity of opinion as to whether air pollution and/or sulphur dioxide causes 
harm to mediaeval stained glass windows in the early 1970s [96]. Newton [102) in 1988, wrote that 

air pollution was not responsible for the accelerated attack since the second World War, or at the 

very least there was no evidence to support this claim. 

Any effects due to high sulphur dioxide and/or pollution are difficult to detect because each church 
has a different and very individual history. Many churches had their windows removed during the 

second world war and this is believed, in most cases, to be the cause of increased deterioration. Tile 

recent paper of Cox and Cooper (321 shows that the mediaeval glass of York exhibited atmospheric 
decay prior to 1540. That is, archaeological window glass that was buried at the time of the 

dissolution of the monasteries had corroded in the atmosphere. This would therefore indicate that 

although high sulphur dioxide levels can accelerate the decay process, they are certainly not the 

sole cause. 

There is, however, more information on the deterioration of brickwork and the contributing effect 

of sulphur dioxide and pollution [142]. As the majority of the churches considered were built of 
limestone, the degradation of which is an important consideration, they will have similar building 

, wash. Webb [1421 concluded that tile pH of the run off from limestone buildings varied with 

rainfall intensity. Natural solubility was the most important factor in tile model and the stone loss 

increased by less than lMmyr-I for an increase in sulphur dioxide levels of 1ppb. 

This study was unable to ascertain any links between the sulphur dioxide levels, climate variation 

and extent of corrosion due to the lack of detailed information available for the sites selected. The 

data presently available on climate indicates that all the sites are comparable whereas the pollution 
data suggests that Nottinghamshire is more polluted than the other regions considered. 
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Discussion 

The glasses analysed in this study were fourteenth century in date except for those from Fairford 

which were sixteenth. All of the glasses were of later date than those previously studied by other 

workers: for example, Cox and Pollard studied 12-15th century glass [361; Schreiner looked at 

prel4th century [1321 and Perez-y-Jorba considered 13th and 14th century glass [112] to name a 
few of the studies. 

The number of specimens considered in this study was comparable to that of Cox and Pollard 

but much larger than any other previously published work. In interpreting the data, information 

made available by previous researchers was considered although not reproduced in this volume. 
Alost published data is incomplete, in that, if the condition of the glass is reported then either the 

composition or the weathering product are included but only occasionally are both characteristics 

mentioned. Presentation of third party data has been avoided in this thesis as the varying amounts 

of information available would have led to confusion. 

The compositions of these glasses have been seen to divide, very clearly, into two groups by the 

magnesia content. This type of division was reported by Cox et al. (36,591 in their study of 

mainly York Minster glass. The low magnesia glasses represented 20 from 203 and 5 from 67 

respectively, of the samples analysed. This work has made it clear that these glasses are much 

more common: 129 samples from the 206 analysed. This would suggest that the importance of 
the magnesia content has been undervalued especially in the assessment of durability. It is likely 

that the magnesia content is as important as the lime content and therefore we should consider 
the lime-magnesia content in the same manner as we do the soda-potash. 

Previous work indicated that glass with less than 62mol% silica was likely to have deteriorated by 

crusting (with increased likelihood the lower the value). Whilst this is the case for the mediaeval 
glass it was not found to be the case for the sixteenth century glass from Fairford. The Fairford 
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samples did not reflect the trend of increased deterioration with a decrease in the Si02 content. 

Fairford samples exhibited a correlation between the extent of decay and the orientation of the 

windows from which they originated. Correlations of this sort had not been observed previously 
for two reasons. Firstly large numbers of samples are seldom available for study and secondly it is 

very unusual for glass not to have been moved during its lifetime. That is, art historians strongly 
believe that all of the glass at Fairford is in its original glazing, i. e., no rearrangements have taken 

place. Thus for example, the glass from the north side has always faced north. Previously published 

work has tentatively identified window orientation (if known) but has not obtained any conclusions 

with respect to the effect of orientation on deterioration. Incorporating this data, with that from 

Fairford does not affect the interpretation because very often the same composition is not present 
in windows of different orientation and the fourteenth century glass is generally more decayed, so 
distinguishing between them is often difficult. The conclusion from this, is that the south-facing 

window glass decays to a greater extent (or faster) than north-facing window glass of the same 

composition. An investigation of east/west-facing window glass was not possible, but would be a 

useful further study. A cursory examination of the windows of Fairford suggests that the south- 

east windows are the most decayed, thus implying that the wind is the reason for the difference 

in decay extent. The alternative explanation would be that the south-facing glass attains higher 

temperatures and for longer periods than windows facing in other directions. 

It was initially hoped that other environmental parameters, such as location, sulphur dioxide levels, 

precipitation and temperature could be incorporated. The variation due to location could not be 

considered thoroughly due to the lack of early climatic data for the regions. The data available 

suggest that the locations selected were comparable and therefore the corrosion would be similar 
(if correlated). The corrosion correlation would only be valid if the glass at the locations was 

comparable in composition, age and orientation. This was not achieved for a reliable sample size. 

Grouping of glasses by composition and comparing this to the extent of decay and decay products is 

a standard practice. Most of the sample sizes are statistically insignificant but still generalisations 

are made. Schreiner (1321 states that crusting occurs when Si02 + formers < 60mol%, Bettembourg 

used broader parameters, 46<SiO2 < 52mol%, 11.5<CaO<20mol% and 17<K20<27mol% [151 

and Gillies and Cox used a ratio, 'R20'/'R050.50 [591. This study has found it necessary to first 

separate the glasses by magnesia content to elicit any trend between decay type and composition. 
The high magnesia group have 'Si02'<59MOI% (slightly higher for glass of a later date) and low 

magnesia glasses have 'RO'>35mol% in cases of uniform weathering. This is in keeping with tile 

Gillies and Cox correlation Of 'R20'/'RO' with decay type but only when the data are separated 

as mentioned and for specific 'Si02'. Gillies and Cox also related the glass composition to decay 

product. 
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Generally tile major product was hydrated silica for isolated pitting, gypsum for merged pits and 

gypsum with syngenite for the cases of uniform weathering. This study agrees with this, with tile 

exception that syngenite was seldom found, even on uniformly weathered samples. Percz-y-Jorba 

et al. [1121, Bettembourg [151, and Gillies and Cox [58,59] also identified more exotic sulphates 

such as epsomite and palmerite which were not found in this case. The work at tile Deutsches 

Museum could not be compared as the glass composition was not determined by them. 

Perez-y-Jorba et al. [111] reported the presence of fungi on glass, as did Fitz. In this study many 

examples of growing organisms were found, on the inner surface of north-facing panels. These are 
believed to be Lepraria and Dezmococcus. NN-7hilst these organisms may be harbouring moisture at 

the surface there is no evidence to suggest that they are attacking the glass directly. 

Nlarschner and Perez-y-Jorba investigated glass cross-sections for the purpose of understanding 

pit formation. This technique was used to look at glass from Fairford and Stanford, the results of 

which were shown in chapter six. This corroborates that sulphur is not evident in the reaction zone 

and therefore it is unlikely that sulphur dioxide is directly attacking the glass. Also Marschner's 

hypothesis on pit formation was reenforced such that it is probable that it is valid for more than 

the surface fractured cases. 

9.1 Conclusions 

The aim of this research was to investigate the extent of decay of in-situ mediaeval stained glass 

windows in the United Kingdom. To achieve this, permission to analyse mediaeval glass that would 
be removed for restoration during the research period was obtained. The chemical composition of 

glass specimens from seven locations was determined. These were fourteenth and sixteenth century 
in date. The sixteenth century glasses (Fairford) had distinctly different compositions compared 

to the others, forming an isolated group. Generally this group was the colourless, blue and ruby 

glasses with the other specimens being similar to the fourteenth century glass. The fourteenth 

century glasses divided into two classes by magnesia content. This division also partly explained 
the division in the Fairford saanples, thus indicating that the amount of magnesia in a glass was 

an important consideration when determining the chemical durability. 

The data were used to investigate the validity of the generally accepted means of representing 
the composition of a glass by reduced variables. The method of calculating triangular co-ordinates 

suggested three clusters in the data which correlated with the mergence of the low magnesia glasses 
from the two centuries. It was found that the ratio of two of the ternary co-ordinates (R20' and 
'RO') correlated with the extent of decay. Within the classification, i. e., low or high magnesia, 
the larger the ratio the more decayed the sample. The reduction via free energy of hydration (or 
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non-bridged oxygen) indicated a correlation between both of these values and the extent of decay. 

Both calculations (of free energy of hydration and non-bridged oxygen atoins) have the durability 

inherent in the value, but these results suggest that a linear relationship exists between them, 

such that the extent of corrosion of a known composition could be predicted from the plot. This 

relationship does not hold for the sixteenth century mixed-alkali glasses. 

A link between the extent of deterioration and the orientation of the window from which the glass 

originated was established. That is, south-facing glass is more deteriorated than north-facing glass 

of the same composition, for two of the churches included in this study. This conclusion is strongly 
dependent upon the fact that the glass in Fairford church has always had the same aspect as 

present, and that the windows within the church have never been moved. The deterioration at 
the other churches was not in contradiction to this, although the difference in decay was not as 

marked. This latter fact is probably due to the earlier date of the non-Fairford glass, enabling the 

glass on the north side to 'catch up' with the south side in terms of decay. This variation of the 

extent of decay by orientation is likely to be due to a combination of prevailing wind direction and 
temperature. 

There appeared to be no link between the glass colour and the deterioration experienced. There 

was, however, some correlation between the composition and the weathering product. Gypsum 

-%vas the most frequently identified product, with hydrated silica being the most frequent minor 

product. The low magnesia glasses formed hydrated silica as the major product, namely because 

they were the more durable glasses and therefore had deteriorated less. There appeared to be no 
link between the corrosion product and the extent of decay for these low magnesia glasses. The 

high magnesia glasses did exhibit such a correlation. The higher the ratio 'R20'/'RO', the more 

complex the decay product. A low ratio was associated with isolated pits and hydrated silica, a 
higher ratio with gypsum and merged pits, and a high ratio with uniform weathering, gypsum and 

syngenite. There was no evidence of biodeterioration. 

There was no evidence to suggest that sulphur dioxide directly attacks the glass, thus forming 

the sulphates on the surface. Only a few specimens were investigated and therefore this was 

not a statistically significant conclusion. The sulphur identified on the surface usually correlated 

with calcium suggesting the presence of gypsum. These two elements were normally in negative 

correlation with the presence of silicon. Infrared studies indicate that the sulphur is present as 

sulphate molecules. This agrees with the identification of sulphate weathering products. On 

close investigation there was evidence of the genesis of pitting. This appears to manifest itself as 
a modification of the network such that a hemispherical region is chemically altered (seen as a 
change of colour). The decay proceeds in to the glass with crystalline weathering products forming 
in the central region. Eventually the boundary to the pit collapses leaving a basin which may or 
may not retain the decay products. 
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Appendix A 

Derivations 

A. 1 Kubelka-Munk Function 

When a plane parallel layer of thickness d is irradiated diffusely with a monochromatic bearn of 
intensity I,,, the radiation flow in the x-direction can be represented by I, and the radiation flow 

in in the negative x-direction by J[521. An infinitesimally thin layer, dx, parallel to the surface is 

penetrated by the radiation in all possible directions with respect to the normal. The average path 
of the radiation do, therefore is not dx but 

dol = dx udx 
10 

ljýo Cos (P - 

or 
a 

dOi = dx 
JMýp 

= vdx (A. 2) 
f, 

Jjýp Cos V 

where 76; 1ý and 8-' stand for the angular distribution of the radiation. 37 

Assuming conditions for ideal diffuse radiation, 

lsin2ýo (A. 3) 

with a similar expression for 8', where u=v=2. This factor is included in the scattering TV- 
coefficient and the absorption coefficient. The component kIdx of I is adsorbed in the layer dx 

while the component sIdx is scattered backward. The radiation J in the negative x-direction 
contributes sJdx by scattering in the positive x-direction. The change in intensity of I in the layer 
dx, therefore, is composed of the following elements: 

dl = -(k + s)Idx + aJdx (A. 4) 
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Dy analogy, the decrease in intensity of J is 

V= (k + s) Jdx - sIdx (A. 5) 

These are the basic differential equations that describe the adsorption and scattering processes. 
The indefinite integrals are: 

I= A(l -, C)e'x + B(l +, C)e-"x (A. 6) 

J= A(l +, 6)e'x + B(l -, C)e-"x (A. 7) 

with 

a= v(17(K + 2S) (A. 8) 

and 

.3 
0' (A. 9) 

K+2S 

ITUT 
-+ý: 2 S) 

The constants A and B are determined by the limiting conditions. If one integrates for the entire 

thickness, d, of the layer the conditions 

for 
X=0: 1= 1ý (A. 10) 

and for 

X =d: I= Iz=d; J =0 (A. 11) 

are valid, and one obtains 

A 1. (A. 12) (1 +, O)2ead - (1 _'0)2e-i7j 

B 
(1 + 1C)ead (A. 13) (1 +, 0)2ead - (1 - p)2e-ad 

The transmission of the layer is therefore given by 

d 43 23 T 
LM-_ 

= (A. 14) 
1,, (1 +, 3)2ead - 

(I _)g)2e-ad (1 +, 6)2 sin had + 2,3 cos had 

and the diffuse reflectance by 

R=1 "0 = 
(1 _p)2(ead - e'd) (I - p) 2 sin had 

(A. 15) 
10 (1 +, 3)2eod - (1 - #)2e-ad (1 +, 6)2 sin had + 20 cos haj 

For s=0 (non-scattering layer) and 0=1, Equation A. 13 becomes Bouguer-Lambert's Law 

T= e- kd, and R' becomes zero. 

For infinite layer thickness, d approaches 0 and one obtains Roo 

Roo =1- 
0) 

=S+K- 
VK---(K+ 2S) (A. 16) 1+'0 S 

These conditions are achieved experimentally with 1mm layers of fine powders and Roo can therefore 
be measured. Equation A. 16 can be transformed to a more convenient form 

(1 - Roo )2 k 
2Rý. .=5 (A. 17) 
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A. 2 ZAF equation 

In 1951 Castaing proposed this method of analysis, that is the comparison of unknown characteristic 

x-ray lines with those of a known standard. Thus if all tile spectrometer parameters are fixed 

we need only to consider the different electron and x-ray behaviour in specimen and standard 

respectively. Suppose Nve consider a binary specimen containing elements A and B where the mass 

concentration of A is to be measured by reference to a standard consisting of the pure element 
A[133]. The intensity of the primary x-ray emission is given by: - 

00 
O(Apz) 45(pz) exp(-Xpz)dpz, 

0 
(A. 18) 

where 0(, Apz) corresponds to the emission from an isolated thin film of mass thickness Apz. The 

total emitted x-ray intensity including any fluorescence contributions is then 

00 
ý(Apz) 

10 
0(pz) exp(-xpz)dpz(l + -y + (A. 19) 

where the fluorescence correction factor (1 + -y + 6) has -y as the ratio of the intensity of fluorescence 

emission to the primary characteristic x-ray emission and J as the corresponding ratio for the 

continuum fluorescence contribution. 

00 
I= 0(APZ) «pz)dpzf (X) (1 + -y + ä), (A. 20) 

where the absorption factor is 

00 
(x) = 

fo «pz) exp(-�<pz)dpz 
fo"o O(pz)dpz 

The ratio of x-ray intensities (characteristic A radiation) emitted from specimen AB and standard 

A is given by 
AB ý(ApZ)AAB [, O(pZ)d PZ]AB f (X)AB (1 +, y + J)AB A 1A 

0A (A. 22) JA O(ApZ)A fOO[O(pZ)d ZIA f(X)A (1 + oy + J)A 
AA0AAA P 

Now it may be shown as foUows that 

o(Apz)AB 
-A-= CAs (A. 23) 

O(APZ)A 

where cA is the mass concentration of element A in specimen AD. Consider an isolated thin film of 

element AD of mass thickness dpz. Then the number of A atoms per unit area is (J-v")dpz, where A 
N is Avogadro's number. The number of ionisations produced by a given flux of electrons will be 

proportional to Q(lv'A)dpz and the number of x-rays subsequently generated will be proportional A 
")dpz. Hence the intensity ratio of x-rays from isolated thin films of AD and A of the to QW( A 

same mass thickness is given by, 
Qc )dpz W(&A. & 
Qw(AA)dpz 

(A. 24) 
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The integral terms correspond to the areas under the respective 6(pz) curves and their ratio may 
be replaced by 'A' to denote the absorption correction factor while IF' may be used to represent 

iAB 
. -4 = the ratio of the fluorescence terms, that is, A cA'Z"A"F', and it may be seen that each of the 

A 

correction factors for the specimen AB/ standard A can be treated separately. 
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Appendix B 

Compositional Data Tables 

This appendix contains diemical compostional data for each of the glasses analysed, in a tabular 

form. The tables are presented in the following order: - 

" Stanford 

" Fledborough 

" Ely 

" Meysey Hampton 

" Heckington 

" Fairford 

" Checkley 

Each table is divided into three parts; weight percent of oxide, molar percent of oxide and other. 
The weight and molar percent figures are quoted to one decimal place. The section labelled 'other' 

contains parameters calculated from the composition; the ternary co-ordinates as fractional mol% 
(to 1d. p. ); the free energy of hydration, -AGkcal/mol (to Up. ) and the number of non-bridged 

oxygen atoms (to 2sig. fig. ). 

Throughout the tables nd represents not determined. 
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Label scbl scb2 scb3 scb4 scb- scb6 flel fle2 fle3 

Na2 0 1.3 2.9 2.7 2.8 2.9 4.1 2.2 1.9 2.4 

mg0 5.2 6.7 6.4 6.5 6.6 8.2 5.8 5.2 5.7 
A12 03 1.9 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.1 1.9 1.7 1.9 
Si02 52.7 54.8 55.1 55.5 53.2 53.1 53.0 52.8 52.9 

P205 5.5 4.6 4.5 4.5 4.3 3.7 4.9 4.6 4.8 
K20 17.6 15.5 15.8 15.2 15.5 10.9 15.2 15.9 15.1 

Ca0 13.2 11.3 11.6 11.2 11.3 16.1 14.8 15.7 14.8 

mno 0.8 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.4 0.8 0.8 0.8 

. i= Fe203 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 

.I 
p 
L s nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.1 0.1 0.1 

ci nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
pbo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

'-\-a2 0 1.4 2.93 2.78 2.83 2.93 4.06 2.25 1.95 2.49 

mg0 8.32 10.5 10.1 10.2 10.4 12.4 9.5 8.32 8.8 
A1203 1.23 0.97 0.84 0.99 0.96 0.68 1.16 1.01 1.13 
Si02 56.8 57.8 58.1 58.6 58.2 54.1 56.1 56.1 36.0 

P2 05 2.52 2.04 2.02 2.01 1.9 1.61 2.2 2.1 2.13 

K20 12.1 10.4 10.6 10.2 10.4 7.1 10.3 10.8 10.2 

r. m Ca0 15.3 12.8 13.1 12.6 12.7 17.3 16.7 17.9 16.9 
w Co mno 0.73 1.12 1.06 1.02 1.09 1.22 0.63 0.69 0.71 
0. 
9. Fe203 0.24 0.14 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.25 

s nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.22 0.18 0.25 

ci nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

Pbo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

, sio2, 62.9 62.8 62.9 63.6 63.1 58.1 61.7 61.4 61.6 

'R20, 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.1 12.3 10.5 11.3 11.6 11.4 
9-. 

c6) 'RO' 24.8 24.8 24.6 24.3 24.6 31.4 26.9 27.0 26.9 

-A G 9.5 8.9 8.8 8.6 8.7 9.1 9.3 9.4 0.3 

NBO 0.68 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.69 0.79 0.71 0.72 0,72 

Table B. 1: Composition of the samples from Stanford and three from Fledborough. NBO is the 

number of non-bridged oxygen atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 
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Label fbsl fbs2 fbs3 fbs4 I fbs5 fbs6 fbsT fbsB fbnl fbn3 

N'a2 0 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.53 0.7 

mgo 4.4 4.2 4.2 4.6 4.2 4.2 4.8 4.7 4.2 3.8 

A1203 1.9 1.5 1.8 2.4 1.7 1.6 2.7 2.7 1.5 2.3 

Si02 46.8 47.6 46.5 48.3 46.7 48.0 47.6 47.1 47.9 49.3 

P2 05 5.9 5.0 5.7 4.6 5.8 5.7 4.8 4.7 3.3 2.8 
K20 11.7 12.9 11.8 16.6 11.9 12.7 14.5 14.7 16.8 15.5 

CaO 27.5 26.0 28.3 21.1 28.1 25.6 23.3 23.5 24.4 23.2 

MnO 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.3 

F6203 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.9 

s nd 0.13 nd 0.12 nd 0.2 nd nd 0.1 nd 

cl nd nd nd nd nd 0.36 nd nd nd nd 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

PbO nd nd nd 0.14 0.25 nd nd nd nd nd 

Na2 0 0.36 0.52 0.45 0.66 0.35 0.5 0.6 0.62 0.65 0.72 

mgo 6.87 6.67 6.5 7.29 6.64 6.64 7.6 7.49 6.69 5.02 
A1203 1.2 0.95 1.14 1.49 1.01 0.99 1.7 1.7 0.89 1.39 

Si02 49.2 50.2 48.9 51.6 49.1 50.4 30.4 49.9 50.1 51.6 

P2 05 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.1 2.6 2.5 2.2 2.11 1.5 1.24 

K20 7.9 8.7 7.9 11.3 8.0 8.5 9.8 9.9 11.1 10.3 

CaO 31.0 4 29 31.8 24.1 31.6 28.9 26.5 26.8 27.8 26.0 
. 

MnO 0.17 0.11 0.13 0.57 nd 0.15 0.66 0.73 0.36 0.24 
0. 

Fe203 0 27 25 0 27 0 0.24 0.27 0.25 0.19 0.26 0.14 0.36 
. . . 

0 s nd 0.26 nd 0.23 nd 0.3 nd nd 0.33 nd 

cl nd nd nd nd nd 0.64 nd nd nd nd 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

PbO 
I nd , nd nd 0.04 0.07 

, _nd . 
nd 

. 
nd 

. 
nd 

. 
nd 

'Si02' 54.8 55.4 54.4 57.7 54.4 56.1 56.5 56.2 53.0 57.6 

'R20' 6.8 8.1 7.0 10.1 7.1 7.8 8.5 8.6 10.9 0.5 

'RO' 38.3 36.4 38.6 32.2 38.5 36.1 35.0 33.2 35.2 33.0 

-A C 10.5 10.5 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.2 10.5 10.7 10.0 9.8 

NBO 0.85 0.84 0.86 0.81 0.86 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.88 0.81 

Table B. 2: Composition of the samples from Fledborough. NBO is the number of non-bridged 

oxygen atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 
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Label ely3 ely4 ely5 ely6 ely7 ely8 elyo ely10 elyll ely12 ely13 

N-a20 1.5 1.5 2.6 2.6 0.5 2.5 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.7 

mg0 4.0 4.4 7.7 7.5 4.7 4.6 4.5 4.3 3.9 4.3 3.9 
A12 03 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.7 1.1 2.2 1.5 1.3 1.2 3.3 2.4 
si02 46.8 43.4 52.6 52.7 46.9 54.9 46.8 43.7 45.8 43.5 56. -1 
P2 OS 2.7 6.9 4.4 4.2 6.6 4.6 5.3 6.9 6.6 4.7 3.8 

11: 2 0 15.8 15.9 16.9 16.9 16.1 13.8 14.9 14.9 14.8 16.0 14.0 

Ca0 26.4 25.1 13.1 13.2 22.0 15.0 2-1.1 24.0 23.1 23.3 13.4 

MnO 1.1 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.7 1.1 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.1 

Fe2 03 0.4 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 

s 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 

ci nd 0.2 0.5 nd nd 0.44 nd nd nd nd 0.38 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

Pbo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

Na20 1.5 1.4 2.6 2.6 0.5 2.6 0.6 1.1 1.0 0.8 1.7 

mg0 6.2 7.0 11.9 11.7 7.6 7.3 7.5 6.9 6.1 6.9 6.1 
A12 03 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.4 0.0 0.8 0.7 2.1 1.5 
Si02 48.7 46.5 54.9 55.1 50.2 38 49.5 48.9 48.9 48.8 59.9 
P2 os 1.2 3.1 1.9 1.9 3.0 2.1 2.4 3.2 2.9 2.2 1.7 
11: 20 10.5 10.9 11.3 11.3 11.0 9.3 10.0 10.2 10.1 10.9 9.3 
Ca0 29 4 28 8 14.7 14.7 25.3 17.0 27.3 27.5 28.7 26.7 17.5 

. . 

mno 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.6 
0. 

Fe2 03 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

s 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.3 

ci nd 0.3 0.8 nd nd 0.8 nd nd nd nd 0.7 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

pbo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
'Si02' 51.6 52.2 58.5 58.9 55.4 64.2 54.4 54.6 54.5 56.0 63.9 

'R20' 11.5 11.3 13.5 13.5 10.6 10.4 9.6 10.3 10.1 9.3 9.5 

inot 36.9 36.5 27.9 27.6 33.9 23.4 35.9 33.0 33.1 3-1.3 24.6 

-AG 11.17 12.4 9.89 9.82 11.39 8.41 11.0 11.6 11.3 11.1 T. 73 

NBO 0.93 0.89 0.78 0.78 0.83 0.67 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.6-1 

Table B. 3: Composition of the samples from Ely. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen atoms 

and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 
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Label gmhl gmh2 gmh3 gmh4 gmh5 gmh6 gmh7 gmh8 gmh9 gmhlo 

N-a2 0 2.3 1.9 2.6 2.9 2.1 2.2 2.7 2.2 2.2 2.5 

mgo 6.6 5.9 7.3 5.8 7.2 5.4 7.2 7.0 7.4 6.8 
A1203 1.8 1.2 1.0 1.8 1.3 1.4 1.0 1.3 1.2 0.6 

Si02 56.2 52.5 51.6 56.3 51.3 54.3 . 51.8 51.9 49.3 56.6 
P205 4.1 5.2 5.4 3.8 6.2 5.3 5.2 6.1 6.6 3.8 
K2 0 12.4 17 14.5 13.3 14.9 17.8 14.5 14.7 15.7 14.9 

CaO 13.4 13.3 14.5 13.6 14.7 11.6 14.5 14.2 13.2 12.2 

MnO 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.4 0.8 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.3 

Fe2 03 0.8 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 

s 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.15 ad ad 0.12 0.11 0.09 

cl ad ad 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 

cuo 0.44 ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad 

PbO ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad 

Na2 0 2.34 2.02 2.61 2.99 2.19 2.36 2. T6 2.28 2.27 2.56 

mgo 10.2 9.49 11.4 9.09 11.2 8.56 11.2 11.1 ILT 10.5 
A12 03 1.1 0.75 0.63 1.1 0.83 0.87 0.62 0.78 0.77 0.33 
Si02 58.6 56.1 54.1 58.8 54.1 58.3 54.3 54.8 32.1 58.9 
P205 1.85 2.32 2.39 1.68 2.73 2.39 2.32 2.69 2.07 1.69 
K20 8.23 11.6 0.7 8.98 10.04 12.2 9.72 0.86 10.6 0.89 

CaO 15.0 2 15 16.3 15.2 16.6 13.4 16.2 16.0 17.2 13.6 
. 

4) MnO 0.88 0.95 1.69 0.68 1.24 0.76 1.74 1.21 1.24 1.11 
ia. 

Fe203 0.33 0.35 0.13 -0.2 0.16 0.21 0.11 0.18 0.11 0.18 

s 0.14 ad 0.18 0.16 0.28 0.12 0.11 0.24 0.21 0.10 

cl 0.82 ad 0.69 0.9 0.05 0.8 0.65 O. T ad OAT 

cuo 0.35 ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad 

PbO ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad 
'Si02' 63.9 61.2 58. T 63.7 59.4 63.5 58.7 59.9 37.3 62.2 

'R20' 9.3 12.8 11.7 10.9 11.4 13.6 11.8 11.4 12.1 12.0 

91R tot 26.8 26.1 29.6 25.6 29.2 23.1 29.5 28.7 30.6 23.6 

0 -AG 7.9 9.6 9.9 8.1 9.9 9.4 9.9 0.7 10.8 8.4 

NBO 0.68 0.72 0.77 0.68 0.73 0.68 0.78 0.74 0.79 0.71 

Table BA: Composition of the samples from Meysey Hampton. NBO is the number of non-bridged 

oxygen atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 
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Label gmh11 gmh12 gmh13 gmh14 gmhl5 gmh16 gmh17 gMI118 gmh19 

"Na2 0 2.7 1.1 1.2 1.0 2.8 3.1 2.7 4.0 4.0 

mgo 5.0 5.8 5.9 5.0 5.9 6.0 5.9 7.7 7.0 

A1203 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.2 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.5 
Si02 53.1 51.2 50.7 53.5 53.9 55.4 54.0 52.7 52.5 

P205 5.1 3.8 3.7 4.6 4.6 3.8 4.6 4.6 4.8 
K20 15.1 15.8 15.6 18.6 14.6 14.0 14.7 10.5 10.6 

V CaO 14.6 15.2 15.3 13.2 14.3 13.7 14.2 15.7 13.5 

0. MnO 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.1 0.8 0.8 0.7 1.2 1.1 

Fe2 03 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.9 

s 0.07 nd nd nd nd 0.05 nd 0.00 0.09 

ci 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 

cuo 0.4 2.8 2.9 nd nd nd nd nd nd 
PbO nd 0.6 0.8 0.2 nd nd nd 0.3 0.3 

Na2 0 2.79 1.1 1.3 1.0 2.8 3.1 2.75 4.0 4.0 

mgo 8.02 9.2 9.4 8.1 9.3 9.4 0.3 11.8 12.1 
A1203 1.21 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 
SiO2 56.5 54.5 54.0 57.5 56.8 57.9 56.9 54.2 34.1 

P2 03 2.28 1.7 1.65 2.1 2.0 1.7 2.1 2.0 2.1 

K20 10.3 10.7 10.6 12.7 9.8 9.4 9.88 6.0 6.0 
.. a 

cao 16.6 17.3 17.4 15.2 16.1 15.4 16.0 1T. 3 17.1 

MnO 0.81 0.7 0.79 0.9 0.78 0.67 0.6 1.0 1.0 

F6203 0.24 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 

s 0.15 nd nd nd nd 0.1 nd 0.1 0.2 

cl 0.82 0.68 0.73 0.9 0.79 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 

cuo nd 2.3 2.4 nd nd nd nd nd nd 
PbO nd 0.1 0.2 0.08 nd nd 0.09 0.09 

'Si02' 62.3 59.3 58.9 62.3 61.8 62.9 62.0 59.4 50.3 
'1120' 11.8 10.8 10.6 12.9 11.6 11.4 11.5 0.8 9.0 

'RO' 25.9 29.8 30.4 24.6 26.6 25.7 26.5 30.6 30.7 

-AG 9.2 9.0 9.1 9.4 9.0 8.5 0.0 8.0 9.0 

NBO 0.70 0.77 0.78 0.70 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.76 0.76 

Table B. 5: Composition of the samples from Meysey Hampton. NBO is the number of non-bridged 
oxygen atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 
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Label Mel lhe2 lhe3 Ihe4 I lhe3 Ihe6 Ihe7 lheS Ihe9 

. Na2 0 3.9 1.7 1.9 2.7 1.5 2.4 1.6 1.4 1.9 

mgo 7.7 6.0 5.8 5.5 6.0 6.3 6.1 6.1 6.1 

A1203 1.1 1.7 2.3 2.1 1. T 2.4 1.7 1.7 1.3 

siol 52.9 52.6 51.9 50.1 51.9 54.3 53.4 33.7 50.8 

P205 4.9 4.2 4.5 5.4 3.9 4.2 3.4 3.5 4.3 

K20 11.3 16.1 16.6 17.8 16.5 14.9 15.1 14.9 18.5 

CaO 14.9 14.5 14.4 13.7 16.1 12.8 16.3 15.9 12.3 

0) 0. MnO 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.0 1.3 
44 
X Fe203 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.6 0.5 

s 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.06 ad 

cl 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 

cuo ad 0.3 ad ad ad ad ad 0.4 2.2 

PbO 0.5 0.3 ad ad 0.2 ad ad ad ad 

N'a2 0 3.9 1.7 1.9 2.7 1.5 2.5 1.6 1.4 1.9 

mgo 11.9 9.5 9.1 8.8 9.4 9.9 9.6 9.6 9.7 
A12 03 0-6 1.1 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.5 1.0 1.1 0.8 
Si02 54.7 55.7 55.3 34.1 54.8 57.3 55.8 56.2 54.5 

P205 2.1 1.8 2.0 2.4 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.0 

X20 7.6 10.9 11.3 12.3 11.1 10.0 10.0 9.9 12.7 

CaO 16.5 16.5 16.5 15.9 18.2 14.5 18.2 17.9 14.2 

v mno 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.2 

Fe203 3 0 3 0 3 0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 
. . . 

s 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 ad 

cl 0.0 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8 

cuo ad 0.2 ad ad ad ad ad 0.4 1.7 

PbO 0.1 0.1 ad ad 0.06 ad ad ad ad 

'Si02' 59.4 61.2 61.7 60.6 59.8 63.5 60.3 60.0 59.2 
'R20' 10.8 11.4 11.7 13.5 11.5 10.8 10.6 10.3 13.8 

'RO' 29.8 27.4 26.5 25.9 28.7 25.7 29.1 28.8 26.9 

0 -A C 9.1 9.2 9.5 10.4 9.6 8.6 8.9 8.8 9.9 

NBO 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.68 0.76 0.74 0.77 

Table B. 6: Composition of the samples from Heckington. NDO is the number of non-bridged 

oxygen atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 170 

Label lhelO 1hell. Ihel2 lhel3 Ihel4 lhel3 lhel6 IhelT 

Na2 0 I. T 1.9 2.0 2.3 3.4 1.4 3.5 1.8 

Mgo 5.9 5.6 6.9 5.4 8.2 5.0 T. 6 6.3 
A12 03 LT 1.8 1.6 1.6 0.7 1.8 1.2 1.4 
Si02 51.5 51.5 49.0 53.1 54.6 52.3 32.5 49.6 
P205 4.3 4.8 4.3 4.5 4.6 3.5 5.5 5.0 
K20 17.0 16.4 16.2 15.4 13.3 15.5 14.7 18.5 

CaO 14.5 14.3 17.2 14.7 13.4 15.8 11.0 12.8 

Mao 0.9 1.0 1.4 1.3 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.1 
. 6. X Fe203 0.7 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.2 O. T 0.4 0.6 
.v W s nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

cl 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 

cuo 1.1 0.4 nd nd nd 1.2 0.9 1.9 

PbO nd 0.5 0.3 nd 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.5 

N-- 1 a20 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.3 3.4 1.4 3.6 1.9 

mgo 9.4 8.9 10.8 8.5 12.6 9.3 11.9 10.2 
A1203 1.0 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.4 1.1 0.7 0.9 
Si02 54.9 55.2 51.5 56.4 56.2 55.2 55.2 33.3 

P2 05 1.9 2.2 1.9 2.0 1.9 1.6 2.4 2.3 
K20 11.6 11.2 10.8 10.4 8.7 10.4 9.8 12.7 

r. x CaO 16.5 16.4 19.3 16.7 14.8 17.8 13.4 14.8 

r.. 0 MnO 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.1 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 
0. 
1. co Fe203 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.09 0.3 0.2 0.2 

s nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
cl 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.7 

cuo 0.9 0.4 nd nd nd 0.98 0.7 1.3 
PbO nd 0.1 0.08 nd 0.03 0.1 0.09 0.2 

'Si02' 59.9 60.9 56.3 61.3 59.6 60.3 60.0 58.6 

Ip 207 11.9 11.8 11.9 11.8 11.7 10.8 12.9 13.6 

'RO' 28.0 27.1 31.8 26.9 28.7 28.9 27.1 27.8 

-A G 9.7 9.5 10.6 9.2 9.0 9.0 0.6 10.3 
NBO 0.75 0.73 0.83 0.73 0.76 0.76 0.74 0.78 

Table B. 7: Composition of the samples from Heckington. NBO is the number of non-bridged 

oxygen atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Class Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 177 

Label Ihel8 Ihel9 lhe20 lhe2l. Ihe22 lhe23 lhe24 lhe23 

Na 20 3.8 2.2 2.9 2.0 3.3 3.3 1.8 1.4 

mgo 8.2 6.2 7.1 6.2 8.4 T. 9 S. T 5.9 
A1203 5.4 1.7 1.0 1.3 0.9 0.6 1.7 1.7 

Si02 53.7 53.6 53.1 50.8 55.2 54.9 32.9 32.4 

P205 4.8 3.7 4.9 4.4 4.4 4.9 3.9 3.9 
K20 14.3 14.6 16.1 18.1 12.5 13.6 15.6 16.6 

CO CaO 13.1 14.7 13.1 12.1 13.0 13.3 15.1 15.0 
4) MnO 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.3 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.8 

F62 03 0.2 1.0 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.6 

s 0.04 ad ad 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

cl 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 

cuo ad ad ad 2.15 ad 0.03 ad ad 

PbO ad 0.6 ad ad ad ad 0.5 ad 

Na2 0 3.8 2.2 2.9 2.1 3.3 3.3 1.8 1.4 

mgo 12.5 9.7 11.1 9.9 12.8 12.3 9.1 9.3 
A12 03 0.3 1.0 0.6 0.85 0.6 0.4 1.1 1.1 
Si02 55.5 56.4 55.8 54.5 56.7 56.7 56.1 55.3 
P2 05 2.1 1.7 2.2 2.0 1.9 2.2 1.7 1.8 
K20 9.4 9.8 10.8 12.4 8.2 8.9 10.5 11.1 

C: CaO 14.5 16.6 14.7 13.9 14.3 14.7 17.2 IT. 9 

v MnO 0.7 0.8 0.6 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.7 
In. 

Fe203 0.06 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.08 0.4 0.2 

s 0.08 ad ad 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

ci 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 

cuo ad ad ad 1.74 ad 0.02 ad ad 
PbO ad 0.2 ad ad ad ad 0.1 ad 

'Si02' 58.9 61.6 60.1 59.3 60.6 60.3 61.5 60.3 
'R20' 13.2 10.6 13.1 13.5 10.8 11.8 10.9 11.3 

'RO' 27.9- 27.8 26.9 27.1 28.4 27.9 27.5 28.4 

-A G 9.5 8.8 9.7 9.8 8.7 9.1 9.1 9.5 

NBO 0.77 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.75 

Table B. 8: Composition of the samples from Heckington. NBO is the number of non-bridged 

oxygen atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 178 

Label fai 1 fai2 fai3 fai4 fai5 fai6 j fai 7 fai8 faio failo 

Na2 0 2.2 3.6 3.5 3.1 2.9 2.5 2.1 2.5 3.8 2.9 

mg0 3.2 4.3 3.7 6.2 6.7 3.7 3.2 3.7 4.0 3.4 

A1203 2.2 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.2 2.2 3.9 2.2 1.6 1.8 

Si02 60.3 60.4 50.4 37.7 57.4 59.1 55.4 59.9 59.0 63.2 

P205 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.9 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.2 

K20 5.3 3.3 4.3 12.3 12.7 5.2 6.7 5.2 2.6 5.0 

Ca0 21.0 21.4 20.4 10.9 12.7 21.5 21.9 20.2 22.1 17.4 

0. mno 0.9 0.5 0.9 0.8 1.1 0.9 2.0 1.2 0.6 0.9 

Fe203 0.7 0.4 1.5 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.18 

s 0.18 0.3 ad ad 0.1 ad ad ad 0.3 0.08 

ci 0.39 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 0. a 

cuo ad ad ad 2.7 ad ad ad ad ad ad 

Pb0 ad 0.2 ad ad ad ad ad ad 0.24 0.13 

'. -\-a2 0 2.17 3.53 3.49 3.09 2.92 2.48 2.09 2.44 3.67 2.03 

mg0 4.73 6.36 5.59 9.7 10.3 5.64 4.94 5.59 7.34 5.22 
A12 03 1.38 0.81 1.03 0.85 0.73 1.3 2.38 1.33 0.9-1 1.09 
Si02 61.6 60.5 60.5 60.3 59.5 59.9 57.3 61.1 58.8 64.6 

P205 1.38 1.38 1.47 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.4 

K2 0 3.46 2.12 2.84 8.2 8.38 3.36 4.43 3.4 1.66 3.20 

cao 23 22.9 22.3 12.2 14.1 23.4 24.3 22.1 23.6 19.0 

mno 0.79 0.51. 0.74 0.63 0.94 0.78 1.76 1.03 0.54 0.83 
0. 

Fe203 0.26 0.16 0.57 0.32 0.29 0.23 0.19 0.22 0.19 0.43 

s 0.35 0.53 ad ad 0.2 ad ad ad 0.6 0.15 

ci 0.67 1.01 1.17 0.86 0.77 0.98 0.78 0.08 0.08 0.80 

cuo ad ad ad 2.14 ad ad ad ad ad ad 

Pb0 nd 0.05 ad ad ad ad ad ad 0.06 0.03 

sio2, 66. 64.4 65.8 64.6 63.8 65.0 64.6 66. -1 63.1 69.6 

R20' 4.19 4.88 4.94 10.3 10.5 4.32 4.17 4.47 4.4 4.8 

RO' 29.0 30.3 29.1 25.1 25.9 30.5 31.5 29.15 32.1 23.6 

0 -AG 5.76 5.92 6.03 7.05 7.79 6.16 6.99 5.89 4.20 4.90 

NBO 0.63 0.67 0.64 0.67 0.68 0.66 0.67 0.63 0.69 0.37 

Table B. 9: Composition of the samples from Fairford. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Class Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 170 

Label faill. fai12 fai13 fai14 fail5 fai16 failT failS fail9 fai20 

Na20 3.4 3.2 3.7 2.6 2.7 2.4 0.8 2.2 2.7 3.2 

mgo 3.6 3.5 6.4 3.5 2.6 2.6 3.6 2.4 6.3 6.4 

A1203 1.7 1.6 0.8 1.0 2.9 2.8 1.5 2.8 1.6 1.1 

SiO2 59.4 61.5 52.8 60.8 62.9 60.5 54.4 61.9 56.8 57.5 

P2 05 3.5 3.2 3.9 3.9 2.7 3.2 1.4 2.9 IT 3.7 

K2 0 4.7 4.9 14.1 5.8 4.6 5.3 17.7 5.5 14.3 12.1 

x cao 20.5 19.1 13.4 19.5 10.7 21.2 18.4 20.3 12.3 11.9 

mno 0.9 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.4 1.4 0.4 0.7 1.7 

X. F6203 1.5 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 

.v s nd 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 

cl 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.4 

cuo nd nd 2.4 nd nd nd nd nd nd 1.4 

PbO nd nd nd nd ad nd nd nd nd 0.6 

Na2 0 3.37 3.13 3.8 2.6 2.6 2.3 0.8 2.2 2.8 3.2 

mgo 5.4 5.24 9.9 5.3 3.9 4.1 5.6 3.6 9.7 0.0 

A12 03 1.01 0.05 0.3 0.6 1.7 1.7 019 1.7 1 0.7 

Si02 60.6 62.6 55.1 61.9 63.9 61.8 57.2 63.4 50.5 39.8 

P205 1.51 1.38 1.7 1.7 1.2 1.4 0.6 1.3 1.7 1.7 

K20 3.05 3.15 9.4 3.8 2.9 3.5 11.8 3.6 9.7 8.1 

CaO 22.4 20.8 15.0 21.2 21.4 23.2 20.8 22.3 13.7 13.3 

W mno 0.78 0.78 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.4 1.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 

F62 03 0.56 0.51 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

0 s nd 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.4 

cl 1.07 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.1 0.2 1.0 0.8 0.7 

cuo nd nd 1.9 nd nd nd nd nd nd 1.1 

PbO nd nd nd nd nd nd nd ad nd 0.1 

Si02' 65.8 67.5 58.8 65.8 60.6 67.5 60.6 69.1 64.2 64.0 

'Rj 0' 5.0 5.0 12.7 5.8 3.8 4.1 11.8 4.0 11.4 10.6 
S. 

'RO' 29.1 27.3 28.2 28.0 26.2 23.2 28.2 26.8 24.7 25.3 

0 -AG 6.10 5.50 9.01 5.98 4.83 3.63 8.87 5.18 8.13 7.42 

NBO 0.64 0.61 0.77 0.63 0.57 0.61 0.78 0.58 0.68 0.68 

Table B. 10: Composition of the samples from Fairford. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Class Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 180 

Label fai21 fai22 fai23 fai24 fai25 fai26 fai27 fai28 fai29 fai30 

Na2 0 0.9 1.7 3.6 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.8 3.4 2.4 0.7 

mg0 3.1 3.2 3.7 3.3 3.3 3.6 3.8 5.6 2.8 3.7 

Al203 1.0 2.1 1.3 2.3 3.4 1.7 1.0 1.3 3.4 3.4 
Si02 54.1 58.8 57.3 60.8 57.2 59.4 59.5 . 33.9 59.4 59.1 
P2 05 1.8 3.6 3.1 3.2 2.6 3.2 2.9 3.2 2.8 1.1 

K2 0 19.9 5.9 10.6 5.1 7.7 5.2 3.9 10.7 6.9 13.6 

cu Ca0 16.9 22.6 14.7 20.8 20.7 22.2 22.5 15.2 20.0 13.8 

mno 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.7 

Fe203 0.2 0.2 0. -1 0.8 1.0 0.4 0., 5 0.5 0.3 0.4 

s 0.2 0.2 nd 0.2 nd 0.8 0.1 0.7 nd 0.1 

ci nd 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.7 nd 

cuo nd nd 1.6 nd nd nd nd 2.1 nd nd 

Pbo nd nd 0.3 nd 0.2 nd nd 0.4 nd nd 

Na2 0 0.9 1.7 3.6 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.8 3.5 2.4 0.7 

mg0 4.9 4.9 8.8 5.1 5.0 5.3 5.8 8.7 4. -1 5.8 

A1203 0.6 1.3 0.79 1.4 2.0 1.0 1.1 0.8 2.1 2.1 

Si02 57.7 60.0 59.0 61.9 59.2 60.3 39.8 57.9 61.1 61.8 

P2 0,5 0.8 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.2 1. -1 1.2 0.3 

K2 0 13.6 3.8 6.9 3.3 5.1 3.3 2.5 7.1 4.6 9.1 

Ca0 19 3 24 7 16.2 22.7 22.9 24.1 2-1.2 16.8 22.1 17.8 
. . 

-%fn0 1.3 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.3 1.3 
im. 

Fe203 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
. . . . 

s 0.5 0.5 nd 0.3 nd 0.2 0.3 0.1 nd 0.3 

ci nd 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.1 nd 

cuo nd nd 1.3 nd nd nd nd 1.7 nd nd 
pbo nd nd 0.08 nd 0.06 nd nd 0.01 nd nd 
Si02' 60.5 64.9 62.9 67.4 65.8 64.6 64.6 62.0 67.4 66.9 

, n20, 13.7 4.3 9.7 3.8 4.9 4.6 4.1 0.7 4.9 7.3 

'RO' 25.7 30.8 27.4 28.8 29.3 30.7 31.3 28.3 27.7 23.4 

0 -AG 9.35 6.35 7.40 3.56 6. -18 6.24 6.03 7.57 5.95 6.36 

NDO 0.77 0.66 0.71 0.61 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.61 0.6-1 

Table B. 11: Composition of the samples from Fairford. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 181 

Label fai3l fai32 fai33 fai34 fai35 fai36 fai3T fai3S fai39 1 f&i40 

Na20 2.3 1.1 2. T 1.5 2.4 1.1 2.6 2.3 2.2 2.6 

mgo 3.7 4.4 IT 3.0 3.7 3.8 2.8 3.0 3.7 3.6 
A1203 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.5 1. T 3.3 3.2 1.9 1.5 1. T 
SiO2 5T. 8 48.4 60.1 56.9 38.0 54.3 60.1 60.5 57.9 59.3 
P2 03 2.9 3.8 2.3 2.0 3.1 1.6 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.3 
X2 0 5.8 12.1 4.5 11.3 5.4 13. T 6. T 4.0 6.0 4. T 

CaO 22.8 25.7 22.2 22.0 23.2 18. T 19. T 21.9 22.9 22.6 

0. Mao 0.9 1.4 1.1 0.8 1.1 2.1 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.8 

Fe203 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 
. 

s ad 0.1 0.1 ad 0.1 0.1 ad 0.2 0.2 0.1 

cl 0.5 ad 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 

cuo ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad 
PbO 0.3 0.2 ad ad ad 0.1 ad 0.3 0.1 ad 

Na2 0 2.3 1.2 2.6 1.5 2.3 1.1 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.6 

mgo 5.7 6.9 5.6 4.7 5.5 5.9 4.3 4.6 5.3 3.5 

A1203 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.0 2.0 1.9 1.1 0.0 0.0 
Si02 58.8 50.4 60.4 58.8 58.8 57.1 61.8 61.5 58.8 60.0 

P205 1.3 1.7 0.9 0.9 1.3 0.7 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 

K2 0 3.8 8.1 2.9 7.5 3.3 0.2 4.4 3.2 3.9 3.0 

CaO 24.9 28.7 23.9 24.3 25.1 21.0 21.7 23.8 24.0 24.5 

MnO 0.8 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.9 1.9 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.7 
0. 
S. 4 Fe203 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 

s ad 0.2 0.3 ad 0.2 0.1 ad 0.3 0.3 0.2 

cl 0.8 ad 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.4 1.1 0.8 0.8 0.8 

cuo ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad ad 
PbO 0.09 0.05 ad ad ad 0.04 ad 0.07 0.03 ad 
Si02 63.2 54.9 64.7 62.4 63.0 62.6 67.9 66.0 63.2 64.3 

'R20' 4.9 8.1 4.3 7.8 4.8 7.9 5.1 4.3 4.8 4.6 

'RO' 31.8 36.9 31.0 29.8 31.9 29.4 26.9 20.7 31.3 30.9 

0 -AG 6.64 10.1 5.83 7.56 6.59 7.94 5.76 5.74 6.69 6.23 

NBO 0.69 0.86 0.68 0.74 0.7 0.73 0.6 0.64 0.69 0.67 

Table B. 12: Composition of the samples from Fairford. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Class Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 182 

Label fai4l fai42 fai43 fai44 fai43 faW6 fai47 fai48 fai49 

Na2 0 2.9 2.3 3.7 2.6 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 

mgo 3.7 2.7 6.6 3.6 2.8 3.6 3.7 2.9 3.2 

All 03 2.1 1.8 1.2 1.5 3.4 1.7 1.9 3.1 2.0 
Si02 59.3 37.8 52.7 50.1 37.9 58.1 57.8 58.4 62.4 

P205 3.3 3.2 3.9 3.3 2.9 3.1 2.0 2.9 2.8 

K20 4.5 5.9 13.6 4.8 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.5 4.9 

CaO 21.9 22.6 13.7 22.3 22.8 22.5 22.8 22.2 20.2 

mno 0.7 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.9 

x F6203 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.7 

s 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 nd 0.2 0.1 nd 0.1 

cl 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 

cuo nd nd 2.4 nd nd nd nd ud nd 

PbO 0.2 nd 0.1 nd nd nd nd nd nd 

INa2 0 2.8 2.3 3.7 2.5 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.2 

mgo 3.6 5.7 10.2 5.5 4.2 5.5 5.6 4.5 4.8 
A1203 1.2 1.0 0.7 0.9 2.0 1.0 1.1 1.9 1.2 
Si02 59.9 58.8 55.2 59.9 59.4 59.1 58.7 59.8 63.4 

P2 05 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 
K20 2.9 3.8 9.0 3.1 3.8 3.0 3.8 3.6 3.1 

CaO 23.8 24.6 13.4 24.4 25.0 24.5 24.9 24.3 21.9 

v MnO 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.8 
0. 

Fe2 03 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 

s 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 nd 0.4 0.2 nd 0.3 

cl 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.9 1.1 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.8 

cuo nd nd 1.9 nd nd nd nd nd nd 

PbO 0.05 nd 0.03 nd nd nd nd nd nd 

'Si02' 64.6 63.4 59.4 64.2 66.1 63.8 63.4 65.7 68.4 

'R20' 4.6 4.9 11.9 4.9 3.7 5.0 4.8 3.9 4.3 

'RO' 30.6 31.6 28.6 30.9 30.2 31.2 31.8 30.3 2T. 3 
4ý 
0 -AG 6.1 6.7 8.9 6.3 6.2 6.6 6.6 6.1 5.2 

NDO 0.66 0.69 0.77 0.68 0.65 0.69 0.69 0.65 0.60 

Table B. 13: Composition of the samples from Fairford. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

- atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Class Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 183 

Label fai5O fai3l. fai52 fai53 fai54 fai55 fai56 fai57 fai5S 

Na 20 2.5 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 2.9 2.1 2.1 O. T 

NIgo 3.7 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.4 3.9 3.4 2.9 3.8 
A12 03 1.7 1.9 1.6 2.0 1.7 1.9 1.6 3.2 3.5 
Si02 58.4 53.8 54.6 55.0 54.1 59.9 60.0 38.1 59.5 

P205 3.1 2.0 1.9 2.2 1.9 2.5 2.4 3.0 1.1 
K20 5.4 16.0 17.7 16.1 16.0 3.9 4.9 6.1 13.4 

CaO 22.8 19.9 17.9 18.2 19.9 22.1 23.1 21.8 15.3 

CD. mno 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.7 

X Fe203 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.4 

s 0.1 0.2 nd nd 0.1 0.1 0.2 nd 0.1 

ci 0.5 0.1 nd 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.1 

cuo 0.09 0.2 nd nd nd nd 0.1 nd nd 

Pbo nd nd nd 0.2 nd nd nd nd 0.1 

Na2O 2.4 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 2.8 2.0 2.1 0.7 

mgo 3.5 5.4 5.0 5.1 5.4 5.9 5.1 4.5 5.9 
A1203 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.9 2.1 
Si02 59.2 56.6 57.9 58.3 56.9 60.1 60.5 59.8 62.3 

P205 1.3 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.3 0.5 
K20 3.5 10.7 11.9 10.9 10.8 2.5 3.2 4.0 8.9 

CaO 24 7 22.4 20.3 20.7 22.5 23.8 24.9 24.1 17.2 
. 

v MnO 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.5 
0. 

Fe2 03 0 2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 
. 

0 E s 0.2 0.4 nd nd 0.3 0.3 0.4 nd 0.3 

cl 0.9 0.2 nd 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.7 1.0 0.2 

cuo 0.06 0.2 nd nd nd nd 0.1 nd nd 
PbO nd nd nd 0.05 nd nd nd nd 0.04 

'Si02' 63.5 60.4 61.3 62.3 60.6 64.5 64.4 66.3 67.8 

'R20' 4.9 10.3 11.8 10.3 10.5 4.4 4.2 3.9 7.5 

CL) 'RO' 31.7 29.3 26.8 27.4 28.9 31.1 31.4 29.7 24.7 

0 -AG 6.5 8.8 8.9 8.4 8.8 5.9 5.9 6.2 6.4 

NBO 0.69 0.77 0.75 0.73 0.77 0.68 0.68 0.64 0.63 

Table B. 14: Composition of the samples from Fairford. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 184 

Label fai59 fai6O fai6l. fai62 fai63 fai64 fai65 fa166 

INa2 0 1.2 2.6 2.3 2.2 2.4 2.4 0.8 2.5 

mgo 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.1 3.2 2.8 3.3 3.8 
A1203 2.1 1.6 1.5 1.8 1.9 3.2 1.9 1.6 
Si02 5T. 9 58.6 58.0 60.7 60.3 59.6 54.0 ST. 9 

P205 2.1 3.4 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.1 1.9 3.1 
K20 12.5 4.9 5.9 5.1 5.1 T. 2 15.8 5.9 

CaO 18.6 22.8 22.5 21. T 21.6 19.6 19. T 22.3 

0. MnO 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.5 1.4 0.9 
4. 

Fe203 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.0 

s 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 nd 0.2 0.1 

cl 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 nd 0.5 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

PbO nd 0.1 nd 0.1 nd nd 0.2 nd 

Na2 0 1.2 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.4 2.4 0.8 2.4 

mgo 5.5 5.4 5.7 4.7 4.9 4.4 5.5 5.8 
A1203 1.3 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.9 1.2 0.9 
SiO2 60.3 59.3 58.9 61.7 61.3 61.5 56.8 58.9 

P2 05 0.9 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3 0.9 1.3 
K20 8.3 3.2 3.9 3.3 3.3 4.7 10.6 3.8 

CaO 20.7 24.7 - 24.5 23.6 23.5 21.7 22.2 24.3 

MnO 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.4 1.2 0.8 
0. 
r.. 0 Fe3O3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 

s 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 nd 0.4 0.2 

cl 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.1 nd 0.9 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 
PbO I nd 1 0.04 1 nd 1 0.03 1 nd nd 1 0.05 1 nd 

'Si02' 64.5 63.6 63.4 66.3 65.9 67.8 60.6 63.5 

'R20' 8.3 4.8 5.0 4.3 4.3 4.0 10.4 4.9 

'RO' 27.2 31.5 31.5 29.4 29.7 26.9 29.0 31.4 

0 -AG 7.2 6.46 6.6 5.7 5.9 5.9 8.7 6.7 

NBO 0.69 0.68 0.69 0.64 0.64 0.6 0.76 0.69 

Table B. 15: Composition of the samples from Fairford. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions iss 

Label chnl chn2 chn3 clin4 chn5 
1 

clin6 chn7 chn8 chng 
1 

chn10 

Xa2 0 3.3 2.0 5.3 2.0 3.6 3.2 3.4 2.0 4.8 1.9 

mg0 7.7 6.2 8.2 6.1 7.9 7.6 7.4 6.0 7.6 5.9 

A12 03 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 

Si02 53.1 47.7 52.6 48.3 53.9 53.1 55.2 48.9 52.0 48.8 

P205 4.3 6.3 4.9 6.2 5.4 4.2 4.8 5.0 4.7 5.9 

K2 0 15.7 19.2 12.3 19.2 12.3 15.9 12.1 18.6 12.8 18.7 

0 Ca0 12.7 14.1 12.8 13.8 13.2 12.8 13.4 14.3 13.7 1-1.2 

mno 0.0 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 0. 

Fe2 03 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.7 

s 0.1 0.1 nd nd nd 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 

ci 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

Pbo 0.3 0.6 nd 0.6 nd 0.2 nd nd 0.4 nd 

Na2 0 3.4 2.1 5.4 2.2 3.6 3.3 3.4 2.1 4.8 2.0 

mg0 11.9 9.09 12.7 9.9 12.3 11.8 11.4 9.7 11.8 9.6 

A12 03 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.9 

Si02 5,3.5 51.8 54.4 52.4 55.8 55.5 57.2 52.8 53.9 52.8 

P205 1.9 2.9 2.1 2.9 2.4 1.9 2.1 2.7 2.0 2.7 

11: 2 0 10.5 13.3 8.1 13.3 8.3 10.6 7.9 12.8 S., 3 12.9 

Ca0 14.2 16.4 14.2 16.1 14.7 14.3 14.9 16.5 15.3 16.5 

mno 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 
0. 

Fe203 0 1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 
. 

s 0.1 0.2 nd nd nd 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 

ci 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.6 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 

Pb0 0.1 0.2 nd 0.2 nd 0.1 nd nd 0.1 nd 

'Si02' 59-5 57.7 59.1 58.2 60.5 59.5 61.8 58.6 58.4 58.7 

'R2 0' 13.3 14.5 12.7 14.5 11.3 13.3 10.6 13.9 12.5 13.0 

'RO' 27.4 27.9 28.3 27.3 28.5 27.6 27.6 27.8 28.5 27.7 

0 -AG 9.66 11.40 9.52 11.30 9.10 9.62 S., 51 10.90 0.51 10.09 

NBO 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.74 0.77 0.71 0.77 0.77 0.77 

Table B. 16: Composition of the samples from Checkley. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 186 

Label chnll chn12 chnl3 chnl4 chn15 chn16 chn17 chn18 chnl9 chn20 

Na2 0 2.5 3.1 2.5 1.8 5.2 3.6 2.8 5.1 3.2 2.9 

11go 6.3 7.2 6.4 5.1 8.2 7.2 7.1 8.1 6.8 6.7 
A12 03 1.3 0.7 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.5 0.6 1.3 1.3 1.5 
Si02 52.6 51.7 52.8 47.4 52.7 53.7 31.5 52.3 54.0 50.9 
P2 05 4.7 4.4 4.6 5.8 4.8 5.6 4.5 4.8 5.3 5.4 
K2 0 14.7 15.1 14.9 17.7 12.6 12.9 15.5 12.8 12.9 14.8 

cao 14.4 15.6 14.2 14.2 12.9 13.4 15.9 13.1 13.9 15.2 

MnO 0 9 0 9 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.0 
. . 

X FC203 1.0 ad 0.9 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.0 

s ad O. OT 0.08 0.1 0.1 ad 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.08 

ci 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 

cuo ad 0.2 ad 0.3 0.2 ad ad 0.2 0.1 ad 
PbO 0.7 ad 0.4 3.1 ad ad ad ad 0.2 ad 

Na2 0 2.6 3.1 2.5 1.9 5.2 3.6 2.9 5.1 3.3 2.99 

mgo 9.9 11.2 10.1 8.5 12.5 11.3 11.0 12.5 10.6 10.6 
A12 03 0.8 0.5 0.9 1.29 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.9 
SiO2 53.7 53.9 55.9 52.7 54.4 56.1 53.7 54.1 56.4 53.8 

P2 05 2.1 1.9 2.1 2.7 2.1 2.5 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.4 
K2 0 9.9 10.1 10.1 12.5 8.3 8.6 10.3 8.4 8.6 9.9 

CaO 16.4 17.4 16.1 16.9 14.3 14.9 17.8 14.3 15.7 17.1 

v Mao 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.0 0.9 
Fe203 '0.4 ad 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 M 

s ad 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.2 ad 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 

ci 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 

cuo ad 0.2 ad 0.3 0.1 ad ad 0.2 0.1 ad 

PbO 1 0.02 ad 0.1 0.9 ad ad ad ad 1 
0.07 ad 

'Si02' 60.9 57.5 61.2 59.7 58.9 61.3 57.3 58.7 61.2 59.0 
'R20' 11.4 12.8 11.4 12.7 12.7 11.2 12.8 12.7 10.9 11.9 

'RO' 27.7 29.9 27.5 26.9 28.2 27.5 30.0 28.4 27.8 29.0 

0 -AG 9.29 10.03 9.24 10.6 9.54 9.11 10.20 9.61 8.95 9.99 

NBO 0.74 0.81 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.72 0.81 0.77 0.72 0.76 

Table B. 17: Composition of the samples from Checkley. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Class Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 187 

Label chn21 chn22 chn23 chn24 chn25 chn26 chn27 chn28 chn29 chn30 

Na20 6.1 2.7 2.0 3.1 3.2 6.3 3.3 1.4 5.9 3.3 

mg0 8.8 7.1 6.0 6.9 7.6 8.9 6.9 3.8 8.9 7.6 

A12 0,1 1.1 0.7 1.6 1.5 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.1 0.9 

si02 49.8 52.2 48.8 51.6 53.4 49.9 54.2 46.3 30.1 53.0 

P2 05 4.6 4.5 6.2 4.7 4.3 4.8 5.3 6.6 4.8 4.2 

K2 0 11.6 15.4 18.8 12.9 15.8 11.6 13.0 19.8 11.8 15.9 

Ca0 13.4 15.5 14.1 13.9 12.9 12.9 13.8 13.9 13.2 12.9 

MnO 1 4 0.0 0.8 1.1 0.0 1.3 1.0 0.7 1.3 0.9 
0. . 

A., Fe203 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.5 0.3 

s 0.2 0.1 nd 0.2 nd nd nd 0.1 0.1 0.1 

ci 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.4 

cuo 1.7 nd nd 2.5 nd 1.7 nd 2.3 1.6 nd 

pbo 0.3 nd nd 0.5 nd nd nd 0.4 0.2 nd 

Na20 6.1 2.7 2.1 3.2 3.3 6.3 3.3 1.5 5.0 3.4 

mg0 13.5 11.1 9.8 10.9 11.8 13.7 10.8 0.5 13.6 11.8 

Al203 0.7 0.4 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.6 

si02 51.3 54.4 . 32.9 54.2 55.8 51.4 56.5 50.8 31.6 53.4 

P205 2.0 1.09 2.8 2.1 1.9 2.1 2.3 3.1 2.1 1.9 

K, 2 0 7.6 10.2 12.9 8.6 10.5 7.6 8.7 13.8 7.8 10.6 

Ca0 14.8 17.3 16.3 15.7 14.4 14.4 15.4 16.4 14.3 14.4 

Q MnO 1.2 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.2 0.9 0.7 1.2 0.8 

Fe203 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 

s 0.3 0.3 nd 0.4 nd nd nd 0.2 0.2 0.1 

ci 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.7 

cuo 0.1 nd nd 2.0 nd 1.3 nd 1.9 1.3 nd 

Pbo 0.08 nd nd 0.1 nd nd nd 0.1 0.05 nd 

Si02' 55.4 58.0 58.7 59.0 59.3 53.9 61.3 57.2 55.9 59.1 

'R2 0' 13.0 12.5 13.9 10.7 13.3 13.1 11.1 14.0 12.9 13.4 

'RO' 31.2 29.6 27.2 29.9 27.4 30.0 27.5 28.7 31.0 27.4 

0 -AG 10.00 9.91 11.10 8.98 9.63 10.10 9.00 11.45 10.01 9.71 

NBO 0.84 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.83 0.72 0.79 0.83 0.77 

Table B. 18: Composition of the samples from Checkley. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 188 

Label chn31 chn32 chn33 chn34 chsl chs2 chs3 chs4 chs3 
1 

chs6 
Na2 0 2.9 6.1 1.9 1.9 2.8 2.9 5.1 3.4 2.6 3.3 

mg0 6.6 8.9 5.1 5.4 7.1 7.2 8.1 7.7 6.9 7.3 
A12 03 1.6 1.2 2.0 2.2 0.9 0.8 1.3 0.9 0.9 1.3 
Si02 51.3 50.1 47.6 46.0 53.4 52.1 53.1 53.2 53.6 54.4 
P2 05 4.9 4.8 5.5 6.4 4.5 4.4 4.7 4.3 4.5 3.9 
K2 0 16.3 11.6 17.6 19.9 14.8 15.3 12.2 15.7 14.7 10.9 

Ca0 13.9 13.2 14.2 14.3 15.8 15.6 12.0 12.8 14.6 16.6 

0. MnO 1.1 1.4 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.9 

J: Fe2 03 0.6 0.5 1.4 1.4 0.3 nd 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 
s 0.1 nd nd 0.9 0.1 nd nd 0.6 0.1 nd 
ci 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 

cuo nd 1.4 0.3 nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.4 

Pbo 0.2 0.2 3.1 0.7 nd nd 0.1 nd nd nd 

Na2 0 3.0 6.1 2.1 2.0 2.8 2.9 5.1 3.4 2.6 3.3 

mg0 10.4 13.7 8.5 8.9 10.9 11.1 12.5 12.0 10.9 11.1 
A12 03 0.9 0.7 1.3 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.8 
Si02 54.3 51.6 52.8 50.8 55.6 54.2 54.9 55.4 55.9 55.6 

P2 05 2.2 2.1 2.6 2.9 1.9 1.9 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.7 
11: 20 10.9 7.6 12.4 14.1 9.9 10.1 8.1 10.4 9.8 7.1 

cao 15.7 14.6 16.9 17.2 16.4 17.4 14.3 14.3 16.3 18.2 

MnO 0.9 1.2 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.8 

Fe203 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.09 nd 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 

s 0.2 nd nd 0.2 0.1 nd nd 0.1 0.2 nd 
ci 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 

cuo nd 1.1 0.3 nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.3 

Pb0 0.05 0.05 0.9 0.2 nd nd 0.1 nd nd nd 
'Sio2' 59.4 56.1 0-9.8 58.3 59.4 57.8 59.3 59.2 59.9 59.7 

'R2 0' 12.9 12.9 12.7 14.2 12.0 12.6 12.3 13.3 11.8 9.6 

'Ro' 27.5 30.9 26.7 27.4 28.5 29.7 28.1 27.5 28.2 30.7 

0 -AG 10.00 10.41 10.53 11.74 9.45 9.03 9.32 9.67 9.30 8.58 

NBO 0.76 0.83 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.80 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.76 

Table B. 19: Composition of the samples from Checkley. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 
atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 189 

Label chs7 chs8 chs9 chslO chs11 chs12 chs13 chs14 chsI5 chs 16 

Iv. a3 0 1.9 3.3 4.7 2.1 2.9 1.9 3.2 3.2 3.2 1.7 

mgo 5.3 6.9 7.8 5.7 7.2 5.4 6.7 7.1 6.7 5.3 

A1203 2.2 1.5 1.2 2.0 0.7 2.1 1.5 1.4 1.4 2.1 

Si02 47.5 53.1 52.1 48.4 51.4 46.0 54.3 52.9 54.1 45.0 

P205 5.6 5.4 4.7 5.4 4.4 6.4 5.0 5.3 3.2 6.5 

K2 0 17.5 13.1 12.9 17.5 15.6 20.1 12.5 13.2 13.3 20.3 

x CaO 14.3 14.4 13.5 15.3 15.8 14.5 14.0 14.6 14.1 14.3 

MnO 0 9 1 1 1.1 2.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 0.9 0.0 
. . 

X Fe2 03 1.2 0.3 0.3 1.4 0.3 1.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 1.1 

s nd nd nd 0.9 nd nd nd 0.1 nd 0.1 

cl 1.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 

cuo 0.2 nd 0.8 0.1 nd nd nd nd nd nd 

PbO 3.0 0.2 nd 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.4 nd 0.1 0.2 

Nal 0 1.9 3.3 4.7 2.2 2.9 2.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 1.8 

mgo 8.8 10.8 12.1 9.2 11.2 8.8 10.4 10.9 10.4 8.7 

A12 03 1.4 0.9 0.8 1.3 0.5 1.4 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.4 

SiO2 52.7 55.5 54 52.4 53.6 50.9 56.7 55.2 56.5 30.7 

P205 2.6 2.4 2.1 2.5 1.9 3.0 2.2 2.4 2.3 3.0 

IC2 0 12.4 8.7 8.6 12.1 10.4 14.2 8.3 8.8 8.8 14.3 

CaO 16.9 16.1 15.0 17.7 17.7 17.1 15.7 16.4 15.8 17.2 

W mno 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 O. T 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 
0. 

Fe2 03 0 5 0 1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.09 0.1 0.5 
. . 

0 s nd nd nd 0.2 nd nd nd 0.2 nd 0.2 

cl 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 

cuo 0.2 nd 0.6 0.1 nd nd nd nd nd nd 

PbO 0.9 0.07 nd 0.2 0.06 0.2 0.1 nd 0.04 0.2 

'Si02' 39.6 60.3 58.3 59.0 57.1 58.1 61.5 59.8 61.2 57.8 

T2 0' 12.5 10.9 12.4 12.5 12.7 14.3 10.4 11.1 11.1 14.3 

'RO' 26.9 28.3 28.9 28.2 30.0 27.1 27.6 28.6 27.4 27.3 

-AG 10.60 9.27 9.61 10.67 10.16 11-80 8.69 9.38 9.05 11.84 

NBO 0.75 0.73 0.78 0.76 0.81 0.77 0.72 0.75 0.72 0.77 

Table B. 20: Composition of the samples from Checkley. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 

Glass Corrosion 



Sample Compositions 190 

Label chs17 chs18 chs19 chs20 chs21 chs22 chs23 chs24 chs23 chs26 

Na2 0 2.8 1.9 5.2 3.6 1.7 5. -1 2.2 1.8 3.4 3.5 

mg0 7.1 5.5 7.9 7.0 5.6 9.0 6.0 5.6 7.1 7.0 
A12 03 0.7 2.1 1.3 1.4 1.9 1.3 1.5 1.9 1.3 1.6 
Si02 51.6 46.2 53.1 54.1 47.8 52.8 40.0 48.0 53.8 56.7 
P2 05 4.6 6.4 4.7 5.5 6.2 4.5 5.9 5.9 15.5 4.6 
K2 0 15.7 20.1 12.4 13.1 19.2 10.3 18.7 19.0 13.1 12.2 

Ca0 15.8 14.4 12.9 13.0 14.9 14.1 14.4 14.9 13.4 12.2 

mno 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 

. Z: Fe2 03 0.2 1.1 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.3 

s 0.1 0.2 0.1 nd 0.2 nd nd 0.1 0.1 nd 

ci 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.4 nd 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd 0.1 nd nd nd nd 

Pb0 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.2 

Na 20 2.9 1.9 5.2 3.6 1.8 5.4 2.3 1.9 3.4 3.5 

mg0 11.1 9.0 12.3 10.9 9.1 13.7 9.7 0.1 11.1 10.9 

A1203 0.4 1.4 0.8 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.9 

si02 53.8 50.9 54.8 56.5 51.9 53.8 52.8 52.1 56.2 58.9 

P205 2.0 2.9 2.0 2.4 2.8 1.9 2.7 2.8 2.4 2.0 

K20 10.4 14.1 8.2 8.7 13.3 6.7 12.8 13.2 8.7 8.1 

cao 17.6 16.9 14.3 14.6 17.4 15.4 16.6 17.3 13 13.6 

mno 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 

Co 
Fe203 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 

s 0.2 0.3 0.2 nd 0.3 nd nd 0.2 0.2 nd 

ci 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.7 nd 0.07 0.8 0.8 0.8 

cuo nd nd nd nd nd 0.1 nd nd nd nd 
Pbo nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.1 

ýsio2, 57.3 58.0 59.3 61.4 58.3 58.1 58.2 58.3 61.0 63.5 

'R2 0' 12.9 14.3 12.4 11.4 13.7 11.2 14.0 13.7 11.3 10.6 

'ö RO' 29.8 27.4 27.9 26.8 27.7 30.4 27.5 27.6 27.5 25.7 
. c: 

CD-AG 9.34 11.8 9.34 9.03 11.28 9.27 11.10 11.2 0.12 8.06 

NBO 0.81 0.77 0.76 0.71 0.79 0.79 0.77 0.77 0.72 0.72 

Table B. 21: Composition of the samples from Checkley. NBO is the number of non-bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 
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Label chs27 chs2S chs29 chs30 chs3l. chs32 

Na20 3.8 1.8 3.3 2.8 2.1 3.4 

Mgo 7.9 3.6 7.1 7.0 6.1 7.2 
A12 03 1.3 1.9 1.2 0.9 1.5 1.5 
Si02 52.2 48.2 52.9 53.6 49.0 54.7 
P205 5.5 6.0 5.5 4.4 5.9 4.6 
K20 13.0 19.1 13.2 14.6 18.4 12.3 

CaO 13.9 14.8 14.5 14.8 14.4 13.9 

Mao 1.0 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.9 1.1 

X Fe2 03 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 

s 0.1 0.1 ad 0.1 0.1 0.1 

cl 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 

cuo ad ad ad ad ad nd 

PbO ad 0.2 ad ad 0.3 ad 

Na2 0 3.8 1.0 3.3 2.9 2.2 3.4 

Mgo 12.2 9.1 10.9 10.9 9.8 11.2 
A12 03 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.9 
Si02 54.3 52.3 55.3 55.7 52.8 56.6 

P205 2.4 2.8 2.4 1.9 2.7 2.0 
K2 0 8.6 13.2 8.8 9.7 12.7 8.1 

CaO 15.6 17.2 16.2 16.5 16.6 15.5 

4) Mao 0.9 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.9 

Fe2 03 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 

E s 0.1 0.3 ad 0.2 0.3 0.1 

cl 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.8 

cuo ad ad ad nd ad ad 
PbO ad 0.06 ad ad 0.09 ad 

'-5i02' 59.2 58.7 60.0 59.5 58.4 61.2 
'R20' 11.5 13.6 11.3 12.0 13.8 10.6 

'RO' 29.1 27.6 28.6 28.4 27.8 28.1 

0 -AG 9.62 11.20 9.38 9.33 10.95 8.69 

NBO 0.76 0.76 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.73 

Table B. 22: Composition of the samples from Checkley. NBO is the number of non. bridged oxygen 

atoms and -AG is expressed in kcal/mol. 
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Appendix C 

Sample Description Tables 

This appendix contains descriptions of each of the samples analysed. The following abbreviations 

are used to identify the decay product: 

gypsum 

C calcite 

S hydrated silica 

Y syngenite 

Q quartz 

A anhydrous calcium suIphate 

- unknown 

and these abbreviations represent the decay type: 

P micropitted 

IP isolated pits 

MP merged pits 

TP totally pitted 

U uniformly weathered' 

D durable 

A altered (artificial deterioration) 

192 



Sample Descriptions 193 

L biological organisms present. 

If the glass was of unknown date then this is represented by a? in tile century column. 

Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

scb1 14 pale green- thick white deposit on one U C's P none 
/colourless side 

scb2 14 pale green- both sides are crusted U C, G U C, G 

/colourless (though it has the appear- 

ance of plaster) 

scb3 14 pale green- as for scb2 U C, G U C, G 

/colourless 

scb4 14 pale green- as for scb2 U C's U C, G 

/colourless 

scb5 14 pale green- as for scb2 U C, Q, G U C, G 

/colourless 

scbG 14 pale green- unusual sample with a U S U S, G 

/colourless shiny crust that looks false 

elyl ? amber very large, one side covered A none U S, A, C 

in strongly adhered white 

powder; other polished 

ely2 ? colourless a thick white crust on both U G, Y, S U G, S 

sides 

ely3 ? colourless one surface highly polished A none NIP G 

ely4 ? colourless the surfaces have an etched U S U S 

look 

ely5 ? yellow paint work in good TP G, Y U none 

condition 

elyG ? yellow one side has been polished A none TP none 

ely7 ? ruby one surface looks etched U none U none 

ely8 ? ruby a very thick uneven piece, IMP none A none 

with smooth shiny surface 

e1y9 ? ruby outer surface has an etched NIP G, S U none 
look 

ely10 ? pale green- white crust on both U G, Y U none 
/colourless surfaces 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

elyll. ? pale green- very thick sample, no TP none U none 

/colourless products 

elyl. 2 ? pale green- most of the natural surface TP C's U none 

/colourless- has been removed 

with stain 

ely13 ? pale green- one side highly polished, A none IP none 

/colourless the other micropitted 

gmhl 14 pale green- shallow pits containing U C 
. 
\IP S'C 

/colourless loose white powder on 

one side, no evidence of 

paintwork 

gmh2 14 ruby paintwork intact, isolated IP G, S D none 

deep pits on other surface 

gmh3 14 pink a dull white coating on NIP C's U none 

painted side, deep small 

but merged pits on the 

other 

gmh4 14 pale green- shallow pits on outer sur- IP S NIP C's 

/colourless face, pitting along the edge 

of paint lines on the inner 

surface 

gmh5 14 colourless the outer surface mainly 'MP S P none 

pitted with yellow de- 

posits; the inner sur- 

face has well preserved 

paintwork 

gmh6 14 pale yellow deep pits, 1-2mm in di- IP S D none 

ameter, on the outer sur- 

face; inner paintwork intact 

gmh7 14 pink the deposit is a golden NIP S P none 

colour, with the inner 

surface having micropits 

present 

gmh8 14 pink as for sample gmh7 NIP S P none 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

gmh9 14 pink this is a foot-shaped piece MP S IP none 

with the ankle showing 

particularly extensive de- 

cay. A white deposit 

is present on the inner 

surface 

gmh10 14 colourless some of the pits have NIP S P S 

merged into lines 

gmh11 14 ruby as for gmhlO NIP S NIP none 

gmh12 14 green some iridescence present 'Mp S P none 

on outer surface 

gmh13 14 green the outer surface has a re- NIP S P none 

gion of isolated and shal- 

low pits 

gmh14 14 colourless white deposit on inner sur- -NIP 
S'C P S 

face near paint lines 

gmh15 14 colourless specimen appears to have IP none P none 

been painted on both sides, 

both have only micropit- 

ting present 

gmh 16 14 colourless as for gmh15 IP S P none 

grnh 17 14 colourless as for gmh15, but also the NIP S P none 

outer surface is dulled 

gmhl8 14 blue shiny inner surface; micro- IP S P none 

pits in the back paint 

gmh19 14 blue as for gmh18 IP none P none 

lhel. 14 blue deep pits 2mm in diameter IP G, S P none 

in outer surface 

Ihe2 14 blue inner surface dulled, IP S, G P none 

whereas the outer has a 

frosted look 

lhe3 14 colourless inner surface has an orange D none TP S 

deposit in the paint work; 

the other side is dulled 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

luner Surface 

Type Product 

lhe4 14 colourless outer surface pitted be- TP none TP G's 

coming more isolated as 

the surface is traversed. 

The inner surface has only 

the paint intact 

Ihe5 14 yellow deep pits (3mm in diame- NIP G, S U none 

ter) on outer surface con- 

taining grey deposit 

Ihe6 14 colourless inner surface is dulled; the IP S'Y P none 

outer has a white deposit 

Ihe7 14 ruby great loss of surface, the TP G, S U none 

pits up to 3 mm deep 

Ihe8 14 ruby as for lhe7 TP G, S P none 

lhe9 14 green pits are 2mm deep and up TP G, S P none 

to 3mm in diameter and 

contain white deposit 

lheI0 14 ruby one surface eaten away U G, S U none 

completely and covered in 

dust; the other coated in 

crearn deposit 

Ihell 14 blue one surface shiny D none D none 

lhe12 14 yellow no original inner surface re- TP Y, G, S U none 

maining; outer surface cov- 

ered in white deposit 

Ihel3 14 ruby inner pits cluster round IP G, S N' IP none 

paint edge; outer ones up 

to 1mm in diameter 

lhe14 14 colourless pits are lmm deep TP G, S TP none 

lhe15 14 ruby pits contain white deposit TP G, S U none 

lhe16 14 ruby red glass more decayed U G, S U none 

than the colourless 

lhe17 14 green inner surface is frosted; the U G, S A none 

outer is a flaky crust 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

lhel. 8 14 yellow paint work in good condi- TP G's TP none 

tion; extensive white de- 

posit on the outer surface 
lhel9 14 blue the inside shiny; some of NIP none A none 

the paint has decayed 

lhe20 14 yellow deep pits on inner surface TP G, S TP none 

contain unremovable white 
deposit 

lhe2l. 14 green small region of micropits IP Y, G, S P none 

on inner surface; the outer 
having pits up to lmrn 

in diameter beginning to 

merge 

lhe22 14 colourless small white deposit on in- IP none NIP none 

ner surface, too little to en- 

able identification 

lhe23 14 colourless outer surface had a slight U none TP G, S 

frosted look 

lhe24 14 blue a shiny inner surface; mi- IP none TP none 

cropitting on the outer 
lhe25 14 yellow white deposit from near IP G, S P none 

the paint edges on outer 

surface 
fai 1 16 colourless inner surface is shallow D none IP G, C 

pitted 
fai2 16 colourless micropitting on both sides P G, C P C's 

fai3 16 colourless glossy surfaces with P G, Y, S D none 

scratches 
fai4 16 green most of the surface is pit- INIP C, G U C's 

ted or covered in white 
deposits 

fai5 16 yellow white deposits in pits IP none P G, S 

fai6 16 colourless badly deteriorated at one U G, C U none 

edge due to water retention 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

fai7 16 colourless covered in loose brown U G, Y U G, Y 

powder 
fai8 16 colourless shallow pits -NIP G, Y D none 
fai9 16 colourless pits are deep in the stained U G, Y P G, Y, S 

area, shallow elsewhere 
failO 16 blue outer surface still glossy IP none NIP G, S 

faill 16 blue shallow pits with white ir- IP none NIP none 

rernivable, deposit within 
fai12 16 blue as for fail 1 IP none U none 
fail. 3 16 green merged pits 1mm in NIP none P none 

diameter 

fail. 4 16 blue much of the paint work is IP none P none 

missing 
fail. 5 16 yellow back painted and both sur- IP none U none 

faces dulled 

fai16 16 ruby inner surface appears IP none P none 

etched 
fail. 7 16 purple shallow pits containing ir- IP none IP none 

removable white deposit 

fail. 8 16 ruby many surface scratches IP none U none 
fai19 16 yellow pits cluster around lead IF none IP none 

edge 
fai20 16 green paints on inner surface are NIP none TP none 

within paint only 
fai2l. 16 purple outer surface has deep pits TP G, S P none 

(1-2mm in diameter) 

faM 16 colourless no evidence of decay D none D none 
fai23 16 green shallow pitting on both NIP S'C P none 

sides 
fai24 16 colourless white/yellow deposit in the TP S P S, G 

pits 
fai25 16 blue micropitting near paint; U G, S P none 

grey crust on other side 
fai26 16 colourless deep pits with yellow de- IP G P S 

posit on outer surface 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

fai27 16 colourless flaking paint and begin- NIP S'Y P none 

nings of micropits on inner 

surface 

fai28 16 green white crust on outer, mi- U none TP S'C 

cropits and dulling to inner 

fai29 16 ruby grey crust and deep pits NIP S U G's 

with yellow deposit 

fai30 16 murray both surfaces dulled D none P none 

fai3l. 16 blue as for fai30 P none U G'Y 

fai32 16 ruby deep pits through to the TP G U none 

colourless base from red 

flashed glass 
fai33 16 colourless grey crust on painted side IP none U G 

fai34 16 yellow 2mm deep pits on outer; '. MP S U C, G 

thick grey crust on other 

fai35 16 colourless pits 1mm deep; crust is TP G U C 

grey 
fai36 16 purple surface scratches; shiny in- IP none U G 

ner surface where there is 

no crust 
fai37 16 ruby crust is flaky, inner surface U C's NIP G, S 

slightly iridescent 

fai38 16 colourless totally pitted with occa- TP S'C U G, Y 

sional deposit 

fai39 16 blue flaky crust, yellow deposit U S'C TP G, S 

in the pits 
fai40 16 colourless as above TP S'C U G 

fai4l. 16 colourless as above except inner sur- TP S'C P none 
face is dulled 

fai42 16 blue as for fai4l D none U G 

fai43 16 green grey crust, one side flakly U G U none 

green matter- could be 

paintwork 
fai44 16 colourless crust is grey, pits contain TP S U G 

yellow powder 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

fai45 16 ruby deep pits, grey crust TP S U G, S 

fai46 16 blue as above TP S U G, Y 

fai47 16 blue as above TP G U G, Y 

fai48 16 green flashed glass, burnt look to U G U none 

green surface layer 

fai49 16 colourless grey crust, isolated pits are NIP S U G, Y 

deep-merged ones shallow 
fai50 16 colourless thick white deposit on TP S P none 

outer surface 
fai5l 16 pink iridescent outer surface; TP S U G'Y 

thin grey crust on other 
fai52 16 yellow grey crust, 1-3mm diame- '"N IP S U G, Y 

ter pits on other 
fai53 16 yellow as above mp S'Y U G 

faiN 16 pink no deposit in pits, thick 11P none U G, Y 

grey crust 
fai55 16 colourless no natural outer surface TP S'Y U none 

left 

fai56 16 colourless merged pits run along a TNIP S'Y U none 

paint line 

fai57 16 pale blue some iridescence to outer D none U S'C'Y 

surface 
fai58 16 pink thin grey crust, iridescent D none U G 

outer surface 
fai59 16 amber deep pits in outer; 2mm TP S U G, Y 

crust on other 
fai60 16 colourless thin grey crust on inner, TP S U G 

covering the paint 
fai6l. 16 pale blue deep pits form a channel TP S'Y U G 

fai62 16 colourless thick white deposit in TP S'Y U G, Y 

pits, crust is thin and grey 
fai63 16 colourless as above TP S'Y U G, Y 

fai64 16 ruby decay as above, flashed red 'MP S'Y U G, Y 

but appears false 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

fai65 16 pink sparse amount of decay NIP G, C U C, G 

products 

fai66 16 pale blue inner is shiny in places; NIP S U S'Y 

merged pits form channels 

chk1n 14 yellow orange/white deposit on TP G TP none 

outer; pits on inner al- 

mothst form a crust 

chk2n 14 colourless yellow/green coating on in- U G L G, S, C, - 

ner; etched look to outer 

chk3n 14 ruby pits 1mm in dianeter, with NIP G, S P none 

white deposit 

chk4n 14 colourless yellow/green covering on U G, S L G, S, C, - 
inner; white deposit in pits 

chk5n 14 ruby green coating on top of pits U G, S L C, G, S, - 

chk6n 14 yellow outer surface covered in U G, S TP none 

loose orange powder; inner 

has shallow micropits 

chk7n 14 colourless inner surface is dulled; IP G P none 

white deposit in pits 

chk8n 14 ruby fine white crust on both U G, S U none 

sides 

chk9n 14 ruby green coating on inner; NIP G, C L G, S, C, - 

thick white deposits on 

outer 

chk10n 14 ruby fine grey crust on outer, or- U G U none 

ange on inner 

chklln 14 blue inner has samll region U none U G 

of undecayed surface; in- 

ner covered in grey/yellow 

growth 

chk12n 14 yellow yellow/green coating to in- U G, S L G, S, Ct- 

ner, orange powder on 

outer 

chkl3n 14 blue inner as above; outer INIP none L none 
dulled 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

chkl4n 14 turquoise inner as above; outer thick U G, S L G, S, C, - 

with white deposit 

chkl5n 14 ruby very little natural surface TP G, S L G, C, S, - 
left; yellow/green growth 

chkl6n 14 colourless dark green on inner; outer TP none L none 
looks as though crust 

removed 

chkl7n 14 yellow green/yellow growth on in- U S L S 

ner; orange powder on 

outer 

chkl8n 14 ruby as above U S, G L G, S, C, - 

chk19n 14 colourless outer has a worn-smooth P G, S L G, S, C, - 

appearance, small amount 

of white deposit 

chk20n 14 colourless yellow/green growth on in- TP G, S L G, S, C, - 

ner, orange/white deposit 

on outer 

chk2ln 14 green grey crust on both sides U G, S U none 

chk22n 14 yellow yellow/green growth, or- U S L G, S, C, - 

ange powder on outer 

chk23n 14 ruby as above U C, G L C'S'- 

chk24n 14 green no product in the pits; '. L\IP none L G, S, Ct- 

dulled inner 

chk25n 14 yellow orange powder on outer TP C's U none 

chk26n 14 green grey/green growth on in- U none L none 

ner, grey crust onouter 

chk27n 14 colourless yellow/green growth on in- IP G, Y, S P none 

ner; white deposit in deep 

pits 

chk28n 14 green loosely attached fine pow- U none U none 
der on both sides, but not 

enough for analysis 

chk29n 14 green grey crust on both sides U G U none 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

chk30n 14 yellow yellow/green growth on in- U G, S L G, S, C, - 

ner; orange powder on 

outer 

chk3ln 14 ruby deep pits with white de- TP L G, S, C, - 

posit in them 

chk32n 14 green yellow/green growth on in- U none L none 

ner; no natural outer sur- 

face left 

chk33n 14 blue green growth on inner; TP G, S L none 

dulled outer 

chk34n 14 turquoise green growth on inner, U G, S L none 

grey crust onouter 

chk1s 14 colourless paint is proud of inner sur- NIP S TP none 

face, orange deposit in pits 

chk2s 14 yellow paint beginning to decay, U C's IP S, G 

fine orange crust on outer 

chk3s 14 ruby white deposit in pits TP S, G TP G, Y 

chk4s 14 yellow micropitting on inner; no TP S P none 

natural outer surface left 

chk5s 14 colourless inner is shiny in parts; TP S, G INIP none 

deep pits in outer 

chk6s 14 ruby inner is dulled IP G, S IP none 

chk7s 14 blue paint is intact, pits shallow U S, G TP C 

chk8s 14 colourless inner surface has a frosted U G, C U none 

look; outer covered in flaky 

orange crust 

chk9s 14 ruby orange crust on both sides U G U none 

chk10s 14 blue grey powder on both sides U none U none 

chk11s 14 yellow as for chk9s U G U C 

chkl2s 14 blue grey crust on inner; orange U none U G, Y, S 

on outer 

chk13s 14 ruby white deposit in pits IP C, G U S'C 

chk14s 14 colourless grey crust on outer, inner U G, Y U none 

paint decayed 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

chkl5s 14 ruby micropits on inner; grey U G NIP none 

crust on other 

chkl6s 14 blue cream coating on outer, TJ G, S U none 
dulled inner surface 

chkl7s 14 yellow most of paint removed; or- U G TP none 

ange crust on outer 

chkl8s 14 blue grey dust on inner; thick U G, C U none 

cream crust on outer 

chk19s 14 ruby flaky orange crust on outer U G U none 

chk20s 14 colourless inner pits filled with green TP S TP none 

growth 

chk21s 14 ruby outer crust appeared to be U S, G U none 

plaster 

chk22s 14 colourless crust on inner runs along TP G, S U S 

centre of sample 

chk23s 14 ruby orange crust on outer; fine U G, S U none 
dust on inner 

chk24s 14 ruby as above U G, S U none 

chk25s 14 colourless conchoidal fracture at one TP none 'X IP none 

end; frost like outer surface 

chk26s 14 colourless micropitting on inner; iri- IP none P none 
descent outer 

chk27s 14 colourless orange crust on outer; U G, S TP G, C, S 

paint intact on inner 

chk28s 14 ruby greyish dust on inner; U G, S U none 

white crust on outer 

chk29s 14 colourless paint 2mrn proud of sur- TP S'Y INIP none 
face, white deposit in pits 

chk3Os 14 colourless white and yellow deposit in TP G, S TP G, S 

pits 

chk3ls 14 ruby grey dust on inner; orange U G, S U none 

crust on outer 

chk32s 14 colourless inner surface dulled, white U C, G D none 

crust on outer 
flel 14 colourless average pit diameter 3mm TP S P none 
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Label Century Colour Description Outer Surface 

Type Product 

Inner Surface 

Type Product 

fle2 14 colourless white deposit in pits TP S'Y P none 

fle3 14 colourless as above TP S'Y P none 

fbnl 14 grey outer covered in green L G, S, - U G'Y 

growth 

fbn2 14 grey as above L G, S, - U G, S 

fbn3 14 grey as above L G, S, - U G, S 

fbsl 14 colourless grey/white crust on outer; U G's U G 

orange on inner, but bro- 

ken into four pieces 

fbs2 14 colourless as above, eight pieces U. G, S U G 

fbs3 14 colourless as above, two pieces U G'Y U G, S 

1bs4 14 colourless as above, not broken U G, Y U G, S 

fbs5 14 colourless as above U G, Y U G, S 

fbs6 14 colourless as above U G, Y U G, S 

fbs7 14 colourless as above U S'Y U G, S 

fbs8 14 colourless as above U G'Y'S U G, S 

Table CA: Description of the samples. 
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